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Nobody said it was easyIt’s such a shame for us to partNobody said it was easyNo one ever said it would be this hardOh take me back to the start
I was just guessing at numbers and figuresPulling your puzzles apartQuestions of science; science and progressDo not speak as loud as my heart
The Scientist – Coldplay
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 1
Introduction
Traditional linguistic theories have attempted to design deterministic rules thatwould account for all-and-only the sentences of a language that are deemed‘grammatical’. While acknowledging the fact that language use may be variable(graded), conventional theories assume that the underlying human grammar iscategorical: a sentence is either grammatical, or it is not. The idea has nowgained ground that ‘grammaticality’ is a graded concept itself, and that humanlanguage behaviour may be essentially probabilistic in nature. A probabilis-tic theory of language can take various forms (e.g. the studies presented inBod, Hay, & Jannedy, 2003), and resembles memory-based and exemplar-basedmodels of language (e.g. Daelemans & van den Bosch, 2005; Gahl & Yu, 2006).It is not surprising that many linguists have now moved from studying thedichotomy (‘grammatical’ and ‘ungrammatical’), to studying variation in lan-guage. One obvious example of variation is syntactic alternation, in whichthere are different grammatical constructions that could be used to expressthe same core semantics. The alternative grammatical constructions are com-peting, and language users choose (subconsciously) among these options. Forinstance, speakers of English can choose between the s-genitive, as in John’sdog, and the of -genitive, in the dog of John (e.g. Rosenbach, 2003).One of the best-studied syntactic alternations is the dative alternation inEnglish, in which speakers and writers can choose between structures with aprepositional dative (example 1) or double object structure (example 2):
1. The evil queen gives the poisonous apple to Snow White.2. The evil queen gives Snow White the poisonous apple.
The dative alternation is also known by many other names, for instance the‘diathesis alternation’ and the ‘ditransitive construction’. In this thesis, we usethe term ‘dative alternation’. The two objects of the verb will be referred to as
1
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the recipient (Snow White in examples 1 and 2) and the theme (the poisonousapple in the examples).There are two additional options in the alternation: the reversed preposi-tional dative construction (e.g. I gave to him a book ) and the reversed dou-ble object construction (e.g. I gave it him). Also, the alternation can occurwith prepositions other than to, e.g. with for (the benefactive alternation, cf.Theijssen et al., 2009). These constructions are fairly infrequent, especiallycompared to the two constructions in examples 1 and 2. In order to preventdata sparseness problems (as for instance those in Theijssen et al., 2009), wetherefore limit ourselves to the alternation between the two most frequent op-tions, being the alternation between the double object construction and theprepositional dative construction with to, both in the default object ordering(examples 1 and 2). All mentions of ‘prepositional dative’ in this thesis thusrefer to the variant with to only, unless explicitly indicated otherwise.Parallels to the dative alternation occur in various languages other than En-glish, for example in Dutch (e.g. Colleman, 2006), Greek (e.g. Anagnostopoulou,2005), Spanish (e.g. Beavers & Nishida, 2010) and Brazilian Portuguese (e.g.Gomes, 2003). In this thesis, we take the dative alternation in English as acase study, focussing mostly on British English. The set of remaining dativeconstructions also contains instances with a clausal object (e.g. tell him hownice he is), with a phrasal verb (e.g. to hand over ), in passive voice (e.g. Hewas given a book ), in imperative clauses (e.g. Give him the book!), and in in-terrogative clauses (e.g. Did he give you the book? ). These special cases maybe influenced by syntactic variation other than the dative alternation, suchas passive versus active voice, declarative versus interrogative mode and theplacement of particles. One way to take this into account is to control for anyother syntactic variation when carrying out the statistical analyses. However,the default syntactic structure is the most frequent by far, which would leadto serious imbalance in the data. For this reason, we follow Bresnan, Cueni,Nikitina, and Baayen (2007) and exclude all instances with the aforementionedcharacteristics.The dative alternation has been the object of study in several subdisci-plines of linguistics, e.g. for corpus linguistics (e.g. Bresnan et al., 2007),psycholinguistics (e.g. Bresnan & Ford, 2010), first language acquisition (e.g.de Marneffe, Grimm, Arnon, Kirby, & Bresnan, 2012), second language acqui-sition (e.g. Babanoğlu, 2007), sociolinguistics (e.g. Szmrecsányi, 2010) andhistorical linguistics (e.g. Wolk, Bresnan, Rosenbach, & Szmrecsányi, 2012).Previous research has already found sets of predictive syntactic, semantic, anddiscourse-related features that appear to influence the likelihood of the twodative constructions. In general, speakers and writers show a tendency to placeanimate nouns before inanimate nouns, shorter constituents before longer ones,
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discourse given before discourse new, pronouns before nonpronouns and defi-nite before indefinite. These features are introduced in more detail in Section1.1.For the last decade, many researchers in the various subdisciplines havestarted using multivariate models to study the role of the features suggestedin the literature (e.g. Arnold, Wasow, Losongco, & Ginstrom, 2000; Bresnan etal., 2007). Such models, usually (logistic) regression models, allow linguists tostudy the relevance of the features in one integrated model, instead of studyingthe influence of the features in isolation. Although the use of these advancedstatistical techniques has led to interesting insights in research on syntac-tic alternations, it also led to some complications. Across the subdisciplines,linguists studying syntactic alternation have to make choices: which featuresto include in the study (variable selection), how to define and annotate thefeatures used (feature definition), how to obtain an annotated data set that issufficiently large (data collection), how to study the alternation across differ-ent speaker groups (comparison of speaker groups) and how to interpret themodels found with various techniques (model interpretation). In this thesis,we address the various methodological choices that linguists can make whenstudying the dative alternation. The research is interdisciplinary: It involvescorpus linguistics, psycholinguistics and sociolinguistics.The remainder of this chapter contains a brief overview of previous research,an outline of the research questions treated in the subsequent chapters of thisthesis, and a summary of the data sets used.
1.1 Previous research
There is already a vast body of research on the English dative alternation. Thissection presents the studies from which we adopted and adapted the featuresused in this thesis. Also, we list some literature on the role that the verb (e.g.give in Examples 1 and 2) plays in the dative alternation. Existing work thatis related to the individual research questions (introduced in Section 1.2) isprovided in the Related Work sections of the subsequent chapters.
FeaturesMany researchers have tried to find features with which to explain the al-ternation between the two dative constructions. Some have argued that achange in syntactic structure is likely to cause a change in meaning (Bolinger,1977; Pinker, 1989; Levin, 1993). However, empirical studies have shown thatin spontaneous speech, speakers sometimes employ both alternatives in thesame context, using the same words, but with the other syntactic construction
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(Davidse, 1996; Bresnan & Nikitina, 2009). Research has also been directed atother semantic features that may affect the likelihood of the two constructions.Quirk, Greenbaum, Leech, and Svartvik (1972, p. 843) for instance mentionedthat ‘indirect objects are typically animate’. Collins (1995, p. 47-48) founda discourse effect, seeing a ‘strong likelihood’ that the recipient will be ‘in-formationally given’ and the theme ‘informationally new’ in the double objectconstruction.Bresnan et al. (2007) combined the features suggested in individual studiesin a multivariate model; they found that, everything else being equal:
animate objects are usually mentioned before inanimate objects,definite objects usually before indefinite objects,given objects usually before nongiven objectsshorter objects usually before longer objects,and pronouns usually before nonpronouns
These features, and the probabilistic framework in which they are usually ex-ploited, do not necessarily reflect the processes that take place in our brains,but they are able to explain a lot of the variance in a data set: Bresnan et al.(2007) fitted various logistic regression models for the dative alternation basedon 2360 instances they extracted from the three-million word Switchboard Cor-pus of transcribed American English telephone dialogues (Godfrey, Holliman, &McDaniel, 1992), and were able to predict 94% of the choices in an unseen partof the corpus using a limited set of features. The prediction accuracy of theirmodel was significantly better than the majority baseline of always selectingthe double object construction: 79% (1859 of 2360 instances in the Switchboardcorpus). Also, the relevance of the features employed in Bresnan et al. (2007)was already established independently in psycholinguistic research (e.g. Bock& Irwin, 1980; Bock, Loebell, & Morey, 1992; Prat-Sala & Branigan, 2000), inother corpus studies (e.g. Weiner & Labov, 1983; Givón, 1984; Estival & Myhill,1988; Thompson, 1990, 1995; Collins, 1995; Snyder, 2003; Gries, 2003; Szmrec-sányi, 2005, 2006), and in studies that combine experimental and corpus data(e.g. Arnold et al., 2000; Rosenbach, 2003, 2005).We adapted the set of features in Bresnan et al. (2007), as summarisedin Table 1.1. Not all possible object–feature combinations are included in thetable (and in our research) because the bias in a combination can be too strongto keep it in regression models: most themes are inanimate and nonlocal (3rdperson), and most recipients are concrete. The length factor (shorter precedeslonger) is a proxy for syntactic complexity or end weight (Behaghel, 1909).
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VerbIt is generally known that many ditransitive verbs have a strong preferencefor one of the two constructions. For instance, Gries and Stefanowitsch (2004)investigated the effect of the verb in 1772 instances from the ICE-GB Corpus(Greenbaum, 1996). When predicting the preferred dative construction for eachverb, 82.2% of the instances could be assigned the correct construction. Usingverb bias as a predictor outperforms the majority baseline of 65.0% in thisICE-GB data set. Gries and Stefanowitsch (2004, p. 104) suggested that thedouble object construction ‘should prefer verbs of direct face-to-face transfer,while the to-dative should prefer verbs of transfer over distance’.Bresnan et al. (2007) accounted for the effect of verb preferences with thehelp of a mixed-effect logistic regression model (or mixed model), includingverb sense as a random effect. They defined the verb sense as the verb lemmatogether with its semantic verb class. As mentioned in the previous section onFeatures, their model was able to predict correctly 94% of previously unseendata in the Switchboard corpus.Seeing the influence that the verb has on the choice for one of the twodative constructions, the models presented in this thesis also take into accountthe role of the verb.1 In most cases, we include the verb sense (or the verb)as a random effect in a mixed-effect logistic regression model, following theapproach in Bresnan et al. (2007).
1.2 Research questions and thesis outline
As mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, linguists studying the dativealternation can make choices with respect to variable selection, feature def-inition, (automatic) data collection, comparison of speaker groups and modelinterpretation. These five aspects are the topics of our five research questions,each treated in a separate chapter.
Variable selectionIn Chapter 2, we aim at answering the question:Is it justified to report only one ‘optimal’ regression model, if models can bebuilt in several different ways?We address this question by building regular and mixed (i.e. containing arandom effect) logistic regression models in order to explain the British Englishdative alternation in corpus data. The models were constructed with three
1The only exception is the research in Chapter 3, which focusses on the definition of a differentfeature: concreteness.
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different variable selection approaches. In total, we thus build six logisticregression models for the same data set. We compare the models with respectto the regression coefficients found for the features.To establish the quality of the six regression models, they are used topredict the (log) odds that a given data instance is prepositional dative, notdouble object. We evaluate the models found with respect to their predictionaccuracy and the concordance C . For the prediction accuracy, we cut off theodds at 0: all instances with odds > 0 are classified as prepositional dative,all others as double object. The prediction accuracy is the proportion of in-stances that is classified correctly. The concordance C is less crude: it is theproportion of all possible pairs of a prepositional dative and a double objectinstance, for which the regression model indeed assigns the highest odds tothe prepositional dative.
Feature definition: concreteness
During the manual annotation of the data in Chapter 2, we discovered thatconcreteness is one of the most difficult features to annotate, mostly becauseit is so hard to establish a clear definition. The κ scores in Theijssen et al.(2009) and Chapter 4 show that the inter-annotator agreement for concretenessis indeed one of the lowest (together with discourse givenness). In Chapter 3,we therefore investigate the effect of using different definitions for concreteness,addressing the research question:
What is the impact of different instantiations of the definition of the feature‘concreteness’ on the actual labels given to corpus data, and on the outcomeof syntactic research using this data?
We compare different definitions of concreteness, and use them in differentimplementations to annotate nouns in two corpus data sets. One data set isused for an intrinsic evaluation, in which we compare the actual concretenessvalues assigned by the different approaches. The other data set is employedfor an extrinsic evaluation, in which we use the concreteness values in regres-sion models of the dative alternation. The various approaches to concretenessdiffer in the definition used, in the measurement scale of the values that can beassigned (interval, ordinal, nominal), the noun level they take as basis (token,sense or type) and the manner in which the values are assigned (manually, au-tomatically, or semi-automatically). The chapter also contains a crowdsourcingstudy to investigate how (non-linguist) humans rate the concreteness of nouns.
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Automatic data collection
In Chapter 4, we present and evaluate an approach for automatically obtaininga data set for studying the dative alternation. Our research question is:Is data that is obtained and annotated automatically suitable for linguisticresearch, even if the data may contain a certain proportion of errors?We automatically create two richly annotated data sets for studying the En-glish dative alternation, making use of existing corpora. The two data sets areevaluated intrinsically and extrinsically. In the intrinsic evaluation, we com-pare the data sets to gold standard data. First, we establish the precision,recall and F-score of our approach to finding dative candidates automatically,and second, we find the accuracy and κ-score of our automatic feature extrac-tion. The extrinsic evaluation consists of building logistic regression modelswith the two data sets, and comparing them.
Comparison of speaker groups
Chapter 5 contains a linguistic study that combines aspects of corpus linguis-tics, psycholinguistics and sociolinguistics. We compare the dative alternationin different speaker groups, aiming to answer the research question:What are the differences and/or similarities in the dative alternation of British,American and Australian language users varying in age and gender?This chapter presents a corpus and a judgement study of the dative alterna-tion, in a framework in which we assume that syntactic structure is influencedby linguistic factors of which the relative importance may vary across differ-ent speaker groups, thus introducing extra-linguistic factors. With regressionmodels, we compare the dative alternation of British, American, and Australianspeakers of English varying in age and gender.
Model interpretation
In Chapter 6, we focus on the following research question:How suitable are regression models, Bayesian networks and memory-basedlearning for studying the dative alternation?We use three different approaches to model the dative alternation in a largecorpus data set. The suitability of the approaches is tested against threecriteria: the quality of the model in terms of classification accuracy, the inter-pretability of the model in linguistic research, and the actual classification ofindividual cases by the model.
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Chapter 7 contains a summary of the core chapters, followed by our generalconclusion and suggestions for future research.
1.3 Overview of data sets used
The research in this thesis is based on various data sets. This section presentsan overview of the data sets used, the type of data they contain and theirrelation to each other. Most data sets were extracted from existing corpora,some were collected through questionnaires. The data matrices (the instanceswith their feature values) that we collected ourselves will be made availableon http://daphnetheijssen.ruhosting.nl/downloads. For the corpus datasets, the instances include a pointer to the location in the corpus from which itwas extracted; licence agreements prevent making the full corpora available.
Corpus data sets found using manual procedures
Traditionally, data is extracted from existing corpora by looking up instances ofinterest either completely manually, or making use of the annotations availablein the corpora, being manually added or checked. A number of such data setsare used in this thesis:
• In Chapter 2, we introduce our Ice-Trad data set, consisting of 930 dativeinstances from the one-million-word (manually annotated) British com-ponent of the ICE Corpus, the ICE-GB (Greenbaum, 1996).• Chapter 3 uses a subset of Ice-Trad, consisting of the 619 instances inIce-Trad that could be parsed automatically with the approach describedin Chapter 4: the Dative data set.• Chapter 3 also uses a data set of the 68,484 nouns annotated with aWordNet word sense in the (manually annotated) SemCor corpus (Miller,Leacock, Tengi, & Bunker, 1993): the SemCor data set.• In Chapter 4, we use Ice-Trad again, together with Swb-Trad, the 2,349datives collected from the a Switchboard corpus of spoken telephonedialogues in American English (Godfrey et al., 1992), being a correctedversion of the original set described in Bresnan et al. (2007).2• In Chapter 5, we use a combination of Ice-Trad and Swb-Trad, containingthe 2,541 instances in spontaneous speech with a limited set of verbsshared by both sets.
2I thank Prof. Joan Bresnan for sharing this data set.
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Corpus data sets semi-automatically foundIn Chapter 4, we introduce a method for automatically obtaining data to studythe dative alternation. This leads to the semi-automatic data sets, which areinstances that were automatically found, manually checked, and automaticallyannotated for the features:
• We obtained 633 dative instances from the ICE-GB corpus (Ice-Semi) inChapter 4.• Also in Chapter 4, we obtained 1,292 dative instances from the Switch-board corpus (Swb-Semi).• In Chapter 6, we applied the approach to the 100-million-word BritishNational Corpus (BNC Consortium, 2007), leading to a set of 11,784 dativeinstances.
Corpus data sets automatically foundChapter 4 introduces two data sets that were obtained completely automati-cally:
• Ice-Auto, containing 889 dative candidates found in the ICE-GB corpus.• Swb-Auto, containing 2,694 dative candidates in the Switchboard corpus.
Rating data from questionnairesBesides corpus data sets, this thesis also includes two data sets obtainedthrough questionnaires:
• Workers on the crowdsourcing platform Amazon Mechanical Turk3 ratedthe concreteness of 1,600 nouns in Chapter 3.• In Chapter 5, 3,450 ratings of dative sentences in context were collectedthrough a web-based questionnaire.
3http://www.mturk.com
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Edited from: Theijssen, D. (2010). Variable selection in Logistic Regression: The BritishEnglish dative alternation. In T. Icard & R. Muskens (Eds.), Interfaces: Explorations inLogic, Language and Computation (Vol. 6211 of Springer Lecture Notes in ArtificialIntelligence, pp. 87–101). ISBN: 978-3-642-14728-9.
Abstract
This chapter addresses the problem of selecting the ‘optimal’ variable subsetin a logistic regression model for a medium-sized data set. As a case study,we take the British English dative alternation. With 29 explanatory variablestaken from the literature, we build two types of models: one with the verbsense included as a random effect, and one without a random effect. For eachtype, we build three different models by including all variables and keeping thesignificant ones, by successively adding the most predictive variable (forwardselection), and by successively removing the least predictive variable (back-ward elimination). Seeing that the six approaches lead to six different variableselections (and thus six different models), we conclude that the selection ofthe ‘best’ model requires a substantial amount of expertise in linguistics andstatistics.
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2.1 Introduction
There are many linguistic phenomena that researchers have tried to explainon the basis of features on several different levels of description (semantic,syntactic, lexical, etc.), and it can be argued that no single level can accountfor all observations. Probabilistic modelling techniques can help in combiningthese partially explanatory features and testing the combination on corpusdata. A popular – and rather successful – technique for this purpose is logisticregression modelling. However, how exactly the technique is best employedfor this type of research remains an open question.Statistical models built using corpus data do precisely what they are de-signed to do: find the ‘best possible’ model for a specific data set given aspecific set of explanatory features. The issue that probabilistic techniquesmodel data (while one would actually want to model underlying processes) isonly aggravated by the fact that the variables are usually not mutually inde-pendent. As a consequence, one set of data and explanatory features can resultin different models, depending on the details of the model building process.Building a regression model consists of three main steps: (1) deciding whichof the available explanatory features should actually be included as variablesin the model, (2) establishing the coefficients (weights) for the variables, and(3) evaluating the model. The first step is generally referred to as variableselection and is the topic of the current chapter. Steps (1) and (3) are clearlyintimately related.Researchers have employed at least three different approaches to variableselection: (1) first building a model on all available explanatory features andthen keeping/reporting those that have a significant contribution (e.g. Bres-nan et al., 2007), (2) successively adding the most explanatory feature (forward),until no significant gain in model accuracy1 is obtained anymore (e.g. Gronde-laers & Speelman, 2007), and (3) starting with a model containing all availablefeatures, and (backward) successively removing those that yield the smallestcontribution, as long as the accuracy of the model is not significantly reduced(e.g. Blackwell, 2005). In general, researchers report on only one (optimal)model without giving clear motivations for their choice of the procedure used.In this chapter, we compare the three approaches in a case study: we applythem to a set of 930 instances of the British English dative alternation, takenfrom the British component of the ICE Corpus. The explanatory features (ex-planations suggested in the literature) are taken from Bresnan et al.’s work onthe dative alternation in American English (Bresnan et al., 2007), as introducedin Chapter 1.
1Obviously, the accuracy measure chosen may have considerable impact on the result, butinvestigating this effect is beyond the scope of this Chapter and of this thesis.
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Previous research (e.g. Gries & Stefanowitsch, 2004; Bresnan et al., 2007) hasindicated that the verb or verb sense often predicts a preference for one ofthe two constructions. However, contrary to the fourteen explanatory featuressuggested by Bresnan et al., which can be treated as fixed variables because oftheir small number of values (often only two), verb sense has so many differentvalues that it cannot be treated as a fixed variable in a regression model.Recently developed logistic regression models can handle variables with toomany values by treating these as random effects (cf. West, Welch, & Galecki,2007).2 In order to examine the effect of building such mixed models, we createmodels with and without a random effect in each of the three approaches tovariable selection described above. This leads to a total of six different models.Our goal is to investigate whether it is justified to report only one ‘optimal’regression model, if models can be built in several different ways. We will alsopay attention to the role of a random effect in a model of syntactic variationbuilt with a medium-sized set of observations. The case of the British Englishdative alternation is used to illustrate the issues and results.The structure of this chapter is as follows: A short overview of the relatedwork can be found in Section 2.2. The data is described in Section 2.3. In Sec-tion 2.4, we explain the method applied. The results are shown and discussedin Section 2.5. In the final Section (2.6), we present our conclusions.
2.2 Related work
Variable selection in building logistic regression models is an important issue,for which no hard and fast solution is available. In chapter 5 of Izenman (2008)it is explained that variable selection is often needed to arrive at a modelthat reaches an acceptable prediction accuracy and is still interpretable interms of some theory about the role of the independent variables. Keeping toomany variables may lead to overfitting, while a simpler model may suffer fromunderfitting. The risk of applying variable selection is that one optimizes themodel for a particular data set. Using a slightly different data set may resultin a very different variable subset.Previous studies aimed at creating logistic regression models to explainlinguistic phenomena have used various approaches to variable selection. Forinstance, Grondelaers and Speelman (2007) successively added the most pre-dictive variables to an empty model, while Blackwell (2005) successively elim-inated the least predictive variables from the full model. The main criticisms
2Another solution could be to convert the multinomial feature Verb into a numerical featurerepresenting the bias of the verb towards one of the two constructions (cf. Gries & Stefanowitsch,2004). However, this would require updating the feature values after seeing new data instances,while there is no need for such separate updating in a mixed model.
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of these methods are (1) that the results are difficult to interpret when thevariables are highly correlated, (2) that deciding which variable to remove oradd is not trivial, (3) that all methods may result in different models that maybe sub-optimal in some sense, and (4) that each provides a single model, whilethere may be more than one ‘optimal’ subset (Izenman, 2008).A third approach to variable selection used in linguistic research is keepingonly the significant variables in a complete model (cf. Bresnan et al., 2007).This is also what Sheather suggests in Sheather (2009, chapter 8). Beforebuilding a model, however, he studies plots of the variables to select thosethat he expects to contribute to the model. Where beneficial, he transformsthe variables to give them more predictive power (e.g. by taking their log).After these preprocessing steps he builds a model containing all the selectedvariables, removes the insignificant ones, and then builds a new model. Asindicated by Izenman (2008), variable selection on the basis of a data set maylead to a model that is specific for that particular set. Since we want to be ableto compare our models to those found by Bresnan et al. (2007), who did notemploy such transformations, we refrain from such preprocessing and we setout using the same set of variables they used in the variable selection process.Yet another approach mentioned in Izenman (2008) is to build all modelswith each possible subset and select those with the best trade-off betweenaccuracy, generalisability and interpretability. An important objection to thisapproach is that it is computationally expensive to carry out, and that decisionsabout interpretability may suffer from theoretical prejudice. For these reasons,we do not employ this method.
2.3 Data
Despite the fact that a number of researchers have studied the dative alterna-tion in English (see Chapter 1), none of the larger data sets used is availablein such a form that it enables the research in this chapter.3 We therefore es-tablished our own set of instances of the dative alternation in British English.Since we study a syntactic phenomenon, it is convenient to employ a corpuswith detailed (manually checked) syntactic annotations. We selected the one-million-word British component of the ICE Corpus, the ICE-GB, containing bothwritten and (transcribed) spoken language (Greenbaum, 1996).We used a Perl script to automatically extract potentially relevant clauses
3Although most of the data set used in Bresnan et al. (2007) is available through the R package
LanguageR, the original sentences and some annotations are not publicly available because theyare taken from an unpublished, corrected version of the Switchboard Corpus. At the time of writingand publishing this chapter, we had no access to the full data set; later, when writing Chapters 4and 5, we did.
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from the ICE-GB. These were clauses with an indirect and a direct object (dou-ble object) and clauses with a direct object and a prepositional phrase withthe preposition to (prepositional dative). Next, we manually checked the ex-tracted sets of clauses and removed irrelevant clauses such as those wherethe preposition to had a locative function (as, for example, in Fold the shortedges to the centre.). As mentioned in Chapter 1, we also removed construc-tions with a preposition other than to, with a clausal object, in passive voice,with the reversed order (e.g. She gave it me), in an imperative or interrogativeclause, and/or with a phrasal verb (e.g. to hand over ). Coordinated verbs orverb phrases were also removed. The characteristics of the resulting data setscan be found in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Characteristics of the 930 instances taken from the ICE-GB Corpus
Medium Double object Prep. dative TotalSpoken British English 406 152 558Written British English 266 106 372Total 672 258 930
2.4 Method
2.4.1 Explanatory features
We adopt the explanatory features and their definitions from Bresnan et al.(2007), and manually annotate our data set following an annotation manualbased on these definitions (see Appendix). The features were already intro-duced in Table 1.1 in Chapter 1, but are repeated in Table 2.2 for the reader’sconvenience. Most features describe characteristics of the theme (the poi-sonous apple in Chapter 1) and the recipient (Snow White).Our set includes one feature that was not used in Bresnan et al. (2007):medium, which tells us whether the construction was found in written or spokentext. It may well be that certain variables only play a role in one of the twomedia. In order to test this, we include the 14 (two-way) interactions betweenthe features taken from Bresnan et al. and the medium.4 Together with thefeature medium itself, this yields a total number of 29 features.
4We are aware of the fact that there are other ways to incorporate the medium in the regressionmodels, for instance by building separate models for the written and the spoken data. Since thefocus of this chapter is on the three approaches in combination with the presence or absence of arandom effect, we will limit ourselves to the method described.
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Table 2.2: Explanatory features (th=theme, rec=recipient). All nominal explanatoryfeatures are transformed into binary variables with values 0 and 1.
Feature Values Description1. rec = animate 1, 0 human or animal, or not2. th = concrete 1, 0 with fixed form and/or space, or not3. rec = definite 1, 0 definite pronoun, proper name or nounpreceded by definite determiner, or not4. th = definite 1, 0 Id.5. rec = given 1, 0 mentioned ≤20 clauses before, or not6. th = given 1, 0 Id.7. length difference -3.4-4.2 ln(#words in th) − ln(#words in rec)8. rec = plural 1, 0 plural in number, or not (singular)9. th = plural 1, 0 Id.10. rec = local 1, 0 first or second person (I, you), or not11. rec = pronominal 1, 0 headed by a pronoun, or not12. th = pronominal 1, 0 Id.13. verb = abstract 1, 0 give it some thought is abstract,verb = communication 1, 0 tell him a story is communication,verb = transfer 1, 0 give him the book is transfer14. structural parallellism 1, 0 preceding instance prep. dative, or not15. medium = written 1, 0 type of data is written, or not (spoken)
As mentioned in Section 2.1, we will build models with and without includingverb sense as a random effect. Following Bresnan et al. (2007), we define theverb sense as the lemma of the verb together with its semantic class, e.g. pay_afor pay with an abstract meaning (pay attention) and pay_t when pay is usedto describe a transfer of possession (pay $10). In total, our data set contains94 different verb senses (derived from 65 different verbs). The distribution ofthe verb senses with 5 or more occurrences can be found in Table 2.3.
As predicted by Gries and Stefanowitsch (2004), many verbs show a biastowards one of the two constructions. The verb give, for instance, shows a biasfor the double object construction, and sell for the prepositional dative con-struction. Only for pay and send, the bias differs for the different senses. Forexample, pay shows a clear bias towards the prepositional dative constructionwhen it has an abstract meaning, but no bias when transfer of possession ismeant. Nevertheless, we follow the approach in Bresnan et al. (2007) by takingthe verb sense, not the verb, as the random effect.
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Table 2.3: Distribution of verb senses with 5 or more occurrences in the data set. Theverb senses in the right-most list have a clear bias towards the double object (DO) con-struction, those in the left-most for the prepositional dative (PD) construction, and thosein the middle show no clear preference. The a represents abstract, c communicationand t transfer of possession.
# DO > # PD # DO ≈ # PD # DO < # PDverb sense DO PD verb sense DO PD verb sense DO PDgive_a 255 32 do_a 8 10 pay_a 2 12give_t 56 21 send_c 9 7 cause_a 5 8give_c 66 10 lend_t 8 7 sell_t 0 10tell_c 67 1 pay_t 6 5 owe_a 2 6send_t 42 16 leave_a 5 4 explain_c 0 6show_c 37 9 write_c 4 5 present_c 0 6offer_a 24 9 bring_t 3 2 read_c 1 4show_a 6 1 hand_t 3 2offer_t 6 0tell_a 6 0wish_c 6 0bring_a 4 1
2.4.2 Variable selection
Using the values of the 29 explanatory features (fixed effect factors), we estab-lish a regression function that predicts the natural logarithm (ln) of the oddsthat the construction c in clause j is a prepositional dative. The prepositionaldative is regarded a ‘success’ (with value 1), while the double object construc-tion is considered a ‘failure’ (0). The regression function for the models withouta random effect is: (2.1):
lnodds(cj = 1) = α + 29∑k=1(βkVjk ) . (2.1)The α is the intercept of the function. βkVjk are the weights β and values Vjof the 29 variables k . For the model with the random effect (for verb sense i),the regression function is:
lnodds(cij = 1) = α + 29∑k=1(βkVjk ) + eij + ri . (2.2)The random effect ri is normally distributed with mean zero (ri ∼ N(0, σ 2r )),independent of the normally distributed error term eij (eij ∼ N(0, σ 2e )). Theoptimal values for the function parameters α , βk and (for models with a random
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effect) ri and eij are found with the help of Maximum Likelihood Estimation.5The outcome of the regression enables us to use the model as a classifier:all cases with lnodds(cj = 1) ≥ t (for the models without a random effect)or lnodds(cij = 1) ≥ t (for models with a random effect) are classified asprepositional dative, all with lnodds(cj = 1) < t or lnodds(cij = 1) < t asdouble object, with t the decision threshold, which we set to 0. With thisthreshold, all instances for which the regression function outputs a negativeln odds are classified as double object constructions, all other instances asprepositional dative.In the first approach, we include all 29 features in the model formula. Wethen remove all variables Vk that do not have a significant effect in the modeloutput,6 and build a model with the remaining (significant) variables.For the second approach, being forward selection, we start with an emptymodel and successively add the variable that is most predictive. As Izenman(2008) explains, there are several possible criteria for deciding which variableto enter. We decide to enter the variable that yields the highest concordance C ,which gives the proportion of the pairs with a positive (prepositional dative) anda negative (double object) instance, for which the regression function outputsa higher log odds for the positive instance than for the negative instance.7The concordance C is thus an evaluation measure for the quality of a model.We add the next most predictive variable to the model as long as it gives animprovement over the concordance C of the model without the variable. Aninteraction of variable Vk with medium is only included when the resultingconcordance C is higher than the value reached after adding the main variableVk .8 Two concordance C values are considered different when the difference ishigher than a threshold. We set the threshold to 0.002.9For the third approach (backward elimination), we use the opposite proce-dure: we start with the full model, containing all 29 variables, and successivelyleave out the variable Vk that, after removal, yields the model with the high-est concordance C that is not lower than the concordance for the model withVk . When the concordance of a model without variable Vk does not differfrom the concordance of the model without the interaction of Vk with medium,we remove the interaction. Again, concordance C values are only considereddifferent when the difference exceeds a threshold (again set to 0.002).We evaluate the models with and without random effects by establishing the
5We use the functions glm() and lmer() (Bates, 2005) in R (R Development Core Team, 2008).6We use the p-values as provided by glm() and lmer().7We use the function somers2() created in R (R Development Core Team, 2008) by FrankHarrell.8When including an interaction but not the main variables in it, the interaction will also partlyexplain variation that is caused by the main variables (Rietveld & van Hout, 2008).9The threshold value has been established experimentally.
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model fit (training and testing on all 930 cases) by calculating the percentageof correctly classified instances (accuracy) and the concordance (C ). Also,we determine the prediction accuracy reached in 10-fold cross-validation (10sessions of training on 90% of the randomised data and testing on the remaining10%) in order to establish how well a model generalises to previously unseendata. In the 10-fold cross-validation setting, we provide the algorithms withthe variables selected in the models trained on all 930 cases. The regressioncoefficients for these subsets of variables are then estimated for each separatetraining set.The coefficients in the regression models help us understand which vari-ables play what role in the dative alternation. We will therefore compare thecoefficients of the significant effects in the models built on all 930 instances.
2.5 Results
2.5.1 Mixed modelsTable 2.4 gives the model fit and prediction accuracy for the different regres-sion models we built, including verb sense as a random effect. The predictionaccuracy (the percentage of correctly classified cases) is significantly higherthan the majority baseline (always selecting the double object construction) inall settings, also when testing on new data (p < 0.001 for the three models,Wilcoxon paired signed rank test).
Table 2.4: Number of variables selected, baseline accuracy, concordance C, and accu-racies ± their confidence intervals (for model fit) or two times the standard deviations(for 10-fold cross-validation) for the regression models with verb sense as a randomeffect
model fit (train=test) 10-fold cvselection #variables baseline C accuracy av accuracy1. significant 6 0.723 0.979 0.935 (±0.016) 0.902 (±0.079)2. forward 4 0.723 0.979 0.932 (±0.016) 0.890 (±0.069)3. backward 4 0.72 0.978 0.928 (±0.017) 0.890 (±0.073)
When training and testing on all 930 instances, the mixed models reach highconcordance and prediction accuracy (model quality). Their decrease in accu-racy in the 10-fold cross-validation setting is (based on the confidence intervalsand doubled standard deviations) not significant.10
10In the published article on which this chapter was based (Theijssen, 2010), there was a sig-
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The significant effects for the variables selected in the three approaches arepresented in Table 2.5. The directions of the main effects are the same as theresults presented in (Bresnan et al., 2007) for American English.
Table 2.5: Coefficients of significant effects in (mixed) regression models with verbsense as random effect, trained on all 930 instances, *** p<0.001 ** p<0.01 * p<0.05. The(negative) effects above the horizontal line draw towards the double object construction,and the (positive) effects below it toward the prepositional dative construction.
Effect 1. significant 2. forward 3. backwardlength difference -2.50 *** -2.44 *** -2.39 ***rec=animate -1.01 *rec=given -1.44 ***rec=given, medium=spoken -0.94 *rec=given, medium=written -1.74 ***rec=local -2.53 *** -1.82 *** -1.78 ***th=pronominal, medium=written -1.79 *(intercept) 2.05 *** 2.32 *** 2.38 ***th=definite 1.78 ***th=given 2.34 *** 2.33 ***th=pronominal 2.19 ***
The forward selection (2) and backward elimination (3) approaches lead toalmost the same regression model. The only difference is that in the back-ward model, the discourse givenness of the recipient is included as a maineffect, while it is included as an interaction with medium in the forward model.Both indicate that the choice for the double object construction is more likelywhen the recipient has been mentioned previously in the discourse (and is thusgiven). In the forward model, this effect is a little stronger in writing than inspeech.The animacy of the recipient is only found significant in the model obtainedby keeping the significant variables (1). The other differences between the twostepwise models and this model are likely to be caused by the fact that theinformation contained in the variables shows considerable overlap. Pronominaland definite objects are also often discourse given. A significant effect for theone variable may therefore decrease the possibility of regarding the other assignificant. This is exactly what we see: the model obtained through the two
nificant decrease in accuracy in 10-fold cross-validation for the mixed models. After publication,we discovered that the R code we employed ignored the random effect values when applying amixed model to test data. In this chapter, we rectified this problem, which changed the predictionaccuracies (but not the models themselves).
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stepwise approaches contains a variable denoting the givenness of the themebut none describing its pronominality or definiteness, while it is the other wayaround for the model with the significant variables from the full model.The model obtained by keeping the significant variables in the full modelalso contains one interaction, namely that between medium and a pronomi-nal theme. The main effect (without medium) is also included, but it showsthe opposite effect. When the theme is pronominal, speakers tend to use theprepositional dative construction (coefficient 2.15). This effect seems much lessstrong in writing (remaining coefficient 2.15 - 2.01 = 0.14).What remains unclear, is which of the three models is more suitable for ex-plaining the British English dative alternation. Seeing the differences betweenthe significant effects in the three models we found, it seems that the modelsare modelling the specific data set rather than the phenomenon. A probablecause is that the mixed models are too complex to model a data set consistingof 930 instances. In the next section, we apply the three approaches to buildsimpler models, namely without the random effect.
2.5.2 Models without a random effect
The model fit and prediction accuracy for the models without a random effectcan be found in Table 2.6.
Table 2.6: Number of variables selected, baseline accuracy, concordance C, and accu-racies ± their confidence intervals (for model fit) or two times the standard deviations(for 10-fold cross-validation) for the regression models without a random effect
model fit (train=test) 10-fold cvselection #variables baseline C accuracy av accuracy1. significant 6 0.723 0.938 0.878 (±0.021) 0.872 (±0.083)2. forward 7 0.723 0.943 0.878 (±0.021) 0.876 (±0.089)3. backward 8 0.723 0.946 0.882 (±0.021) 0.876 (±0.057)
The estimates of model fit concordance C and accuracy are considerably lowerthan the values obtained with the mixed models (Table 2.4). On the other hand,the models without a random effect generalise well to new data: the predictionaccuracy in 10-fold cross-validation is very similar to the model fit accuracy(when training and testing on all instances). The prediction accuracies reachedin 10-fold cross-validation are significantly better than those reached with thebest mixed model (p < 0.001 for the three regular models compared to thebackward mixed model, following the Wilcoxon paired signed rank test).
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Table 2.7 shows the significant effects in the models without random effect.Again, the directions of the coefficients are the same across the three models,but they disagree on the significance of the variables. Three variables are se-lected in all three approaches: the person of the recipient (local or non-local),the pronominality of the recipient, and the concreteness of the theme. Thelatter two were not selected at all in the mixed-effect approach of the previ-ous section. Three more variables have significant effects in two of the threemodels. According to all three models, speakers tend to use the double objectconstruction when the theme is longer than the recipient. The forward selec-tion model (2), however, shows that the effect of length difference is especiallystrong in speech. As for the mixed model in the previous section, the forwardselection has selected the interaction between the medium and the discoursegivenness of the recipient. Writers are thus more likely to choose the doubleobject construction when the recipient has recently been mentioned in the text,than when the recipient is newly (re)introduced.
Table 2.7: Coefficients of significant effects in regression models (without randomeffect), trained on all 930 instances, *** p<0.001 ** p<0.01 * p<0.05. The (negative)effects above the horizontal line draw towards the double object construction, and the(positive) effects below it toward the prepositional dative construction.
Effect 1. significant 2. forward 3. backwardlength difference -1.73 *** -2.00 ***length difference, medium=spoken -2.35 ***length difference, medium=written -1.71 ***rec=definite -1.01 ** -1.15 ***rec=given, medium=written -0.66 *rec=local -1.22 *** -0.94 ** -1.15 **rec=pronominal -1.35 *** -0.88 ** -1.25 ***verb=abstract, medium=written -0.99 *verb=transfer, medium=spoken -1.04 *verb=transfer, medium=written -1.32 *(intercept) 0.82 ** 1.56 **th=concrete 1.33 *** 1.48 *** 1.63 ***th=definite 1.58 *** 1.16 ***th=given 1.48 *** 0.98 **
The semantic verb class is only selected in the backward elimination. In theliterature (cf. Pinker, 1989), it is argued that the prepositional dative construc-tion is especially used to express a change of place (moving the theme), andthe double object construction a change of state (possessing the theme). In this
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perspective, we would expect instances with a transfer of possession to be inthe prepositional dative construction (give a book to you), and instances withabstract meanings in the double object construction (give you moral support).This is also what Bresnan et al. (2007) found for spoken American English. Inthe backward model, however, the effect is the opposite: a transfer of posses-sion is more strongly drawn towards the double object construction than anabstract meaning. The problem here is that these two semantic verb classesdepend largely on the concreteness of the theme (Pearson correlation = 0.739),a feature that has been selected in all three models in Table 2.7. When thesemantic verb class is transfer of possession, the theme is very likely to beconcrete. The backward model thus seems to compensate the positive coef-ficient of concreteness (1.63) by given a negative coefficient to the semanticverb class (e.g. -1.32 for transfer of possession in writing). The resulting effectis still directed at the double object construction (remaining coefficient 1.63 -1.32 = 0.31), but it is not very strong. In Section 2.3, we saw that only pay andsend showed different biases towards one of the two constructions in differentverb senses. It seems that the biases are mostly due to the verb (see alsoGries & Stefanowitsch, 2004) and the concreteness of the theme, and not somuch to their semantic verb classes abstract, communication and transfer ofpossession.
2.6 Discussion and conclusion
In this chapter, we built regular and mixed (i.e. containing a random effect)logistic regression models in order to explain the British English dative alter-nation. We used a data set of 930 instances taken from the ICE-GB Corpus, andtook the explanatory factors suggested by Bresnan et al. (2007), as introducedin Chapter 1. The regular and the mixed models were constructed followingthree different approaches: (1) providing the algorithms with all 29 variablesand keeping the significant ones, (2) starting with an empty model and for-wardly successively adding the most predictive variables, and (3) starting witha model with all 29 features and backwardly successively removing the leastpredictive variables. In total, we thus have built six logistic regression modelsfor the same data set.Both the models with and without a random effect generalise well to pre-viously unseen data, but the models fit the data better when verb sense isincluded as a random effect. The six models show some overlap in the vari-ables that are regarded significant. These variables show the same effects asfound for American English (Bresnan et al., 2007): pronominal, relatively short,local (first or second person), discourse given, definite and concrete objects
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typically precede objects with the opposite characteristics. With respect tomedium, there seem to be some differences between the dative alternation inspeech and writing. Four variables were selected as interactions with medium.Only one of them, the givenness of the recipient, has been selected in morethan one model (i.e. in the two forward selections).The fact that the six approaches led to six different models could be dueto the relatively small size of our data set. Later in this thesis, we thereforeaim at extending our data set, employing the British National Corpus (BNCConsortium, 2007). Since manually extending the data set in a way similar tothat taken to reach the current data set of 930 instances is too labour-intensive,Chapter 4 will introduce an approach to automatically extend the data set (inan approach similar to that taken in Lapata, 1999), and automatically annotateit for the explanatory features in this chapter. With the larger set, we hope tobe able to model the underlying processes of the dative alternation, rather thanmodelling the instances that made it into the current data set (see Chapter 6).One of the drawbacks of variable selection is that different selection meth-ods can lead to different models (Izenman, 2008), especially in small or medium-sized data sets. Accordingly, the six methods we applied have led to six dif-ferent selections of variables and thus to six different models. How can wedecide which is the optimal model for our purpose? Of course, the way to ap-proach this issue depends on the goal of a specific research enterprise. For aresearcher building a machine translation system, the best approach is proba-bly to choose the highest prediction accuracy on previously unseen data. Forlinguists, however, the best approach may be different. In this thesis we wantto combine the explanatory features suggested in previous research and testthe combination on real data. We thus have hypotheses about what are ex-planatory features and what kind of effect they show in isolation, but it isunclear how specific features behave in combination with others. Also, wewant a model that is interpretable in the framework of some linguistic theoryand that, ideally, reflects the processes in human brains. It is uncertain how(and if) we can evaluate a model in this sense. Still, despite these difficulties,using techniques such as logistic regression is useful for gaining insight in therelative contribution that different features have on the choices people makewhen there is syntactic variability. But contrary to what seems to be com-mon in linguistics, researchers should be careful in choosing a single approachand drawing conclusions from one model only. Firm conclusions about mentalprocesses can only be drawn if similar models are obtained with a number ofdifferent data sets. In addition, models derived from corpus data should betested in other types of data, such as experimental or judgement data (as willbe done in Chapters 3 and 5).
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Feature definition: concreteness
Edited from: Theijssen, D., van Halteren, H., Boves, L., & Oostdijk, N. (2011b). On thedifficulty of making concreteness concrete. Computational Linguistics in the Nether-lands Journal, 1, 61–77. ISSN: 2211-4009.
Abstract
The use of labels of semantic properties like ‘concreteness’ is quite commonin studies in syntax, but their exact meaning is often unclear. In this chap-ter, we compare different definitions of concreteness, and use them in differentimplementations to annotate nouns in two data sets: (1) all nouns with wordsense annotations in the SemCor corpus, and (2) nouns in a particular lexico-syntactic context, viz. the theme (e.g. the poisonous apple in Chapter 1) inprepositional dative and double object constructions. The results show thatthe definition and implementation used in different approaches differ greatly,and can considerably affect the conclusions drawn in syntactic research. Afollow-up crowdsourcing experiment showed that there are instances that areclearly concrete or abstract, but also many instances for which humans dis-agree. Therefore, results concerning concreteness in syntactic research canonly be interpreted when taking into account the annotation scheme used andthe type of data that is being analysed.
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3.1 Introduction
Many syntacticians commonly use labels referring to semantic properties intheir research, such as animacy, imaginability, concreteness, etc. These termshave become so familiar that explicit definitions of the semantic properties im-plied are hardly ever provided. But when definitions are provided, these maydiffer between different researchers. To complicate things even further, thesame definition can be instantiated in different implementations or annotationguidelines. The eventual annotations can vary with respect to the range of thevalues that can be assigned, and with respect to their measurement scale: e.g.binary, nominal (multiple labels that cannot be ordered on a scale from ‘low’to ‘high’), ordinal (multiple labels that are ordered), or interval-level scores.Finally, there is the issue of replicability. For manual annotations, it is oftendifficult to reach high inter-annotator agreement (e.g. Theijssen et al., 2009),casting doubt on the quality of the data. For (semi-)automatic implementa-tions, in which one employs automatic algorithms or tools, the replicability isguaranteed, but the validity may be questionable.Existing research directed at comparing annotation approaches often sug-gests ways to standardise the different labels used in different language re-sources (e.g. Ide & Romary, 2008), or presents methods to assess the agree-ment between labels assigned by different annotators using the same scheme(e.g. Artstein & Poesio, 2008) or the quality of automatically obtained la-bels, compared to gold standard labels (e.g. Kübler, 2007). The comparisonsare made with the ultimate goal of arriving at a standard that can be usedacross resources and studies. In this chapter, we investigate the impact ofdifferent instantiations of the definition of ‘concreteness’. Instead of trying todefine some standard definition of concreteness, we want to establish how thedifferences between the definitions and the implementations affect the actuallabels obtained (an intrinsic comparison). Second, we want to investigate howthe outcome of syntactic research is influenced when we employ the labelsobtained through the different approaches (an extrinsic comparison).For tackling the first goal, we employ a data set consisting of 68,484 nounsannotated with a WordNet word sense in the SemCor corpus (Miller et al.,1993): the SemCor data set.1 Using four (semi-)automatic approaches, weassign values for concreteness to these nouns and compare these quantitativelyand qualitatively.For the second goal, we take as a case study the English dative alternation.The logistic regression models in Chapter 22 show that if the direct object or
1We make a typographic distinction between the name of the corpus (SemCor) and the set ofsense-annotated nouns (SemCor).2Chapter 2 presents six different regression models for the same data set. Only the models
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‘theme’ is concrete (e.g. the poisonous apple) speakers tend to place it beforethe recipient him, while it is the other way around if the theme is abstract(e.g. my love). We assign concreteness values to the themes in 619 instances(the Dative data set) using six different labelling approaches. The labels fromthe various approaches are then included in logistic regression models thatpredict which of the two constructions is used. We compare the models to seehow the selection of an approach to annotate concreteness affects the eventualconclusions.As will become evident in the analyses, the actual labels in the SemCordata and the conclusions in the syntactic study based on the Dative data areindeed different for the various approaches. This makes us question to whatdegree humans agree on the interpretation of concreteness. To address thisissue, we perform a follow-up experiment in which we ask humans to ratethe concreteness of noun tokens in context, without providing them with adefinition.The chapter is structured as follows: Section 3.2 presents an introductionto concreteness and a description of the (semi-)automatic labelling approacheswe use. Section 3.3 addresses the intrinsic comparison on the SemCor data,Section 3.4 the extrinsic comparison with the Dative data. The follow-up ex-periment is presented in Section 3.5. A summary and conclusion can be foundin Section 3.6.
3.2 Annotation approaches for concreteness
The distinction between concrete and abstract has been addressed in a broadrange of research topics, e.g. semantics, anaphora resolution, probabilisticsyntax, metaphors, word sense disambiguation, syntactic/semantic acquisitionand image retrieval. Quite a lot of the literature is written from the viewpoint ofthe antonym of concreteness: ‘abstractness’. Spreen and Schulz (1966) explainthat there are at least two definitions of abstract: (1) general, generic, notspecific, and (2) lacking sense experience. We can thus interpret concretenessas either ‘specificity’ or ‘sensory perceivability’. The definition of concretenessas specificity originated in cognitive and neuro-science. In linguistics, theinterpretation of concreteness as sensory perceivability is most common, forexample in the line of research initiated by Lyons (1977). Since there is moreand more research that combines insights from cognitive science and linguistics(e.g. cognitive sociolinguistics, cf. Geeraerts, Kristiansen, & Peirsman, 2010),we include both definitions in this chapter.According to Schmid (2000) “abstract nouns are those nouns whose deno-
without a random effect for verb include a significant effect for concreteness.
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tata are not part of the concrete physical world and cannot be seen or touched.Strictly speaking, what is abstract is not the nouns themselves, but what theydenote” (p. 63). What a noun denotes depends on its context. Concrete-ness should thus not be established for different word types (i.e., orthographicforms), but for the individual word tokens in context, since words can haveseveral senses. For instance, the noun table may refer to the concrete objectstanding in a furniture showroom, or to the tables in this chapter. Furthermore,words in the same or similar sense can be used figuratively: when a waitressshows you a table, she may be literally showing you a concrete object (a spe-cific table), but what she means is not just this table, but a place to havedinner. As a result, this table could be considered less concrete than the onestanding in the furniture showroom.Most theories about concreteness agree that context is essential, but notall actual labelling approaches take context into account. Projects with humanannotators have usually employed a two- or seven-point scale to establishthe concreteness of nouns. In the binary distinction between concrete andabstract, concrete nouns are usually defined as referring to tangible, proto-typically concrete, or real existing entities. In (semi-)automatic approachesto establish the concreteness of noun senses, the use of the lexical databaseWordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) is quite common. One can also look up the concrete-ness of noun types in databases, such as the MRC Psycholinguistic Database(Coltheart, 1981).Other researchers have developed automatic approaches that use the con-text to assign noun tokens to noun classes (e.g. classes such as ‘building’ and‘event’, Thelen & Riloff, 2002). One can start out with a seed set of unequivo-cally concrete and abstract noun types, and use a bootstrapping process: Seekpatterns in the context of concrete and abstract nouns, and use them to findnew examples of concrete and abstract nouns for the seed set. The patternsfound after the final iteration are used to establish the concreteness of thedata that needs annotation.We compare four different approaches to annotate concreteness. The re-sulting labels differ in their underlying definition (specificity or sensory per-ceivability), the ‘noun level’ serving as their basis (token, sense or type), themeasurement scale (interval, ordinal or nominal) and the manner in which thelabels are obtained (semi-automatically or automatically).
3.2.1 Mrc: The MRC Psycholinguistic Database
In this approach, we automatically look up the sensory perceivability of a nountype, being an interval value between 100 and 700.The MRC psycholinguistic database (Coltheart, 1981) contains 4,004 (pro)noun
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types that are marked for concreteness with a value between 100 and 700, thehigher the value, the more concrete. The scores are based on ratings of wordsin isolation, assigned by undergraduate students. Examples of very concretenouns are milk, tomato and grasshopper, very abstract nouns are unreality,infinity and while. The annotation instructions were taken from Spreen andSchulz (1966): “Nouns may refer to persons, places and things that can beseen, heard, felt, smelled or tasted or to more abstract concepts that cannotbe experienced by our senses” (p. 460).
3.2.2 Boots: Bootstrapping the BNC
In this approach, we automatically establish the sensory perceivability withthe help of a bootstrapping approach that assigns interval values.3 In Section3.3.2, we will see that the approach is mostly type-based, despite the fact thatit aims at classifying individual noun tokens.We use the 100-million-word British National Corpus (BNC Consortium,2007) and parse it with the FDG dependency parser developed at Connexor Oy(Tapanainen & Järvinen, 1997). This parser has a word class (part-of-speech)accuracy of 99.3%, and it reaches a precision of 93.5% and a recall of 90.3%for linking subjects and objects.4 From the parses, we extract all words thatthe parser marked as nominal head (%NH) and noun (N). We only keep thoseinstances that have also been tagged as a noun in the BNC (NN* ), excludingfor example all proper nouns. For each remaining instance, we find the lexico-syntactic patterns in which the heads appear and save them as features. Thefeatures are thus the direct dependency relations that exist between the nounphrase head and other words in the dependency parse. So, for the sentenceThe major impact is yet to come, the features for the head impact are m:subj;be(it is the subject of its mother be), d:det;the and d:attr;major (its daughters arethe determiner the and the attribute major ). Notably, the head noun itself isnot included in the features. The resulting BNC set contains 17,708,616 tokens(170,893 different noun types).For the initial seed set, we take the examples in Garretson (2003), con-sisting of 27 prototypically concrete nouns (e.g. apple, door and knee) and10 prototypically abstract nouns (e.g. air, current and molecule). We find allinstances of these nouns in the BNC set and label them concrete or abstractaccordingly. Next, we train a pattern discovery algorithm on this ‘labeled set’inspired by the procedure in Thelen and Riloff (2002). We aim to identity fea-
3In theory, the values range from -∞ to ∞, but in practice, the range varies per data set: -0.50to 0.85 for SemCor and -0.23 to 0.18 for Dative.4These figures were established on texts from the Maastricht treaty by Connexor Oy in De-cember 2005, after which only minor changes have been applied to the parser.
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tures F which can act as ‘concrete markers’, i.e. the F with sufficient precisionin suggesting concreteness and high enough frequency to be of use. We firstcount the number of concrete instances in the labeled set that have feature Fand divide this number by the total number of concrete instances in the labeledset: PropFC . The same is done for the abstract instances, yielding proportionPropFA. We then check whether PropFC ≥ w ·PropFA. The w is a strictnessweight that makes the procedure stricter or more lenient, which we set to 9.Also, we demand that F occurs at least 50 times.5Next, the strength of a concrete marker is established with:
StrC = ( PropFCPropFC + PropFA )2 . (3.1)The division of the proportions on the right-hand side of the equation is squaredin order to enhance the relative value: strong markers are made relativelyeven stronger and weak markers relatively even weaker. After calculating thestrengths of the concrete markers, we use the same approach to find featuresthat are ‘abstract markers’, assigning them strength StrA.The instances in the unlabeled set are assigned a score for concreteness byadding all strengths StrC for the concrete markers present, and subtracting allstrengths StrA for the abstract markers present. We next group all instancesof the same noun and take the average of the scores assigned to them in orderto find new seed nouns. The nouns are ranked according to this average score,and we add the top 100 nouns (with an average score above 0.001) and thebottom 100 nouns (with an average score below -0.001) to the list of concreteand abstract seed nouns, respectively. With the new seed set, we start overagain, looking for new patterns and new seed nouns. After 100 iterations, westop and use the final set of patterns and the final set of seed nouns, bothincluding the concreteness scores they yield.Using the FDG parser and the set of markers and seed nouns, we can assigna score to new instances. If no score can be assigned to the noun token becauseno concreteness or abstractness markers are present, we check whether thenoun type (i.e. the lemma) is present in the final set of seed nouns. If so, weassign the average score corresponding to that seed noun.
3.2.3 WN-Hier: The hierarchy level in WordNetIn this approach, we semi-automatically establish the specificity of a nounsense, assigning an ordinal value between 0 and 16. Different tokens withthe same sense always receive the same score, which is different from a true
5Both numbers were established by trial and error, manually monitoring the selection of newseeds.
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token-based approach that takes into account the context of the individualtoken.We follow Changizi (2008), who established the specificity of a noun witha particular sense by counting the number of hypernyms above it, using theWordNet hierarchy (Fellbaum, 1998). For instance, bullock is very concrete,having the maximum hypernym level of 16, while entity is very abstract, withthe minimum hypernym level of 0. This approach is semi-automatic: The wordsense is manually assigned on the basis of the context, and we use this senseto establish its hypernym level automatically by looking it up in the manuallydesigned WordNet. It is the only approach in this chapter that uses the defi-nition of specificity, not sensory perceivability. We thus expect this approachto differ the most from the others.
3.2.4 WN-Phys: Physical entities in WordNetIn this approach, we semi-automatically establish the sensory perceivability ofa noun sense, assigning one of the two nominal values 0 and 1.Again, this is not at the type or token level, but at sense level. We follow theapproach in Xing, Zhang, and Han (2010): We automatically check whether thenoun sense is traced back to physical entity in WordNet. If so, it is labelled 1,and otherwise 0. Again, this approach is semi-automatic since the word sensesare found manually, and employ the manually established WordNet.
3.3 Intrinsic comparison: SemCor
3.3.1 DataThe SemCor corpus contains manually assigned WordNet word senses for all88,058 noun phrases in 186 texts taken from the Brown corpus. Since wealso want to apply the Boots approach, we parse the sentences with the FDGdependency parser and keep only those instances that the parser marked asbeing a nominal head. The result is the data set SemCor consisting of 68,484instances.
3.3.2 Method and resultsWe apply the four approaches for concreteness labelling to the 68,484 instancesin SemCor. For 44,395 instances, the noun is present in the MRC Database,which means there is a missing value for Mrc in 24,089 instances. Theseinstances are not included in the evaluations with Mrc. There are also missingvalues for Boots: For 8,835 instances, no score could be assigned becausethere was no concrete or abstract marker present, and the noun itself was
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not present in the seed list. All evaluations of Boots are thus based on the59,649 instances for which we could assign a concreteness score. Only 5,099 ofthese scores are based on the presence of abstract or concrete markers in theindividual tokens, the rest is assigned a score by looking up the concretenessscore of the noun type in the list of seed nouns. Apparently, the set of markersis too sparse to enable the classification of the noun tokens in their lexico-syntactic context.The concreteness scores found are compared with the help of the Spearmanrank correlation coefficient, cf. Table 3.1. For comparisons with missing values(i.e. all comparisons except that between WN-Hier and WN-Phys), we onlyuse the instances without missing values (42,120 for the comparison betweenMrc and Boots). The highest correlation (0.64) is between Mrc and Boots,which could be the result of the fact that both are mostly type-based. Thecorrelation between Mrc and WN-Phys is only slightly lower (0.60). WN-Hierdiffers most from the other three approaches, with all correlations below 0.30.
Table 3.1: Spearman correlations between the different labelling approaches for theSemCor data set. The corresponding p-values are all < 0.001.
Mrc Boots WN-Hier WN-PhysMrc 1.00 0.64 0.29 0.60Boots 1.00 0.12 0.47WN-Hier 1.00 0.17WN-Phys 1.00
To better understand the scores, we compared the average values of the sensesin WordNet’s 26 noun classes. Nouns in the classes ‘animal’ (e.g. hen), ‘food’(e.g. milk ), ‘artifact’ (e.g. door ), ‘body’ (e.g. arms) and ‘substance’ (e.g. water )mostly received high concreteness scores in all four approaches, and those inthe classes ‘relation’ (e.g. relationship), ‘cognition’ (e.g. will) and ‘attribute’(e.g. consequence) mostly low scores. The approaches assigned medium orvarying scores to nouns in the classes ‘act’ (e.g. war ), ‘group’ (e.g. people) and‘phenomenon’ (e.g. daylight).Boots is exceptional in assigning nouns with noun class ‘time’ (e.g. Febru-ary, minute) and ‘quantity’ (e.g. ton, inch) very high concreteness scores, whilethey are considered (relatively) abstract by the other three approaches. Appar-ently, somewhere in the bootstrapping process, nouns denoting time or quan-tity have been included as seed nouns. As a result, time and quantity specificcontexts were selected as markers of concreteness, leading to the selection ofeven more time and quantity nouns as seeds.
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For WN-Hier, nouns that have the noun class ‘object’ (e.g. soil, unit) re-ceive relatively low scores because they are located relatively high up in theWordNet hierarchy, but relatively high concreteness scores in the other threeapproaches. For nouns with the noun class ‘feeling’ (e.g trouble) it is theother way around: WN-Hier considers them rather concrete because they aredeeper in the WordNet hierarchy, while they are considered abstract in theother three approaches.In order to discover how individual noun types are treated in the four ap-proaches, we determined the 100 words with the highest scores for concrete-ness and abstractness.6 For the words with multiple senses we averaged con-creteness/abstractness over the senses.7All four approaches agree that the noun knowledge is abstract. In addition,three of the four approaches have placed the following nouns in the bottom 100:ability, approval, attitude, confidence, distinction, freedom, hatred, importance,indication, individualism, morality, motive, past, philosophy, quality, relation-ship, responsibility, security, sentiment, theory, understanding and weakness.Eight nouns have been placed in the top 100 (very concrete) by all four ap-proaches: cigarette, coat, grass, hat, jacket, sheep, shirt and tree.
3.3.3 DiscussionOur comparison showed that the concreteness labels assigned by the fourapproaches vary considerably. We found no clear effect of the noun level (sense,type), the measurement scale (binary, ordinal or interval), or the annotationmanner (semi-automatic or automatic). The differences we found were mostlycaused by the definition used: As we would expect, ‘specificity’ and ‘sensoryperceivability’ are quite different concepts. The diverging definition of WN-Hier (‘specificity’) made it differ greatly from the other approaches: It showedthe lowest correlation with the other approaches, and the largest differences inthe treatment of individual noun types and noun classes. While the other threeapproaches on average considered nouns denoting objects rather concrete andnouns denoting feelings rather abstract, this was the other way around forWN-Hier.An analysis of Boots showed there is a risk in starting with a list of typicallyconcrete and abstract nouns and using a bootstrapping approach to discovernew concrete and abstract nouns on the basis of the lexico-syntactic context:Nouns denoting time and quantity were considered very concrete by Boots.8
6Ranking seems problematic for the binary approach WN-Phys, but since labels are sense-based they can have different values for the same noun type. The average score is thus notnecessarily 0 or 1.7If number 100 is part of a tie, we include all nouns with the same value.8Similar effects occurred when we experimented with different initial seed sets.
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Moreover, the concrete and abstract markers learned from the BNC were hardlypresent in the SemCor data, which means that the fall-back option, the scoreof the nouns in the seed list, determined the concreteness score in most cases.As a result, most instances were not assigned a concreteness score accordingto their lexico-syntactic context (the individual token), but according to theirlemma (the noun type).The automatic look-up Mrc has the most in common with the other threeapproaches. This is rather surprising, since it is the only approach that doesnot take into account the context at all. Apparently, the concreteness scoresin the MRC database were based on the word sense that is the most frequent,minimising the effect of ignoring the intended sense. Also, different senses ofthe same noun can be similar with respect to concreteness. For instance, armsin the sense of weapons is arguably equally concrete as arms in the senseof the body parts. It thus seems that the lack of sense disambiguation in theMRC Database has little effect on the actual concreteness labels. The sameis probably true for Boots, which is also mostly based on the noun types,and most similar to Mrc according to the correlation coefficients. However,because the MRC Database was designed for a different purpose (providingtest items for psycholinguistic experiments), its coverage is problematic: over24,089 instances could not be annotated with Mrc. The number of unclassifieditems is much smaller for Boots: 8,835.
3.4 Extrinsic comparison: Dative
In this section, we investigate how the choice for a concreteness labellingapproach affects our conclusions in a syntactic study: the English dative al-ternation.
3.4.1 DataWe use the data set of Chapter 2, containing 930 instances of the dative alter-nation that were extracted from the one-million-word syntactically annotatedICE-GB corpus (Greenbaum, 1996). The ICE-GB corpus contains written andspoken British English in various genres. The data set contains manual an-notations for the explanatory features introduced in Chapter 1 (see Appendixfor the annotation manual). From the data set, we select those instances thatwere automatically parsed as an instance of the dative alternation by theFDG parser (Tapanainen & Järvinen, 1997), and were manually approved bythe first author (see Chapter 4). The resulting data set (Dative) consists of619 instances: 499 (80.6%) double object and 120 (19.4%) prepositional dativeconstructions.
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For annotating the concreteness of the theme,9 we employ the four approachesin the previous section. Moreover, we include two additional approaches toestablish the concreteness: the manual approach used for the annotation ofthe original data set (Manual) and an adapted bootstrapping approach (Boots-Obj). Both approaches are described below.
Manual: Prototypically concreteThe sensory perceivability of a noun token is manually established, assigningone of the two nominal values 0 and 1. It is the concreteness feature as it isalready annotated in the data set of Chapter 2, on the basis of the annotationmanual in the Appendix. It follows Garretson (2003), who deems a noun con-crete if it refers to a prototypically concrete object: “The rule of thumb to applyis that we want to code as ‘concrete’ only good examples of concrete things”(5.6.7). All nouns that fit this description are given value 1, all others value 0.Remember that the examples in Garretson (2003) were also used as the initialseed nouns in Boots. As Manual is established by hand, the full context hasnow been taken into account by the human annotator, as opposed to only thedirect lexico-syntactic dependencies in Boots.
Boots-Obj: Bootstrapping direct objects in the BNCIn Section 3.3, we saw that Boots is mostly a type-based approach becausethe lexico-syntactic markers are too sparse to allow token-based classification.For this reason, we apply this bootstrapping method to a subset of the originalset extracted from the BNC, containing the 837,755 noun tokens (31,345 nountypes) that, according to the FDG parse, are the direct object of one of the 76‘dative verbs’ in Chapter 4.10 In this way, the set of patterns and seed nounsobtained are more likely to occur in Dative. The values assigned range from-0.34 to 0.19.
Since the Dative data set contains pronouns, we first manually establish theantecedents of the pronouns, if possible, and replace them by the head lemmasof their antecedents. The two WordNet-based approaches, Wn-Hier and Wn-Phys, require additional manual annotation: we manually assign a WordNetsense to the theme.As also found for the SemCor set in Section 3.3, a substantial proportion ofthe Dative nouns are missing in the MRC Database: The theme head is present
9As mentioned in Chapter 1, the concreteness of the recipient (him) is not researched, becauseit is highly imbalanced (there is a strong bias towards concrete recipients).10Because of the smaller size of the bootstrap set, w is set to 5, and minimum marker frequencyto 10.
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in the MRC Database for 436 instances, so 183 instances have a missing value.We were able to assign a concreteness score to 546 instances with Bootsand 475 instances with Boots-Obj. WN-Hier and WN-Phys also suffer fromcoverage issues: We were unable to find the intended word sense in WordNetfor the theme head of 43 instances.
3.4.2 Method
Using the feature values, we establish a regression function that predicts thelogarithm of the odds that the syntactic construction S in clause j is a prepo-sitional dative. The prepositional dative is regarded a ‘success’ (with value 1),while the double object construction is considered a ‘failure’ (0). The regressionfunction is:
lnodds(Sj = 1) = α + K∑k=1(βkVjk ) . (3.2)The α is the intercept of the function. βkVjk are the weights βk and values Vjkof the K variables k .11 The optimal values for the function parameters α andβk are found with the help of Maximum Likelihood Estimation.12We employ nine features describing characteristics of the theme and of therecipient (e.g. Snow White in Chapter 1), taken from Table 1.1 in Chapter 1:the Animacy of the recipient (Rec = anim), the Definiteness of the recipientand theme (Rec = defin, Th = defin), the Discourse Givenness of the recipientand the theme (Rec = given, Th = given), the Pronominality of the recipientand the theme (Rec = pron, Th = pron), the Person of the recipient (Rec =1st/2nd), and the Length Difference between the theme and the recipient (Lendif th-rec).13 We also include a feature for the Medium, indicating whetherthe construction appeared in spoken or written data (Med = wr ), and thesix features for the Concreteness of the theme, obtained with the six differentlabelling approaches.14 We build six separate regression models, each withone type of concreteness and the remaining ten features.For all approaches except Manual, we have to deal with the missing data.We follow the standard procedure: All instances for which the concreteness
11We should note that the regression function treats the ordinal feature WN-Hier as an intervalfeature.12We use the function lrm() in R (R Development Core Team, 2008).13Length Difference is defined as the log of the number of words in the theme minus the log ofthe number of words in the recipient, i.e. the log of the ratio between the two lengths.14We divide the Mrc score by 100 to prevent that its coefficient will become extremely small.Similarly, we multiply the values for Boots and Boots-Obj by 10 so the coefficients will not bevery large.
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is not known are removed before building the regression model.15 The modelfor Mrc is thus built on 436 instances, and those for WN-Hier and WN-Physon 576. For Boots, we use the 546 instances for which the noun token has alexico-syntactic marker (only 12 instances) or the noun type is present in thefinal seed list (534 instances). In the Boots-Obj version there are markers for79 instances, and the noun type is a seed in 396 instances, leading to a totalof 475 instances for which the concreteness could be established.
3.4.3 Results and discussion
The concordance C 16 is above 0.95 for all the six models, which indicates thatthe models fit the data well (cf. Baayen, 2008). When training and testingon all available instances, the prediction accuracy is above 0.91 for all sixmodels, which is significantly better than the baselines reached when alwaysselecting the double object construction (approximately 0.80, depending onthe missing data). The β-coefficients and significance levels of the featuresin the models are presented in Table 3.2. The Table shows that employingdifferent instantiations of concreteness results in different regression models.The differences are not only found for Theme concreteness itself, but also inthe other features in the model.Concreteness in the sense of sensory perceivability seems to play a rolein the dative alternation, while concreteness in the sense of specificity (WN-Hier) does not (p=0.344). It thus seems that the definition most commonlyused in linguistics, sensory perceivability, is indeed more informative in ourcorpus linguistic study.The implementation of sensory perceivability affects the conclusions: theConcreteness of the theme is only significant at the 0.05-level for Manual,WN-Phys and Mrc. This means that only the implementations with manualinput resulted in a significant effect in the models. This manual step consistedeither of looking up the concreteness of nouns in the manually establishedMRC Database (Mrc), of finding the noun sense by hand in the manually de-signed WordNet hierarchy (WN-Phys), or of manually assigning a concretenessvalue to a noun token in context (Manual). Neither of the two bootstrappingapproaches yielding interval values (Boots and Boots-Obj) show a significantcontribution to their models (p=0.327 and p=0.478, respectively). This is rathersurprising given the correlation between Boots and Mrc we found for SemCor.
15There are alternative ways for dealing with missing values in logistic regression, based onimputation or integrating out. However, the proportion of missing values is so high that thenecessary estimates might not be reliable. Therefore, we take the safe way, and omit cases withmissing values.16We use the function somers2() created in R (R Development Core Team, 2008).
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Table 3.2: β-Coefficients in regression models with different types of concreteness; ***p<0.001 ** p<0.01 * p<0.05 · p<0.10.
concreteness Mrc Manual Boots Boots-Obj WN-Hier WN-Phys#instances 436 619 546 475 576 576Mrc 0.56 **Manual 1.77 ***Boots -0.58Boots-Obj -0.19WN-Hier -0.09WN-Phys 0.61 *Th = defin 0.37 0.94 * 0.79 · 0.75 0.83 · 0.84 ·Th = given 1.20 · 0.85 1.02 · 1.18 * 1.02 · 0.83Th = pron 1.22 · 0.02 2.44 ** 0.97 1.36 * 1.42 *Rec = defin -2.39 ** -1.54 * -1.19 · -1.41 · -1.32 · -1.16 ·Rec = given -0.79 -0.49 -0.84 · -0.97 · -0.96 * -0.73Rec = pron -1.30 * -1.21 * -0.35 -0.68 -0.29 -0.61Rec = anim -0.55 -0.37 -0.19 -0.18 0.26 0.09Rec = 1st/2nd -0.15 -0.63 -0.82 -0.68 -0.92 · -0.96 ·Len dif th-rec -2.48 *** -2.53 *** -2.59 *** -2.73 *** -2.65 *** -2.65 ***Med = wr -0.30 -0.58 -0.33 -0.24 -0.43 -0.52(Intercept) -1.21 0.71 0.44 1.07 1.05 0.95
The coefficients for the three significant types of concreteness are positive,meaning that when the theme is (more) concrete, speakers and writers aremore likely to choose the prepositional dative construction (I gave the bookto him), and if it is (more) abstract, the double object construction (I gavehim my love). This is the same pattern as found in Chapter 2. The only truetoken-based approach, Manual, yields the strongest effect in the regressionmodel, with respect to the significance as well as the regression coefficient.Still, despite the different noun levels used – tokens for Manual, senses forWN-Phys and types for Mrc – and the different measurement scales – binaryfor Manual and WN-Phys, and interval for Mrc – the effects found are similar.Apparently, the definition of concreteness used and the presence of humanintervention have the most influence.When we look at the effects found for the other features in the models,we see that Length Difference in Table 3.2 is the most stable, with a highlysignificant coefficient of -2.7 to -2.5 in all six models. The other effects differ insignificance across the different models. The features Discourse Givenness (=new ) and Pronominality (= pron) are correlated,17 which explains the variation
17We decided not to solve the collinearity by (for instance) combining the features with the helpof dimensionality reduction algorithms such as Principle Component Analysis. Instead, we preferto keep in the original features, being cautious when interpreting the model.
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in significance across the models: Mrc and Manual have significant effects forthe Pronominality of the recipient, Boots-Obj for the Discourse Givenness ofthe theme and Boots, Wn-Hier and Wn-Phys for the Pronominality of thetheme. Wn-Hier also yields a significant effect for the Discourse Givenness ofthe recipient.The missing data also seems to have an effect on the significance levelsfound. In the two bootstrapping and the two WordNet-based approaches, thefeatures for Definiteness have lost significance, and in the Mrc model, only theDefiniteness of the recipient remains significant.
3.5 Follow-up experiment
Sections 3.3 and 3.4 have shown that the choice for a labelling approach influ-ences the actual labels in the eventual data and consequently the conclusionswe can draw in a syntactic study based on this data. Seeing these differ-ence, we need to ask ourselves: To what degree do humans agree about theconcreteness of words in context?
3.5.1 MethodTo address this question, we perform a Crowdsourcing experiment on the plat-form Amazon Mechanical Turk.18 We ask US-only workers to read a passage,answer a comprehension question and then indicate the concreteness of oneof the nouns in the last sentence. They are not given any definition, only thefollowing instruction:
Each HIT consists of 4 passages of text. For each passage, you have
to perform 3 actions:
1. Read it carefully.
2. Answer a comprehension question about the content.
3. Indicate how concrete a marked word is, on a scale of 1 (very
abstract) to 5 (very concrete).
For instance, consider the following sentence:
Consecotaleophobia, fear of chopsticks, was more of a hassle
for my Japanese wife than it was for me.
The ‘chopsticks’ are very concrete (5), while ‘fear’ is very abstract (1).
18http://www.mturk.com
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The fear of chopsticks in the example is deliberately selected so that the ‘chop-sticks’ are concrete in both definitions of concreteness (sensory perceivabilityand specificity), and ‘fear’ is abstract in both definitions. In this way, theworkers can work out their own definition. Each HIT (Human IntelligenceTask) consists of four text passages and is awarded by $0.10 when all fourmultiple-choice comprehension questions are answered correctly (to preventcheating). Each HIT is completed by 10 different workers.The four items in a HIT are selected from our data sets: One item is labelledrelatively abstract by all approaches (an ‘easy abstract’ item), one item islabelled relatively concrete by all approaches (an ‘easy concrete’ item), onehas different labellings in the approaches (a ‘difficult’ item), and one is notcovered by the MRC database and/or WordNet, or requires anaphora resolution(a ‘special’ item). We create 20 HITS from SemCor and 20 HITS from Dative,leading to a total of 40 HITS, and thus 160 items. An example item from SemCor(‘easy abstract’):
Dear Julie. Thank you for your letter of 7 March. It may
be difficult to give you a backstage placement during 10-12
April but you are welcome to come in on Friday 12 April to
have a look around and meet our technicians. You could also
stay and watch the show on Friday evening. On the Thursday,
if you wanted to, you could spend a day with the Administration
team who will give you a whole view of how the theatre functions.
When can Julie spend a day with the Administration team?
• on Friday evening
• on 7 March
• on the Thursday
Rate the concreteness of view.
• 1 very abstract
• 2
• 3
• 4
• 5 very concrete
3.5.2 Results
For each individual item, scored by 10 different workers, we calculated theaverage concreteness score, together with the standard deviation. We thentook the mean over the items per type and data set, as presented in Table 3.3.
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Table 3.3: Mean of average score (Av) per item, and mean of standard deviation (Sd)per item. Also provided: number of items per type per data set.
SemCor DativeType Av Sd #items Av Sd #itemseasy abstract 1.8 0.8 20 2.0 0.9 20easy concrete 4.6 0.6 20 4.5 0.6 20difficult 3.1 1.0 20 3.6 1.0 20special 2.9 1.0 20 2.6 1.2 20
Table 3.3 shows that the easy abstract items obtain average scores ≤ 2.0and the easy concrete items have average ratings ≥ 4.5. The mean standarddeviation of the easy abstract items is 0.8 for SemCor and 0.9 for Dative. Itis lower for the easy concrete items: 0.6 for both data sets. The difficult andspecial items receive mean scores that are closer to the middle (i.e. 3.0), bothwith mean standard deviations of 1.0 or higher.Looking at the individual items, we see that eight items received a scoreof 5 by all ten workers: bottle, hat, heels, mirror, oxen, room (all ‘easy con-crete’ items), milk and oil (both ‘difficult’).19 Items that were assigned averagescores of maximally 1.5, and thus were considered rather abstract, were at-titude, delight, feeling, feelings, freedom, integrity, manner, uncertainty (all‘easy abstract’), heart and principle (both ‘difficult’). Some individual itemsshow relatively high standard deviations (1.4 or higher), indicating that theworkers disagree about their concreteness: it, Judaism, species, stick, that(‘special’ items), room, bit (‘difficult’) and arms (‘easy concrete’).The instructions given to the workers did not include any definition of con-creteness. In the ‘difficult’ category, there are six instances for which theconcreteness score assigned by the ‘specificity’ approach WN-Hier differedgreatly from the score given by the three other approaches (using the defini-tion of ‘sensory perceivability’): ice, water, land, film, men and pond. In all sixcases, the words are (relatively) concrete in the definition of ‘sensory perceiv-ability’, and relatively abstract in that of ‘specificity’. The workers gave thesecases average concreteness scores of 4.0 or higher, which means they focussedmost on the definition of ‘sensory perceivability’.
19The workers rated the nouns in context, but we present only the nouns for the sake of read-ability.
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3.5.3 Discussion
The results show us two main things: First, many items are easy both forthe (semi-)automatic approaches and for humans. Especially the items thatare relatively concrete according to the approaches (the ‘easy concrete’ items)are also clearly concrete for humans (shown by the low mean standard devia-tion). Second, the items that lead to most disagreement among the workers aremostly also problematic for the (semi-)automatic approaches (they are mostly‘difficult’ and ‘special’ items). In case the concreteness differs in the two defi-nitions, humans seem to prefer the definition of ‘sensory perceivability’. Notethat it is impossible to say whether middle-range values in the MRC Databaseare due to disagreement between raters or to the fact that these words denotethings that are not intrinsically concrete or abstract.Our observations indicate that there are items that are so obviously con-crete or abstract, that there is (almost) no doubt about their concreteness.There are also many instances for which the concreteness is unclear, to whichdifferent persons assign different concreteness values. Still, even if differentpersons have different opinions about the concreteness of some noun, the per-ceived concreteness of the individual speaker can be a factor in that speaker’ssyntactic choices. For these cases, averaging over the speakers may lead toloss of this potentially important information. Instead, it may be more appropri-ate to take into account the differences between individual language users, forexample by including the speaker/writer as a random effect. Another possiblesolution is to treat unclear cases as missing values. In this way, the unclearcases, besides perhaps decreasing the representativeness of the models a little,will not affect the models.
3.6 Summary and conclusion
We have compared different approaches to establish the concreteness of nouns.The approaches differed in the definition used, in the scale of the values thatcan be assigned (interval, ordinal, or nominal), the noun level they take asbasis (token, sense or type) and the manner in which the values are assigned(manually, automatically, or semi-automatically). Our goal was two-fold: First,to find out in what way the actual labels of the concreteness of nouns changewhen using various definitions, or different implementations of the same defi-nition. Second, to discover in what way the conclusions in a syntactic studychange, when using these approaches.With respect to the first goal, the scores assigned to 68,848 nouns in theSemCor Corpus showed considerable variation across the four labelling ap-proaches we employed. The labellings by the only approach that used the
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definition of ‘specificity’ instead of ‘sensory perceivability’, WN-Hier, differedmost from those by the other approaches. The bootstrapping approach Bootswas problematic because at some point in the process, abstract nouns (de-noting time and quantity) were included as concrete seeds. Moreover, thelexico-syntactic markers were too sparse: For most of the cases it was nec-essary to use the fall-back option of looking up the concreteness of the nountypes in the list of seed nouns, because no concrete or abstract markers werepresent for the individual noun token. The use of the MRC database in theMrc approach was problematic because of its coverage (it was not designedas a tool for annotating words in arbitrary texts). The fact that Boots and Mrcmostly classify noun types, ignoring the word sense and the context, seemedto have no effect. We also failed to find an effect for the measurement scaleused and the manner of annotation.We approached the second goal by taking as a case study the English dativealternation. Using a data set of 619 instances extracted from the ICE-GB cor-pus, we built several regression models to predict the construction used, eachusing a different type of concreteness as a feature. The effects of the differenttypes of concreteness varied considerably. Concreteness defined as ‘specificity’did not seem to play a role in the choice. When defined as ‘sensory perceiv-ability’, concreteness only seemed to play a role when the approach includedmanual input, either making use of the manually established MRC Database(Mrc), manually performing word sense disambiguation with the help of themanually designed WordNet hierarchy (WN-Phys), or manually assigning avalue to the noun token itself (Manual). Again, we saw that the noun level andthe measurement scale used have no clear effect, although the strongest effectwas found for the only true token-based approach in the present research:Manual.The results made us wonder to what degree humans agree about the con-creteness of words in context. To investigate this, we employed a crowdsourc-ing experiment in which we asked workers to rate the concreteness of nounspresented in context. The human ratings showed that (also) for humans, thereare instances that are clearly concrete or abstract, but also many instances forwhich humans disagree about the concreteness. In cases where the concrete-ness differed in the two definitions, people seem to focus most on the definitionof ‘sensory perceivability’.Our conclusion is that results concerning the concreteness in syntactic re-search can only be interpreted when taking into account two factors: (1) theannotation scheme used and (2) the type of data that is being analysed. Withrespect to the annotation scheme (factor 1), we saw that the definition usedand the presence of human intervention have the strongest effect. The typeof data being analysed (factor 2) is relevant mostly because of the coverage
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issues of the resources we employed (MRC and WordNet), and because of thedifferences in the concreteness ratings of individual language users.
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Automatic data collection
Edited from: Theijssen, D., Boves, L., van Halteren, H., & Oostdijk, N. (2011). Evaluatingautomatic annotation: Automatically detecting and enriching instances of the dativealternation. Language Resources and Evaluation. DOI: 10.1007/s10579-011-9156-x.
Abstract
In this chapter, we automatically create two large and richly annotated datasets for studying the English dative alternation. With an intrinsic and an ex-trinsic evaluation, we address the question of whether such data sets thatare obtained and enriched automatically are suitable for linguistic research,even if they contain errors. The extrinsic evaluation consists of building logis-tic regression models with these data sets. We conclude that the automaticapproach for detecting instances of the dative alternation still needs humanintervention, but that it is indeed possible to annotate the instances with fea-tures that are syntactic, semantic and discourse-related in nature. Only theautomatic classification of the concreteness of nouns is problematic.
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4.1 Introduction
Much effort has been – and continues to be – put into developing corpora toprovide linguists with suitable data in sufficient quantities to perform their re-search. Still, for many types of research the availability of data remains anissue: even when numerous corpora are available, most of these are too smalland/or have not been annotated with the required information. This meansthat linguists often have to extend the data and, while doing so, somehowhave to provide the necessary annotations. This often involves costly manuallabour. It might also involve acquiring copyright for the new data, since, ide-ally, the additional data and annotations should be made available to otherresearchers: only then will it be possible to verify any results of experimentsbased on these data. A possible approach to creating sufficiently large sets ofsuitable data that can also be accessed by other researchers is to make useof already existing corpora and provide what additional linguistic informationis required automatically, employing computational tools. In this chapter, weaddress the question: Is data that is obtained and annotated automaticallysuitable for linguistic research, even if the data may contain a certain propor-tion of errors? We investigate this by focussing on a specific linguistic taskconsidering syntactic alternation: modelling the dative alternation.Previous research on the dative alternation has resulted in two data setsthat have been created in a way many linguists create their data sets: Re-searchers extracted as many candidates as possible from corpora that containmanually checked syntactic parses. All candidates were manually checkedand manually annotated with the features required (Chapter 2, Bresnan et al.,2007). We employ these traditionally established data sets in different ways.We will use the data set of Chapter 2 as a development and analysis set: tooptimise the algorithms, and to evaluate the errors made by them. We willrefer to this set as Ice-Trad since the instances were extracted from the Britishcomponent of the ICE corpus (ICE-GB, Greenbaum, 1996). The data set es-tablished by Bresnan et al. (2007) is next used as a separate test set, for thepurpose of quantitative evaluation only. It is taken from the Switchboard cor-pus of American telephone dialogues (Godfrey et al., 1992), and will be referredto as Swb-Trad from now on.The goal of this chapter is to evaluate the quality of two data sets thatwe extract from the same corpora, but automatically: Ice-Auto and Swb-Auto.The procedure for automatically creating annotated data sets consists of twosteps: finding instances of the dative alternation, and enriching them with thedesired information. Both steps will be elaborately described further on inthis chapter, and they are evaluated independently in intrinsic evaluations. Inorder to establish the effect of the automatic procedure on our conclusions in
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linguistic research, we also need an extrinsic evaluation. We therefore evaluatethe suitability of Ice-Auto and Swb-Auto by building new regression modelson these sets and comparing the results to the models found for Ice-Trad andSwb-Trad.The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows: Section 4.2 give abrief description of the two traditional data sets Ice-Trad and Swb-Trad. Theautomatic detection of instances is next described and intrinsically evaluatedin Section 4.3, the automatic annotation of these instances in Section 4.4. Theextrinsic evaluations are presented and discussed in Section 4.5. A discussionand our final conclusion can be found in Sections 4.6 and 4.7.
4.2 Traditional data
As development data, we employ the traditional data set of Chapter 2, Ice-Trad. It consists of instances found in the British component of the ICE Corpus(ICE-GB, Greenbaum, 1996). The ICE-GB corpus contains spoken and writtenBritish English in various genres, as can be seen in Table 4.1. The corpus canbe obtained from the Survey of English Usage.1The procedure for establishing Ice-Trad was as follows. First, candidatesentences were automatically extracted from the corpus, making use of itsmanually checked syntactic parses. Next, all candidate sentences found weremanually checked. This was especially necessary for the prepositional dativeinstances, since the syntactic annotation of the ICE-GB corpus does not dis-tinguish between different types of prepositional phrases at the clause level.This means that sentences like example 1, in which the prepositional phrase isa locative, are also found, and should be filtered out manually. The resultingdata set contains 930 instances in spoken and written British English. Thenumber of instances and of different verb types in each subgenre of the corpuscan be found in Table 4.1. The majority construction is the double object con-struction, with a relative frequency of 72.3% (672/930). With respect to medium,the proportion of instances in spoken data is highest: 60.0% (558/930).1. Fold the short edges to the centre. (ICE-GB W2D-019 144:1)As a test set, we employ the traditional Switchboard set (Swb-Trad), a setof 2,349 instances, being a corrected version of the original set described inBresnan et al. (2007).2 The Switchboard corpus consists of spoken telephonedialogues in American English (Godfrey et al., 1992) and can be obtained fromthe Linguistic Data Consortium.3 For details about the extraction of this data
1See http://www.ucl.ac.uk/english-usage/projects/ice-gb.2We thank Prof. Joan Bresnan for sharing this data set with us.3See http://www.ldc.upenn.edu.
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Table 4.1: Number of double object constructions (DO) and prepositional dative con-structions (PD), total number of constructions (tot), and verb types (vb) per subgenre inthe ICE-GB Corpus. The number of corpus samples in the subgenres is given in brackets(each containing approx. 2,000 words).
Medium Genre Subgenre DO PD tot vbW (200) Non-printed (50) Non-prof. writing (20) 11 3 14 7Correspondence (30) 93 32 125 29Printed (150) Academic writing (40) 19 13 32 13Non-acad. writing (40) 35 13 48 15Reportage (20) 30 18 48 18Instructional writing (20) 25 10 35 8Persuasive writing (10) 8 8 16 6Creative writing (20) 45 9 54 18266 106 372 51S (300) Dialogues (180) Private (100) 151 49 200 20Public (80) 116 41 157 25Monologues (100) Scripted (70) 101 33 134 22Unscripted (30) 26 20 46 11Mixed (20) 12 9 21 9406 152 558 43Total (approx. 1M words) 672 258 930 65
set, we refer to Bresnan et al. (2007). Swb-Trad consists of 1850 instanceswith a double object construction (78.8%), and 499 with a prepositional dativeconstruction. The number of different verb types is 38.Some verbs have a clear bias towards one of the two constructions, as canbe seen in Table 4.2. In the top part, we see the verbs that show a bias towardsthe double object construction: tell, teach, give, show, offer and send. Thebottom shows that the verb sell prefers the prepositional dative construction.For the verbs in the middle, the alternation differs in the two data sets (lend, do,cause, pay and bring) or the verb only occurs in one of these data sets (cost,take). The Table thus reveals that the two data sets were established withdifferent conditions: Swb-Trad includes instances with cost and take, whilethey were not kept as instances in Ice-Trad.4Both Ice-Trad and Swb-Trad have been manually annotated for the featuresin Table 1.1 in Chapter 1. In the current chapter, we focus on the twelve features
4The verb cost was left out because two linguists (the first and fourth author) judged that noalternation is possible. The verb take either occurred in prepositional dative constructions thatwere locative, or in double object constructions that were judged to alternate with the prepositionof.
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Table 4.2: Number of double object constructions (DO) and prepositional dative con-structions (PD) for the 10 most frequent verbs in Ice-Trad and Swb-Trad (cost and takeare not included at all in Ice-Trad). The percentages in boldface are those that areabove 50%.
Ice-Trad Swb-TradDO PD DO PDVerb nr perc nr perc nr perc nr percgive 377 85.7% 63 14.3% 1078 85.8% 179 14.2%offer 32 76.2% 10 23.8% 20 66.7% 10 33.3%send 51 68.0% 24 32.0% 89 64.0% 50 36.0%show 43 81.1% 10 18.9% 46 86.8% 7 13.2%teach 7 100.0% 0 0.0% 58 95.1% 3 4.9%tell 73 98.6% 1 1.4% 113 96.6% 4 3.4%bring 7 70.0% 3 30.0% 19 44.2% 24 55.8%cause 5 38.5% 8 61.5% 8 80.0% 2 20.0%cost 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 137 100.0% 0 0.0%do 10 50.0% 10 50.0% 25 92.6% 2 7.4%lend 9 52.9% 8 47.1% 2 66.7% 1 33.3%pay 8 32.0% 17 68.0% 83 58.9% 58 41.1%take 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 2 3.4% 56 96.6%sell 1 8.3% 11 91.7% 30 40.0% 45 60.0%
that describe characteristics of the theme (the poisonous apple in Chapter 1)and the recipient (Snow White), presented in Table 4.3.The manual annotations of Ice-Trad were done by the first author, followingthe annotation instructions provided in the Appendix. The definitions are asclose as possible to the descriptions used for Swb-Trad (Bresnan et al., 2007).In order to establish the quality of the data sets, we had an extra humanannotator annotate subsets of the data sets. For Ice-Trad, the third authorannotated 10 items that were randomly selected, after which he was providedwith feedback about his annotations. After this short training session, he an-notated 40 additional instances, on which κ scores were established. Onlythe inter-annotator agreement for Animacy of Recipient was below 0.75 (0.63).This unexpectedly low κ score was the result of only three disagreements, allconcerning groups of people that could be interpreted either as institutions(being inanimate) or as groups of individuals (being animate). They have sucha great impact on the κ score because there is a great bias towards animaterecipients in the 40 items. For Swb-Trad, the first author annotated a subset of30 items. The κ scores between these annotations and the original annotations
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Table 4.3: Features and their values (th=theme, rec=recipient).
Name Feature Values DescriptionAnRec animacy of rec a, in human or animal, or notConTh concreteness of th c, a fixed form/space, or abstractDefRec,DefTh definiteness of rec&th d, in definite pron., proper name,noun preceded by definitedeterminer, or notGivRec,GivTh discourse givenness g, new mentioned ≤20 clausesof rec&th before, or not (new)LenDif length difference -3.4-4.2 ln(words th)−ln(words rec)NrRec,NrTh number of rec&th sg, pl plural in number, or singularPrsRec person of rec l, non local (1st/2nd) person, or notPrnRec,PrnTh pronominality of rec&th p, non headed by pronoun, or not
by Bresnan et al. (2007) were 0.78 or higher for all features, which shows ahigh overall agreement. The individual κ scores per feature per data set will beprovided later in this chapter, in Table 4.6 (being the results of the automaticfeature extraction in Section 4.4).
4.3 Automatic detection of instances in a corpus
As mentioned in Section 4.1, the first step towards automatically obtainingdata sets for studying the English dative alternation (Ice-Auto and Swb-Auto)is to detect instances automatically.
4.3.1 Related work
The dative alternation, together with other diathesis alternations,5 has beenthe topic of interest for a number of researchers in the field of automatic lex-icon learning, or more specifically: ‘verb classification’. Their goal has beento automatically induce possible verb frames6 from corpora (for comprehensiveoverviews, see Schulte Im Walde, 2009; Korhonen, 2009). Several approacheshave been rather successful (e.g. Joanis, Stevenson, & James, 2008; Schulte
5Diathesis alternations are alternations in which verbs systematically allow a choice betweentwo verb frames (double object, prepositional dative) to express the same semantic roles (recipient,theme).6Verb frames indicate what type of arguments a given verb can take. The definition of typesdepends on one’s goal, and can be syntactically and/or semantically motivated.
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im Walde, Hying, Scheible, & Schmid, 2008; Li & Brew, 2008; Sun & Korho-nen, 2009), but many challenges are still to be met (Korhonen, 2009). Only afew researchers have attempted to tackle the detection of actual instances ofdiathesis alternations automatically. Their work is shortly summarised below.Lapata (1999) used the British National Corpus (BNC Consortium, 2007) todetermine the frequency with which verbs occur in prepositional dative (withto and for ), and double object constructions. First, she parsed the corpus withthe shallow parser Gsearch (Keller, Corley, Corley, Crocker, & Trewin, 1999)and extracted syntactic patterns that were potentially relevant. Next, she useda number of heuristic rules to divide the candidate patterns into relevant andirrelevant instances. The procedure was evaluated by comparing against man-ual annotations. For the double object construction (3,000 manually annotatedcandidates), the precision of the heuristics was approximately 89.8%, while forthe prepositional dative construction with to (994 candidates), it was 77.3%.There is no information about recall.McCarthy (2001) used syntactic and semantic cues to find various syntacticalternations, including the dative alternation. She parsed parts of the writ-ten part of the BNC with a probabilistic chart parser and an LR (left-to-right)parser based on string analysis. Looking at the most prototypical subcategori-sation frames for each verb, she found six dative verbs that occur freely withdifferent themes and recipients: award, give, hand, lend, offer and owe. Sheconcluded that for the detection of instances of the dative alternation (with toand for ), it is sufficient to use syntactic information only.Lapata and Brew (2004) detected semantic preferences of verbs in the BNCand used them as priors in a Naive Bayes verb classifier. They used over 5,000manual verb classifications to test against. Although they also evaluated theperformance on the individual tokens, their task is essentially different fromours: they classify the verb class of a particular instance, while we want todetect instances of a certain verb class. The same is true for Girju, Roth, andSammons (2005). Using the annotations available in the PropBank, they useda machine learning technique to assign verb classes to instances (tokens).Grimm and Bresnan (2009) automatically extracted instances of the da-tive alternation from a POS-tagged version of the Brown family of corpora(Hinrichs, Smith, & Waibel, 2007), consisting of the written American Englishcorpora Brown (1960s) and Frown (1990s), and the written British Englishcorpora LOB (1960s) and F-LOB (1990s). They parsed the corpora with theStanford dependency parser and used a Python script to extract sentenceswith the desired syntactic pattern and a dative verb. The sentences with com-plex syntactic structures (e.g. passives) were filtered out. The procedure wasevaluated on a small random subset of 100 sentences with the verb give in theBrown Corpus. For this small set, the accuracy for automatically distinguishing
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datives from non-datives was 45.0%, the recall 93.8% and the precision 46.4%.Given the low precision, they manually checked all 6,759 candidates, resultingin a final set of 3,114 instances that they used for further analysis.
4.3.2 Our method for automatic instance detectionFor the automatic detection of instances, we use five steps that are performedin sequence:
• Establishing a list of dative verbs• Extracting all sentences with these verbs from the corpus• Parsing the sentences with the FDG parser• Extracting candidates from the parses• Filtering the candidates with heuristic rules
In the first step, we compile a list of dative verbs. This is not a necessarystep, since we could simply include all dative constructions that the syntacticparser detects. Since we plan to use the automatic approach to case detectionon very large corpora in the future, it is more efficient to first make a selectionof potentially relevant sentences or utterances on the basis of a list of verbs.7The parsing, extracting and filtering then only needs to be applied to the re-trieved sentences or utterances. Steps three to five are based on approachesin previous research. We use a syntactic parser to automatically extract poten-tially relevant instances like McCarthy (2001) and Grimm and Bresnan (2009).The candidates are filtered with the help of linguistic rules based on those inLapata (1999).In step one, we consider all verbs suggested in at least two of the followinglinguistic resources: the dative alternation verbs in Levin’s verb classification((1993)), the prepositional dative and double object frames in VerbNet (Kipper,Dang, & Palmer, 2000), the ditransitive verbs present in the ICE-GB corpusand the TOSCA lexicon (Oostdijk, 1996), the verbs included in Bresnan et al.(2007), a list created by Johan Bos8 and a list in an English Grammar Guide9.Many of the 264 verbs found are rather rare: 86 have a frequency below 1,000in the 100-million-word British National Corpus (BNC Consortium, 2007). Theoccurrences of these verbs in the BNC are often in syntactic contexts that arenot dative constructions. Since the eventual goal of the automatic detection of
7Of course this list should not be seen as static; language changes all the time, and new dativeverbs emerge.8Extracted from http://www.coli.uni-saarland.de/~bos/atp/dtvs.html (which is nolonger available): ask, bring, buy, call, consider, demonstrate, describe, give, hand, leave, lend,offer, pass, promise, provide, send, serve, show, suggest, teach, tell.9See http://learning.cl3.ust.hk/english-grammar-guide/Verbs/Ditransitive_Verbs
.htm.
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dative instances is to prevent data sparseness in future data sets, and sincethe verb itself is a feature in the statistical analyses, we want to exclude suchlow-frequency verbs.10 This means we remove the aforementioned 86 verbsthat occur fewer than 1,000 times in the BNC (e.g. fax).11 Next, we manuallyfilter out the 102 verbs that alternate with a preposition other than to (e.g.cook for ) and/or that allow only one of the two constructions (e.g. inform). Theprocedure results in the list of 76 dative verbs in Table 4.4.
Table 4.4: Final list of dative verbs, i.e. verbs that allow dative alternation and occurat least 1,000 times in the BNC. Verbs marked with ∗ are not recognised as allowingdative verb frames by the FDG parser.
accord cause flick∗ lower∗ promise serve takeadvance charge fling∗ make propose∗ ship∗ teachallocate concede∗ forbid offer quote∗ shoot∗ tellappoint∗ deal give owe read∗ show throwassign deliver grant pass recommend∗ sign∗ toss∗award deny guarantee pay refuse signal∗ trade∗bear dictate∗ hand permit repay∗ sing∗ votebid do issue play return∗ slide∗ wishbounce∗ drop∗ kick∗ pose roll∗ slip∗ writebring extend∗ leave prescribe∗ sell submit∗ yield∗carry∗ feed lend present send supply∗
For the second step, we extract all sentences with a dative verb which occurs inthe final list. If a corpus contains POS tags, most of the times they have eitherbeen checked manually (as is the case for the ICE-GB corpus)12 or establishedautomatically with the help of a tagger that is trained on similar material. Weuse the POS tags in the corpus for a first filtering: We only extract sentencesif they have a dative verb that is tagged as a verb in the corpus. This filteringis left out in the evaluation on Switchboard, where we only use the plain textin the corpus.In step three, the sentences are fed to the Functional Dependency Gram-mar (FDG) parser, version 3.9, developed at Connexor (Tapanainen & Järvinen,
10We tested the effect of verb frequency by including it as a fixed effect in regression models forIce-Trad and Swb-Trad. In both models, the effect of verb frequency was far from significant. Wetherefore believe that removing the low-frequency verbs is warranted.11The threshold of 1,000 is based on our observations of the list of BNC frequencies and ourintuitions about the subcategorisation frames in which these verbs may occur.12Actually, the leaf nodes of the syntactic parses contain information that is similar to the resultof POS tagging, and these syntactic parses have been checked manually. We will refer to thisinformation as ‘POS tags’ in the remainder of this chapter.
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1997). The parser outputs functional dependencies that represent the struc-tural information within the sentence. Our motivation for choosing this parseris four-fold. First, the level of detail is sufficient for our purposes, and bothdative constructions are recognized. They are explicitly marked as datives,making the extraction of candidates straightforward. For most parsers, this isnot the case: they either only mark explicitly the double object construction(e.g. Stanford parser, Minipar, Link Grammar), or provide no function labelsat all (e.g. Charniak). Second, the FDG parser can be used ‘off-the-shelf’, i.e.there is no need for training prior to applying it to data. This was an importantmotivation because of the small size of Ice-Trad (only 930 instances, taken froma corpus of only 1 million words), which we use for developmental purposes.The Bikel parser (Bikel, 2002), which does seem to distinguish the two da-tive constructions, could not be employed because it needs training. The FDGparser has been developed using approx. 100 million words in various kindsof texts – news articles, technical and legal documents, literature, discussionforum texts, transliterations, etc. – aiming for general use. Third, the parserdoes not need large computer capacity, and is quite fast in processing largeamounts of data. Fourth, initial tests with the demo version of the parser13showed that it was able to deal with dative constructions with various verbs,and the parser was able to deal with complex sentences. A disadvantage ofthe parser is that 31 of the 76 dative verbs in Table 4.4 are not in the lexiconas being dative verbs (and cannot be added as such by users).In the fourth step, we extract candidates from the syntactic parses. Theparser generates one parse per sentence. In case a word is ambiguous, allpossible functional and part-of-speech (POS) tags are provided, but it is alwaysassigned only one relation. In dative sentences, the theme (the poisonous applein the example) is labelled by the parser as an object (‘obj’) of the verb, whilethe recipient (Snow White), or the preceding to in the prepositional dativevariant, is recognised as its dative complement (‘dat’). We save all clauses inwhich one dative verb has both an object and a dative.The fifth step consists of filtering the candidates found with heuristic rules.We distinguish between two types of filtering.
First filteringIn the first filtering, we exclude candidates that have at least one of the follow-ing features: 1) the theme or recipient is a clause, 2) the clause is in passivevoice, 3) the verb is imperative, 4) the theme or recipient precedes the verb, 5)the verb is phrasal (e.g. I’ll send you out that), 6) the clause is interrogative,7) recipient and theme are reversed with respect to the expected order (e.g.
13See http://www.connexor.eu/technology/machinese/demo/syntax.
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I give to him a letter ), 8) the theme is an adjective, 9) the theme or recipi-ent is empty, 10) the clause is a fixed expression (e.g. I’ll tell you what), 11)there is more than one verb, theme or recipient (e.g. I gave it to her and tohim). As mentioned in Chapter 1, most of these filters are used to prevent theinfluence of other types of syntactic variation than those of interest in this re-search (passive versus active voice, declarative versus interrogative mode, theplacement of adverbials, etc.). Some are used to make sure that the featureswe want to apply later are applicable (e.g. it is not possible to establish theconcreteness of the theme if it is a clause, not a noun phrase). We use a Perlscript to apply these filters automatically, making use of the automatic parsesand a manually established list of fixed expressions. This list is based on theobservations made during the manual checking of the data set extracted fromthe ICE-GB corpus (Ice-Trad).
Second filteringObviously, syntactic parsing is not the easiest task, and parsers always makemistakes. This is certainly also the case for the two dative constructions, sincethey are often structurally ambiguous. For the double object candidates, thedifficulty lies in word sequences that are difficult to split into phrases, like theholy water in example 2. For prepositional dative candidates, the problem isthat the prepositional phrase can be either attached to the verb or the noun(e.g. to parliament in example 3). These problems are even worse in automaticparsing, since even candidates that are completely unambiguous for humans,are still ambiguous for the parser since it lacks world knowledge.
2. He gave the holy water.3. They give access to parliament.
Given the fact that parsers make errors, we have a final step in which weremove candidates that have been falsely accepted due to errors in the parses.Following Lapata (1999), we formulate a number of heuristic rules to filter outthese candidates. The rules we apply are based on Lapata’s work and ourobservations of Ice-Trad. For some of the rules we need POS tags. For Ice-Auto, we use the POS tags available in the corpus; for Swb-Auto, we employthe POS tags provided in the automatic parse.For both constructions, we remove all instances where the recipient ortheme lacks the presence of a pronoun or noun. In these cases, the recipientor theme instead consists of a numeral, adjective or adverb, e.g. a hollow inexample 4.
4. She gave [a hollow]Rec [laugh]Th
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For the double object constructions, there are more patterns that are likelyto be the result of parse errors, or that represent structures that we do notconsider instances of the dative alternation. More specifically, we filter out allcandidates in which• the last word of the recipient and the first word of the theme are propernouns (e.g. give John Smith)• the last word of the recipient is a possessive (e.g. give Mary’s money)• the last word of the theme is a reflexive pronoun (give it yourself )• the verb is make, and both recipient and theme are persons in WordNet(Fellbaum, 1998) (e.g. make him king)• the verb is take, and the theme is a time noun in WordNet (e.g. takes mean hour )• the recipient and theme together are likely to be one phrase (e.g. writethe professional letters)For the last rule, we need to establish whether the recipient and theme togetherare likely to be a single object. If the recipient ends in and the theme starts withat least one noun, we take the maximum sequence of ‘nouns’. This sequence notnecessarily consists of real nouns only, since there may be errors in the POStags. For instance, if we use the POS tags provided by the FDG parser (as wedo for the Switchboard data), the parser could recognise a dative constructionin write the professional letters. As a result, the word professional is taggedas a noun while it is in fact an adjective. We filter out such word sequences byfirst checking if it is present in a compound dictionary derived from WordNet(following Lapata, 1999). If it is, the candidate is rejected (e.g. holy water inexample 5).If it is not, we use a corpus-based approach to establish the probabilitythat the two or three words together form a single phrase (e.g. sea water andpriests water in examples 6 and 7 respectively). For this, we slightly adapt theapproach in Lapata (1999), using Daudaravičius and Marcinkevičiene’s gravitymeasure ((2004)), as suggested in Gries (2010), instead of the log-likelihoodratio. Gravity (G) not only takes into account the token frequencies of theseparate words A and B and that of the sequence A-B, but also the number ofpossible word types before B and after A:14
G = log(FAB ∗NbFA ) + log(FAB ∗NaFB ), (4.1)in which FAB is the token frequency of the combination A-B, FA the frequencyof word token A, FB the frequency of word token B, Na the number of possi-ble word types before B, and Nb the number of possible word types after A.
14The words ‘types’ and ‘tokens’ refer to the counts of unique words and of all words, respectively.
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The values are based on the British National Corpus (BNC Consortium, 2007).Using this formula, we calculate the gravity between two nouns in the se-quence. If the gravity is above the suggested threshold of 5.5 (Daudaravičius& Marcinkevičiene, 2004), the noun sequence is probably a single phrase andwe thus reject the candidate (e.g. give the sea water in example 6). Else, wekeep the candidate (e.g. give the priests water in example 7). For three-wordsequences A-B-C (e.g. priests holy water in example 8), we first decide howto split it into two parts by establishing the gravity between the two possiblepairs (A-B and B-C). The pair with the highest gravity is next used as input tothe formula, together with the remaining word (A-B and C, or A and B-C).
5. He gave the holy water.6. He gave the sea water.7. He gave the priests water.8. He gave the priests holy water.
For the prepositional dative construction, we exclude all instances where therecipient is a location in WordNet (e.g. bring him to school). Also, we removethe instances where the prepositional phrase is likely to be the complementof the theme rather than the verb (e.g. give access to the garden). We againemploy the aforementioned gravity measure to establish this. Since the BNCcontains no syntactic annotations at the level required, we first parse the BNCwith the FDG parser. We then use the PP-attachment in the parses to calculatethe gravity between the verb and the recipient, and between the theme andthe recipient.
4.3.3 Results
We applied the approach described in the previous section to ICE-GB andSwitchboard. The number of candidates found in both corpora are presentedin Table 4.5. The table also shows the precision, recall and F-score of the setsafter the second filtering (Ice-Auto and Swb-Auto), when comparing them toIce-Trad and Swb-Trad.In Ice-Auto, 62.9% (559/889) of the instances are from the spoken part of thecorpus, which is not significantly different from the 60.0% in Ice-Trad (χ2 = 1.47,df= 1, p > 0.20). The majority construction is the double object construction,comprising 73.1% (650/889) of the instances (which again is not significantlydifferent from Ice-Trad: 72.3%, χ2 = 0.13, df= 1, p > 0.70). In Swb-Auto, theproportion of double object constructions is significantly different from Swb-Trad: 81.9% (2,206/2,694), compared to 78.8% (χ2 = 7.61, df= 1, p < 0.01).
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Table 4.5: Results of automatic case detection for both the development/analysis data(Ice) and test data (Swb).
Ice SwbNumber of candidates found by parser 1,674 5,087Number of candidates after 1st filtering 1,111 3,356Number of candidates after 2nd filtering (Auto) 889 2,694Number of candidates in both Auto and Trad 619 1,292Precision 69.6% 48.0%Recall 66.6% 55.0%F-score 68.1% 51.2%
4.3.4 Discussion
When we look at the precision, recall and F-score for both data sets, we seethat the scores for Ice-Auto are much higher than those for Swb-Auto. In gen-eral, parsers have more difficulties with spoken material than written material,because it often contains disfluencies, corrections and unfinished clauses. Wealso find a trend for this within the ICE-GB data: The precision for the spokeninstances in the ICE data is 67.4% (377/559), while it is 73.3% (242/330) for theinstances in written English (χ2 = 3.13, df= 1, p < 0.10).The approach is quite successful on the development data: with the helpof the filtering rules, our approach outperforms the precision reached on theBrown corpora by Grimm and Bresnan (2009): 69.6% compared to 46.1%. Therecall of our approach, however, is much lower: 66.6% compared to 93.8%.Combining precision and recall, we reach an F-score of 68.1% on the ICE-GBdata, which is higher than the 61.8% obtained by Grimm and Bresnan (2009).When we compare our performance on the Switchboard data to Grimm andBresnan (2009), we see that the precision we reach (48.0%) is comparable tothe precision they reach on the Brown corpora (being 46.1%). Their F-score ismuch higher (61.8% compared to our 51.2%), however, because of their betterrecall. It is clear that the spoken data in the test set (Swb-Auto) is problematicfor our approach.Let us now consider the errors made on the development set (Ice-Auto).In order to gain insight into the possible improvements of the approach, wemanually classified the 270 candidates in Ice-Auto that are not present inIce-Trad:
• 131 (48.5%) of them are found because the FDG parser incorrectly recog-nised a dative construction. These sentences are not part of Ice-Trad
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because the syntactic annotations of these sentences in the ICE-GB cor-pus do not contain a construction that could be dative. These errors arethus in fact parse errors, which we are unable to solve (at least in thescope of this thesis).• 125 (46.3%) are found both in the ICE-GB annotations and the automaticparses. In Ice-Trad, these were filtered out automatically (using the syn-tactic annotations in the corpus) or manually. The procedure is differentfor Ice-Auto: the automatic filtering is now based on the automaticallyobtained FDG parses, and the manual filtering is replaced by the filter-ing rules. For 125 instances, the FDG parser thus should have indicatedthat these constructions are irrelevant, or the filtering rules should havefiltered them out. In 33 sentences, the prepositional phrase indicates alocation, amount, time or degree, in 22 the verb is phrasal, 17 are fixedexpressions, 15 are imperatives or interrogatives, 12 have an object thatis split up or incomplete, 11 have clausal objects, and 15 are irrelevantbecause of other reasons. Where we manually checked these propertiesfor Ice-Trad, we have performed no such checking for Ice-Auto.• 14 (5.2%) actually contain relevant dative constructions. Of course, manu-ally checked annotations are also error-prone (e.g. Nancarrow & Atwell,2007). The fact that these 14 instances are not part of Ice-Trad exempli-fies this, since they are missed due to errors in the annotations in theICE-GB corpus. Most of these instances (11) were prepositional dativeconstructions in which the prepositional phrase was incorrectly attachedto the theme, not to the verb.
The division shows that of the 889 candidates found automatically, 256 arenot relevant instances of the dative alternation. The FDG parser thus reacheda precision of 71.2% on recognising the two objects in dative constructions.This precision is much lower than the general precision the parser reaches onlinking subjects and objects: 93.5% on texts from the Maastricht treaty and96.5% on foreign news texts.15 Of the remaining 633 candidates, not all arepresent in Ice-Trad, but they are all instances of the dative alternation. Theeffect of the 256 irrelevant cases will become evident in Section 4.5.The 311 instances not found automatically can be subdivided as follows:
• 206 (66.2%) are due to errors in the automatic parses. Of these, 10 havea verb that is listed in our list of dative verbs (Table 4.4), but which isnot marked as such in the parser lexicon (e.g. read, indicated with theasterisk in Table 4.4). So, the fact that 31 of the 76 dative verbs in our
15These figures were established by Connexor Oy in December 2005, after which only minorchanges have been applied to the parser.
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list are not stored as such in the parser lexicon, eventually causes only10 instances to be missed.• 43 (13.8%) are falsely filtered out in the second filtering. In 20 the gravitymeasure unjustly indicated that the recipient should be interpreted as apostmodifier of the theme. In 12 the recipient is interpreted as a locationon the basis of WordNet, while it is not a location in the given context. In11 the theme or recipient does not contain (or is taken not to contain) a(pro)noun, but only a numeral, adjective or adverb. Seeing the smallnumber of errors per type of filtering, there is only little to gain byimproving the filtering.• 38 (12.2%) are not found because the verb is not in the list of dativeverbs (Table 4.4). We have not employed this list to establish Ice-Trad;we extracted all dative constructions regardless of the verb present, andmanually checked whether the candidate was relevant.• 24 (7.7%) are falsely filtered out in the first filtering: 10 are taken to havea clausal object, 6 are interpreted as expressions, 4 are taken to havesplit objects, 3 are considered passives or imperatives and 1 is taken tocontain a phrasal verb. As with the second filtering, the numbers are toosmall to make investing in improvement worthwhile.
When we compare the recall we obtained with the FDG parser (66.6%) to therecall that the FDG parser reaches on linking subjects and objects in general,we see that the general recall of the FDG parser is much higher: 90.3% ontexts from the Maastricht treaty and 95.4% on foreign news texts.16Counting the number of words in the sentences in Ice-Trad, we see thatthe instances that were found automatically have an average length of 21.5words, which is significantly shorter than the average length of 25.7 wordsfor the cases we could not find automatically (t= −4.23, df= 548, p < 0.001).Apparently, the parser has most difficulty identifying dative constructions insentences that are relatively long and thus, presumably, more complex. Also,the division of the two construction types (double object and prepositional da-tive) differs significantly between the instances we have found in the ICE corpusand those we have missed. Of the cases we found automatically, only 19.4% isa prepositional dative, while this is true for 44.4% of the cases we have missed(χ2 = 63.2, df= 1, p < 0.001).17 The attachment of prepositional phrases(PP-attachment) is a common problem in automatic parsing (e.g. Agirre, Bald-win, & Martinez, 2008). It is therefore not surprising that the parser has more
16Again, these figures were established by Connexor Oy in December 2005.17As we will mention in Section 4.5, the difference in the distribution of the two constructions be-tween Ice-Auto and Ice-Trad will not influence the extrinsic evaluation, because logistic regressionis very robust against class imbalance.
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difficulties with the prepositional dative variant than with the double objectconstruction (cf. also Lapata, 1999).
4.4 Automatic annotation of instances found
Now we have described the automatic extraction of the instances, we can moveon to the annotation of the instances. We include the features introduced inSection 4.2. Previous research has already shown that they play a role in thedative alternation (Chapter 2, Bresnan et al., 2007).
4.4.1 MethodThe automatic extraction of the values for the twelve features is describedbelow. Our aim is to obtain feature values that agree with the ones selected bythe human annotator in Ice-Trad. We make use of the syntactic parses producedby the FDG parser. For some features, we consult WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998).Most corpora contain POS information, so we also make use of the POS tags inthe ICE-GB corpus. For the Switchboard data, we use the POS tags providedby the parser.
Animacy of recipient (AnRec)Most researchers who have been successful in animacy classification of Englishnouns employ WordNet (e.g. Oraˇsan & Evans, 2007; Baker & Brew, 2008).We therefore employ WordNet as well, together with other resources. Moreprecisely, we use three lists of animate words: (1) the nouns marked as personor animal in WordNet, (2) a list of company names found on the Internet18and (3) a short list of additional words, e.g. personal pronouns like I and him.Company names are thus deemed animate. Our assumption is that companynames functioning as a recipient in a dative construction will mostly refer tothe people working at this company (e.g. BUPA in example 9).
9. I mean two three weeks ago John Major made a speech to BUPA in whichhe said he wanted the private sector to be boosted. (ICE-GB S1B-039 64:1:C)
In this chapter, we simplify the problem of animacy classification of the recipientin two ways. First of all, we limit ourselves to the lemma of the syntactichead of the recipient, as found in the syntactic parse. Second, we classify the
18The company names have been extracted from http://www.buyblue.org/alphalist.php and
http://www.businessweek.com/1999/99_28/alphalist.htm (which seem no longer available).All names ending in Corp, Corporation, Co, Incorporated, Inc, Holding, Group were duplicatedwithout this ending.
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different types (not the different tokens), irrespective of context. This meansthat we always assign the same value for animacy to recipients that have astheir syntactic head the same lemma. When this lemma is present in at leastone of the three lists mentioned above (ignoring upper/lower case), we classifyit as animate. All other recipients are deemed inanimate.
Concreteness of theme (ConTh)
In the dative alternation, the theme can either be “prototypically concrete”(Garretson, 2003), i.e. having a fixed size or form in space (She gave him abook ), or abstract (She gave him her love). Concepts like love and objects likebook are fairly straightforward, but there are many difficult cases. Sometimeswords have several senses. For instance, if a furniture salesman shows you atable, he most likely refers to the concrete object standing in his showroom,while a researcher giving a presentation refers to the representation of infor-mation he or she has put on the slide. Furthermore, words in the same (or atleast in a similar) sense can be used figuratively: when a waitress in a restau-rant shows you a table, you could say she is literally showing you a concreteobject (a specific table), but what she means is not just a table, but a place tohave dinner. In this situation, the table is arguably not prototypically concreteanymore.The assumption that meaning depends on context is not new. The distri-butional hypothesis in Harris (1954) has led to a long line of context-basedapproaches in lexicon learning, many of which are semi-supervised or unsu-pervised. There are two main lines of research: (1) clustering semanticallysimilar words (e.g. Rooth, Riezler, Prescher, Carroll, & Beil, 1999), and (2) ex-tending existing lexicons through bootstrapping. In both, contextual featuresare used to find similarities. The clustering approach is not directly useful forus, since we want a binary, pre-defined, classification. A common method inbootstrapping is to start with a very simple lexicon, comprising a set of occur-rences (tokens) of word types that are prototypical examples of the semanticclass of interest (in our case concrete and/or abstract words). For this seedset, it is assumed that the word types have this class in (almost) all contexts,so you can use all tokens of this word type. In an iterative process, the seedset is extended with new word tokens that share properties with the tokensin the seed set. Many researchers use syntactic information for this purpose,for instance for classifying nouns into the lexical categories building, event,human, location, time and weapon (Riloff & Jones, 1999; Thelen & Riloff, 2002)or for detecting film titles (Kuijjer, 2007).In Chapter 3, we evaluated five different (semi-) automatic approaches forestablishing the concreteness of nouns for the purpose of investigating the
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dative alternation. One approach used the MRC Psycholinguistic Database(Coltheart, 1981) to find the concreteness value of a noun type (interval scale).Two approaches found the concreteness of a noun sense with the help of theWordNet hierarchy: by counting the number of nodes from the sense to theroot (ordinal scale, following Changizi, 2008), and by checking whether thesense was part of the physical entity subtree (binary value, following Xinget al., 2010). The final two approaches (both resulting in an interval scalescore per noun token) were two variants of the bootstrapping approach inThelen and Riloff (2002): one using all syntactic contexts, and one only dativecontexts. The data used for bootstrapping was taken from the British NationalCorpus. The conclusion was that the first three approaches were hamperedby the insufficient coverage of the lexical resources used (WordNet, MRC).The bootstrapping approaches were not very successful either: abstract nounsdenoting ‘time’ (e.g. minute, February) and ‘quantity’ (e.g. ton, inch) receivedhigh concreteness scores. This shows that the selection of the seed set is nottrivial, and that seeds are often not as suitable as one would expect.Seeing the problems with the use of existing resources and with applyinga bootstrapping approach, we decided to make use of our development data:Ice-Trad. We take the 619 instances in Ice-Trad that were also detected au-tomatically, and establish a number of syntactic features for them. For eachinstance, we find the automatically obtained FDG parses and for the head ofthe theme, we extract the relations to its daughter nodes and to its mothernode. Also, the POS tags and lemmas are retrieved, as well as the repre-sentation (upper/lower case, etc.). The found information is transformed intomachine learning features. For instance, the features for apple (head of thepoisonous apple) in the example sentence are:• lemma of the focus word: apple• upper (U) / lower case (L) and presence of non-alphanumeric characters(S) in the focus word: L• POS tags of the focus word: N_NOM_SG• relation with the mother node: obj• relation with the mother node + its lemma: obj;give• relation with the mother node + its POS tag(s): obj;V_PRES_SG3• relation with the daughter node(s): det, attr• relation with the daughter node(s) + its/their lemma(s): det;the, attr;poisonous• relation with the daughter node(s) + its/their POS tag(s): det;DET,attr;A_ABSAfter establishing the features for the themes in the instances, we appliedvarious machine learning algorithms to classify the 619 instances in a 10-foldcross-validation setting. We employed Weka (Hall et al., 2009) for a number
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of classifiers,19 and libSVM (Chang & Lin, 2001) for Support Vector Machines(SVMs). For all algorithms, only the features that occur at least three times inthe training data were actually employed. The best results were obtained bythe SVMs.SVMs need tuning of three hyperparameters: (1) the kernel, which we limitto linear and RBF, (2) the cost c, for which we go through a grid of 2−12 to 210with steps of ∗2, and (3) the gamma g (only for the RBF kernel), for which wego through a grid of 2−10 to 26 with steps of ∗2. The optimal hyperparametersare found in a 10-fold cross-validation setting, and these are then used tobuild an SVM on all training data. When applying the classification to the 619instances present in Ice-Trad, we perform leave-one-out: the tuning is done on618 instances in 10-fold cross-validation, the optimal settings are used to buildan SVM on all 618 cases, which is then used to predict the 619th instance.When predicting data that does not overlap with the 619 instances in Ice-Trad,we use all 619 instances for tuning and training.
Definiteness of recipient and theme (DefRec, DefTh)
For establishing the definiteness of recipient and theme, we use the POS tagsin the corpus or the parse. In order to establish what is the head of the object,and with which words it occurs (i.e. which words are its daughter nodes) wealways use the dependency relations in the FDG parse.When the head occurs with a definite article, we classify it as definite. Thesame applies to a head that is, or occurs with, a demonstrative, interrogative,relative or possessive pronoun. Similarly, we consider definite heads that area reciprocal, reflexive or personal pronoun, or a proper noun.
Discourse givenness of recipient and theme (GivRec, GivTh)
Automatically identifying discourse-new objects has received considerable at-tention of researchers working in the field of anaphora resolution. This isbecause the first step in anaphora resolution is recognizing which elementsshould be resolved, i.e. which elements actually refer to an item that haspreviously been mentioned (and thus is discourse-given).Vieira and Poesio (Vieira, 1998; Vieira & Poesio, 2000; Poesio, Uryupina,Vieira, Kabadjov, & Goulart, 2004) used heuristics to establish which defi-nite nouns are discourse-new. For example, one heuristic rule says that nounphrase heads that start with a capital (e.g. The Iraq war ), or that refer to
19More specifically, we used Naive Bayes, Logistic, Multilayer Perceptron, Voted Perceptron,RBFNetwork, Ibk, AdaBoost, Bagging, SimpleMI, Jrip, DecisionTable, J48 and RandomForest.
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time (the morning) are discourse-new. Testing on 195 definite phrases, theyreached a precision and recall of 77%.The work by Vieira and Poesio has been extended in several ways. Somehave added new heuristics (e.g. Bean & Riloff, 1999). Others have extendedthe work to other types of nouns, not only the definite ones (e.g. Ng & Cardie,2002; Uryupina, 2003). The use of different machine learning techniques forthe task of detecting discourse-new objects has also received some attention(e.g. Ng & Cardie, 2002; Kabadjov, 2007). Most researchers have employedthe corpora created for one of the Message Understanding Conferences (MUC)for training and testing. The precision and recall are generally above 80%.In the context of anaphora resolution, establishing the discourse givennessof an object affects the decision made further on in the discourse, since new ob-jects will be given later in the discourse. Our task is considerably easier, sincewe only have to establish whether the recipient or theme is discourse-given ordiscourse-new. We therefore developed our own, much simpler, algorithm.The approach we take is as follows. Given the fact that indefinite objectsare mostly new to the discourse, we classify all indefinite objects as discoursenew. For definite objects, we extract the head and its attributes from the FDGparse, and take the POS tags from the corpus or the parse. Definite objectsof which the head is a personal pronoun, and of which the head is precededby a demonstrative pronoun, are labelled discourse given. For the remainingdefinite objects, we check the preceding contexts, with a maximum length of 20clauses (i.e. until the 20th preceding word that is tagged as main verb). If thehead itself, or a synonym of the head is found within this preceding context,the object is considered discourse given. We use the synsets in WordNetto extract the synonyms. The remaining definite objects are given the valuediscourse new.
Number of recipient and theme (NrRec, NrTh)
Again, we employ the POS tags in the corpus or the parse. We use the FDGparse to identify the head of the object, and take the number provided in thePOS tag. For heads of objects that have no information about number (e.g.you, which can be both), we assign the default value singular.
Person of recipient (PrsRec)
For this feature, we simply check whether the head of the recipient is I, me,my, mine, myself, you, your, yours, yourself, yourselves, we, us, our, ours orourselves. If this is the case, the recipient is local, otherwise it is non-local.
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Pronominality of recipient and theme (PrnRec, PrnTh)For this feature, we again employ the POS tags in the corpus or the parse.We extract the head of the object from the FDG parse. If the head has a POStag for (any type of) pronoun, the object is classified as pronominal. If not, itis non-pronominal.
Length difference (LenDif)For length difference, we use a Perl function that we also used for Ice-Trad(see the Appendix). It counts the number of words in the recipient and thetheme by splitting on white space, and takes the natural log of these lengthsto smoothen outliers. The recipient length is then subtracted from the themelength (thus giving the log of the ratio between the lengths). The differencewith Ice-Trad is that the input strings are now not the theme and recipient asfound in Ice-Trad, but as found with the automatic approach (i.e. in the FDGparses).
4.4.2 ResultsWe intrinsically evaluate the automatic feature extraction by comparing thefeatures values found to a gold standard. This gold standard consists of themanual annotations in Ice-Trad and Swb-Trad. For this reason, only the in-stances that are present in both the traditional and the automatic set canand will be included in this evaluation (619 for the ICE data, 1,292 for theSwitchboard data).For the only feature with an interval scale, length difference, we calculatethe correlation coefficient between the values in the traditional set, and thosein the automatic set. For the 619 instances in Ice-Trad and Ice-Auto, thecorrelation is 0.825. For 442 (71.4%) of the 619 instances, the feature valueis exactly the same in both data sets. In 26 (4.2%) instances, the theme andrecipient are equally long in one data set, but differ in length in the other.In only 8 (1.3%) instances, the polarity differs. For the remaining 143 (23.1%)instances, the same object is found to be longer than the other, but the lengthdifferences found differ.For the 1,292 instances in Swb-Trad and Swb-Auto, the correlation is 0.635.The length difference has exactly the same value in 851 (65.9%) instances, iszero for only one of the two sets in 97 (7.5%) instances, differs in polarity in11 (0.9%) instances, and only differs in the size of the length difference in 333(25.8%) instances.For the binary features, we calculated the classification accuracy and es-tablished the proportion of the majority value. The results are shown in Table
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4.6. They show us two important things. First of all, most features are bi-ased towards one of the two values. Over 90% of the recipients are definite,for instance. An exception is the person of the recipient where the divisionbetween local and non-local is much more balanced. Second, we see that theaccuracies reached are all ≥ 79%.
Table 4.6: The accuracy (Acc) of automatic feature extraction and the proportion ofthe majority class (Maj) in the traditional sets for the binary features. The fourthcolumn indicates the κ score between the traditional and the automatic annotation ofthe instances in both sets. Human κ scores are provided in the fourth column.
Ice SwbFeature Acc Maj κ human κ Acc Maj κ human κPrsRec 1.00 0.52 1.00 1.00 0.82 0.64 0.65 0.91PrnRec 1.00 0.77 0.99 0.95 1.00 0.87 0.98 1.00DefTh 0.99 0.65 0.97 1.00 0.97 0.70 0.94 0.93DefRec 0.99 0.93 0.93 0.78 0.98 0.95 0.80 1.00NrTh 0.98 0.86 0.92 0.88 0.98 0.80 0.93 1.00PrnTh 0.98 0.88 0.89 0.84 0.97 0.84 0.91 1.00NrRec 0.94 0.71 0.84 0.77 0.95 0.71 0.88 1.00GivRec 0.91 0.82 0.69 0.95 0.95 0.86 0.79 0.80AnRec 0.92 0.90 0.68 0.63 0.91 0.87 0.55 1.00GivTh 0.87 0.83 0.59 0.80 0.90 0.82 0.68 0.78ConTh 0.87 0.79 0.55 0.75 0.79 0.72 0.37 0.86
Seeing that all accuracies and most majorities are above 79%, we have also es-tablished the κ statistic for inter-annotator agreement that discounts the priorprobability that two annotators will agree. The two annotators in this case arethe human annotator of the traditional set, and the extraction algorithm for theautomatic set. Table 4.6 shows these κ scores, as well as those between twohuman annotators (as described in Section 4.2). Most of the κ values betweenthe automatic and the manual annotations are quite similar to the κ scoresbetween two human annotators. This is not the case for the features that areintuitively the most difficult (givenness, animacy and concreteness); they resultin lower κ scores. For the other features, the κ scores are all above 0.65.
4.4.3 Discussion
When looking at the results for the ICE data (the development/analysis data),we see that for the animacy of the recipient, the κ score between the auto-matic extraction and the human annotations is very similar to that between
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two humans. Apparently, the simplifications in the automatic extraction havenot influenced the quality of the extraction, and the resources we employedare quite reliable. One of those resources is WordNet. Of course, some nounhead lemmas may have several senses and therefore occur not only as ani-mal or person, but also in a different noun class. This is the case for 12 ofthe 47 incorrectly classified instances: authority (twice), dealer, face, man,master, mother, opposition, party, plant, subject and world. With respect tosimplifications, remember we had two of them: (1) limiting ourselves to thelemma of the syntactic head of the recipient, and (2) classifying the differenttypes (not the different tokens), irrespective of context. An analysis of the 47misclassifications reveals that only five are caused by the first simplification:four are animate but were labeled inanimate (those who..., any of..., the restof..., Mr ...) and one the other way around (due to a parse error in the formerDeputy Prime Minister’s words). The second simplification leads to sixteenerrors in Ice-Auto. Three are nouns that are inanimate in the given context,but were labelled animate automatically: world, nation and face. The rest areincorrectly labelled inanimate, e.g. few, it, jury and panel.
The lowest κ scores between the automatic and manual annotations are forthe concreteness of the theme, in both Ice-Auto and Swb-Auto. When we lookat the 83 cases that are different in the ICE data, we see that fourteen arepronouns (it, some and that). It is not surprising that pronouns are difficultfor the automatic approach; it depends even heavier on the context, since itneeds to resolve to which antecedent the pronoun refers. In addition, thereare twenty cases where the theme is something made of paper, e.g. picture,piece of paper, card, voucher. These are concrete in the manual annotation,but labelled abstract in the automatic approach. Apparently, these types ofthemes often share contextual properties with themes that are abstract.
Surprising is the rather low κ for the person of the recipient for the Switch-board data: 0.65. A quick look at the discrepancies shows that the annotationsin Swb-Trad are more semantic in nature (whether the recipient is really physi-cally part of the discourse), while we used a more syntactic definition (whetherthe recipient is in first or second person) in Ice-Trad and the automatic ap-proach. Almost all of the differences were caused by the generic use of you(e.g. it gives you energy), which was labelled ‘non-local’ in Swb-Trad, and‘local’ by us.
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4.5 Extrinsic evaluation: Using the data in logistic regressionmodels
The intrinsic evaluations in the previous sections have shown that the automaticdetection of instances of the dative alternation may need improvement, butthat the annotation of these instances seems promising. In order to establishthe effect of the automatic procedure on our linguistic research, we need anextrinsic evaluation. The use of extrinsic evaluations is quite common in thefield of Natural Language Processing (NLP), where the quality of the automaticannotations are tested in NLP applications like machine translation (e.g. Bod,2007) and question answering (e.g. Theijssen, Verberne, Oostdijk, & Boves,2007). Researchers in NLP now even question the use of intrinsic evaluations(e.g. Poibeau & Messiant, 2008). For our extrinsic evaluation, we build alogistic regression model on the automatic data (Ice-Auto and Swb-Auto), andcompare the effects in the model to a model built on the traditional data (Ice-Trad and Swb-Trad).
4.5.1 MethodPrevious research has indicated that over 90% of the dative alternation can becorrectly predicted with a logistic regression model that combines the featuresintroduced previously (Chapter 2, Bresnan et al., 2007). More information aboutmultivariate techniques such as regression can for instance be found in Izenman(2008).As discussed in Chapter 2, there are at least six ways to build a logis-tic regression model for the dative alternation. One can choose between amixed model, i.e. a model with a random effect, and a model without suchan effect. Seeing the verb biases we presented in Table 4.2, we want to in-clude verb as a random effect.20 The second choice we have to make is themanner of feature (or variable) selection. Researchers have employed at leastthree different approaches to feature selection: (1) first building a model onall available explanatory features and then removing those that do not showa significant contribution (e.g. Bresnan et al., 2007), (2) sequentially addingthe most explanatory feature (forward), until no significant gain is obtainedanymore (e.g. Grondelaers & Speelman, 2007), and (3) starting with a modelcontaining all available features, and (backward) sequentially removing thosethat yield the lowest contribution (e.g. Blackwell, 2005). Comparing all threeoptions for the two data sets is beyond the scope of the present chapter. See-ing that our research is the closest to that in Bresnan et al. (2007), we followtheir approach. We will thus build only one type of model: a mixed model with
20We use the function lmer() in the lme4 package in R (R Development Core Team, 2008).
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verb as a random effect, building it on all features, then removing all featuresthat are not significant, and building a new model with only those features.The ICE data sets differ from the Switchboard data sets in the sense thatthey contain both spoken and written material. Following Chapter 2, we in-clude medium (spoken or written) as an additional feature, and add all interac-tions of medium with the twelve features of the previous section. This leads toa total number of 25 features. When removing non-significant main effects, wenever remove those that are part of a significant interaction. For the Switch-board data, containing only spoken material, we include only the twelve mainfeatures.
4.5.2 Results for the ICE data
We build two regression models for the ICE data: (1) a model built on the 930instances in Ice-Trad, and (2) a model built on the 889 instances in Ice-Auto.The model quality of these models (and an additional one that will be intro-duced later in this section) can be found in Table 4.7. The models fit the datawell: the prediction accuracy is over 87%. This is significantly better than themajority baseline of always selecting the double object construction. Also, theconcordance C is above 94% for all three models. In a 10-fold cross-validationsetting, the regression models show only a slight decrease in prediction accu-racy and concordance C , which means there is hardly any overfitting.
Table 4.7: Prediction accuracy and concordance C for the model fit (Acc, C ) and in10-fold cross-validation (av Acc, av C ), for Ice-Trad, Ice-Auto and Ice-Semi. The majoritybaseline and the number of instances are also provided.
Data set Majority N Acc av Acc st.dev C av C st.devIce-Trad 0.723 930 0.915 0.896 0.036 0.973 0.962 0.016Ice-Auto 0.731 889 0.880 0.871 0.045 0.947 0.933 0.025Ice-Semi 0.791 633 0.930 0.918 0.055 0.969 0.954 0.035
The results in Table 4.7 give an indication of the quality of the regressionmodels. For the qualitative evaluation, we inspect the significant effects in thetwo models, shown in Tables 4.8 and 4.9.Four of the five significant features in the traditional model are also foundto be significant by the automatic model (printed above the horizontal line inTable 4.9). The effect that is missing in the automatic model is the pronominalityof the theme. Instead, we have a significant effect for the pronominality of therecipient. For three features that are significant in both models (givenness
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Table 4.8: Significant features in the model built on the 930 instances in Ice-Trad.The coefficients β for the model fit are provided, together with the average βs in theten separate models in the ten-fold cross-validation, and their standard deviation. Also,the p-values for the model fit are shown, as well as the average p-values in the tenseparate models, with their standard deviation.
Feature β av β st.dev p av p st.dev.(Intercept) 1.34 1.30 0.17 0.033 0.056 0.042PrnTh=p 1.47 1.46 0.24 0.002 0.007 0.007GivTh=non -1.97 -1.98 0.15 0.000 0.000 0.000LenDif -2.11 -2.12 0.04 0.000 0.000 0.000AnRec=in 0.77 0.77 0.16 0.037 0.068 0.055PrsRec=non 2.24 2.25 0.14 0.000 0.000 0.000
of the theme, length difference and person of recipient), the signs of the β-coefficients are the same. This shows that the features have similar effectsin both models. The exception is the animacy of the recipient, for which thesign is different in the two models. However, there are indications that bothin the traditional model and in the automatic model, the effect is not verystable. First of all, the significance varies across the ten folds: the average p-value is above 0.06, and the standard deviation is above 0.04. Second, we see asignificant interaction of animacy with medium in the automatic model, in whichthe coefficient has the same direction as in the traditional model. Third, in amodel that we built on Ice-Auto without any interactions, the animacy of therecipient looses significance completely (p>0.90). It also misses significance(p<0.10) in a main-effects only model built on Ice-Trad.The automatic model has five additional significant effects (and a non-significant effect for medium that we kept because of the interactions), pre-sented below the horizontal line. The definiteness of the theme is not signif-icant across the ten folds, but its interaction with medium is. Also significantare the interaction of medium with the animacy of the recipient, the concrete-ness of the theme, and the pronominality of the recipient. Three of the fiveadditional features thus involve the medium. In Section 4.3 we saw that theFDG parser has more problems with spoken data than with written data (re-sulting in a much lower precision). Now we see that this has substantiallyaffected the regression model. Apparently, Ice-Auto differs so much from theIce-Trad that it results in a qualitatively different model.There are at least three ways to diminish the discrepancy between Ice-Trad
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Table 4.9: Significant features in the model built on the 889 instances in Ice-Auto.Again, the coefficients β for the model fit are provided, together with the average βs inthe ten separate models in the ten-fold cross-validation, and their standard deviation.Also, the p-values for the model fit are shown, as well as the average p-values in theten separate models, with their standard deviation.
Feature β av β st.dev p av p st.dev.(Intercept) 2.17 2.16 0.16 0.000 0.000 0.000GivTh=non -1.55 -1.55 0.13 0.000 0.001 0.000LenDif -1.80 -1.81 0.06 0.000 0.000 0.000AnRec=in -0.77 -0.77 0.15 0.038 0.063 0.046PrsRec=non 1.10 1.11 0.08 0.003 0.005 0.003ConTh=in -1.46 -1.48 0.09 0.000 0.000 0.000DefTh=in 0.86 0.86 0.16 0.039 0.062 0.046PrnRec=p -1.18 -1.19 0.14 0.000 0.001 0.001Medium=W 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.711 0.691 0.200DefTh=in, Medium=W -1.48 -1.47 0.15 0.006 0.012 0.010AnRec=in, Medium=W 1.33 1.33 0.20 0.011 0.022 0.019
and Ice-Auto:21 (1) by improving the precision of the detection of the cases, (2)by improving the recall of the detection of the cases, and (3) by improving theaccuracy of the feature extraction. The second option would mean we eitherhave to use a different parser, or we would have to extend the searches inthe FDG parses. We believe this is beyond the scope of this thesis, and wewill address this point in our discussion in Section 4.6. The third option seemsinefficient, since the accuracies reached by the feature extraction algorithm arealready so high that they are surely very difficult to improve (cf. Table 4.6). Wetherefore choose to improve our data set with the first option: we improve theprocedure by inserting a manual step between the detection of the candidatesand the feature extraction, in which we manually filter the candidates found.22The result is the set of 633 instances, automatically annotated for the features(from now on referred to as Ice-Semi). There is no significant difference betweenthe proportion of instances from spoken material in Ice-Semi (60.8%, 385/633)and in Ice-Trad (60.0%, χ2 = 0.07, df= 1, p > 0.75). This is not true for theproportion of double object constructions: For Ice-Semi, it is 79.1% (501/633),
21In Theijssen, van Halteren, Boves, and Oostdijk (2011a), we show that increasing the dataset size is also effective: the prediction accuracy of models applied to data that was annotatedautomatically is equally good as that found for data with manual annotations, as long as thereare enough data points.22All instances in the traditional set have already been checked manually in Chapter 2. Inpractice, we thus checked only the candidates that were not part of the traditional set.
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which is significantly different from the 72.3% in Ice-Trad (χ2 = 9.18, df= 1,p < 0.01). But since the feature effects in logistic regression are very robustagainst (increasing) class imbalance (Owen, 2007), this will not influence ourmodels.For Ice-Semi, the model we found was very similar to the traditional model,with one main difference: the concreteness of the theme. It is highly significantin the semi-automatic model, while it did not come even near significance inthe traditional model. After all our efforts in developing algorithms to establishconcreteness automatically (see also Chapter 3), we thus have to concludethat concreteness is too dependent on the context and on world knowledgeto establish it automatically. For this reason, we decided to leave it out, andbuild a model with 23 features instead, i.e. all features we used before exceptthe concreteness of the theme and its interaction with medium. The resultingmodel is the model presented in Tables 4.7 and 4.10.
Table 4.10: Significant features in the model built on the 633 instances in Ice-Semi.Again, the coefficients β for the model fit are provided, together with the average βs inthe ten separate models in the ten-fold cross-validation, and their standard deviation.Also, the p-values for the model fit are shown, as well as the average p-values in theten separate models, with their standard deviation.
Feature β av β st.dev p av p st.dev.(Intercept) 1.85 1.85 0.40 0.018 0.040 0.030PrnTh=p 1.17 1.18 0.27 0.040 0.070 0.050GivTh=non -2.20 -2.22 0.25 0.000 0.000 0.000LenDif -2.64 -2.66 0.12 0.000 0.000 0.000PrsRec=non 1.23 1.24 0.24 0.015 0.028 0.027PrnRec=p -1.56 -1.57 0.20 0.001 0.000 0.000
We see that the effects found are indeed very similar to the ones for Ice-Tradin Table 4.8; the correlation between the five βs that are overlapping (thosefor Intercept, PrnTh, GivTh, LenDif and PrsRec) is 0.97.23 In comparison withIce-Auto, the rather unstable effect for the animacy of the recipient has nowdropped out of significance, and the pronominality of the theme has becomesignificant. In the comparison between Ice-Trad and Ice-Auto, we saw thatthe model built on Ice-Auto contained five significant effects more than themodel built on Ice-Trad. When comparing the model built on Ice-Semi (Table4.10) to the one built on Ice-Auto (Table 4.9), we see that three of these have
23The β for LenDif was first standardised by multiplying it by the standard deviation of LenDifin the data set.
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now neatly disappeared: the interaction of medium with the animacy of therecipient, the definiteness of the theme and its interaction with medium.The only extra effect that we have in comparison with the Ice-Trad model isthat for the pronominality of the recipient. If we look at the distribution of thisfeature in the two data sets, we see that the proportion of pronominal recipientsis higher in Ice-Semi (75.7%) than in Ice-Trad (65.6%). For both data sets,pronominal recipients occur more frequently in double object constructions thanin prepositional dative constructions: 88.9% is in a double object constructionin Ice-Semi, and 87.0% in Ice-Trad. For non-pronominal recipients, there isno clear preference: 48.7% are in a double object constructions in Ice-Semi,and 44.1% in Ice-Trad. The pronominality of the recipient thus seems to havea similar distribution with respect to the dative alternation in the two datasets. It only shows up as significant in the Ice-Semi model because pronominalrecipients form a bigger proportion of that set.We thus conclude that once the low precision of the automatic instancedetection is cured, and the concreteness of the theme is left out of consideration,the model is very similar to what we find with a data set that was establishedcompletely manually. The semi-automatic model is not really affected by therecall of the detection or the smaller size of the data set. Although we aimed fora completely automatic approach, we have to conclude that human interventionis required, at least when using an off-the-shelf parser like the FDG parser weemployed.
4.5.3 Results for the Switchboard data
In this section, we perform an extrinsic evaluation on the test data, the Switch-board data. Given the conclusions of the previous section, we compare the fol-lowing two models: (1) a model built on the 2,349 instances in Swb-Trad, and(2) a model built on the semi-automatic set with the 1,292 instances that werealso found automatically (Swb-Semi). In Swb-Semi, the proportion of doubleobject construction is 83.0% (1,073/1,292), being significantly higher than theproportion of 78.8% in Swb-Trad (χ2 = 9.43, df= 1, p < 0.01). Again, this is nota problem because logistic regression is robust against class imbalance.The concreteness of the theme was again excluded from the feature set.The quality of the models is summarised in Table 4.11. Both models show avery good fit to the data, with hardly any overfitting.The significant effects in the regression models can be found in Tables 4.12and 4.13. Both show significant effects for the definiteness of the recipient andthe theme, the givenness of the theme and the length difference between thetheme and the recipient. The coefficients also show the same polarity, and
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Table 4.11: Prediction accuracy and concordance C for the model fit (Acc, C ) andin 10-fold cross-validation (av Acc, av C ), for Swb-Trad and Swb-Semi. The majoritybaseline and the number of instances are also provided.
Data set Majority N Acc av Acc st.dev C av C st.devSwb-Trad 0.788 2,349 0.933 0.927 0.015 0.972 0.967 0.014Swb-Semi 0.830 1,292 0.957 0.954 0.026 0.975 0.969 0.021
their correlation is high (0.97).24
Table 4.12: Significant features in the model built on the 2,349 instances in Swb-Trad.The coefficients β for the model fit are provided, together with the average βs in theten separate models in the ten-fold cross-validation, and their standard deviation. Also,the p-values for the model fit are shown, as well as the average p-values in the tenseparate models, with their standard deviation.
Feature β av β st.dev p av p st.dev.(Intercept) 0.30 0.32 0.14 0.605 0.602 0.153DefRec=in 0.89 0.89 0.09 0.003 0.007 0.008DefTh=in -1.62 -1.63 0.13 0.000 0.000 0.000PrnRec=p -0.78 -0.78 0.09 0.008 0.015 0.011PrnTh=p 1.49 1.48 0.08 0.000 0.000 0.000GivTh=non -1.43 -1.43 0.11 0.000 0.000 0.000GivRec=non 1.31 1.32 0.08 0.000 0.000 0.000LenDif -1.61 -1.62 0.07 0.000 0.000 0.000AnRec=in 1.87 1.88 0.07 0.000 0.000 0.000
The semi-automatic model contains one extra effect: the number of the recip-ient. As we found for the person of the recipient in the intrinsic evaluation(Section 4.4), this difference seems to be the result of slight differences in theannotation guidelines. Whereas we use a purely syntactic definition, the anno-tation in Bresnan et al. (2007) is semantic. For instance, when speaking abouta hypothetical person, speakers sometimes switch to plural them to refer tosuch persons. We label them as plural, while the annotations in Swb-Trad callit singular. This was the case in 38 of the 64 disagreeing annotations. For 14more, the disagreement was caused by a different treatment of the noun peo-ple, being semantically plural (a group of persons), but syntactically singular
24Again, we standardised length difference by multiplying the β by the standard deviation ofthe feature in the data.
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Table 4.13: Significant features in the model built on the 1,292 instances in Swb-Semi.Again, the coefficients β for the model fit are provided, together with the average βs inthe ten separate models in the ten-fold cross-validation, and their standard deviation.Also, the p-values for the model fit are shown, as well as the average p-values in theten separate models, with their standard deviation.
Feature β av β st.dev p av p st.dev.(Intercept) 1.54 1.57 0.15 0.009 0.012 0.008DefRec=in 3.55 3.56 0.20 0.000 0.000 0.000DefTh=in -2.09 -2.10 0.20 0.000 0.001 0.002GivTh=non -1.58 -1.59 0.20 0.004 0.007 0.005LenDif -3.60 -3.62 0.16 0.000 0.000 0.000NrRec=sg -0.93 -0.93 0.06 0.003 0.005 0.002
(plural: peoples).The traditional model contains four more significant effects that were notfound in the semi-automatic model: the pronominality of the theme, the ani-macy of the recipient, the givenness of the recipient and the pronominality ofthe recipient. For the latter three, the problem is that they are correlated: allthree very frequently have the same value. This is because many recipientsconsist of personal pronouns only, and they are always pronominal, definiteand discourse given, and animate most of the time. Because these featuresare correlated, it is not surprising that not all of them show up in the semi-automatic model, which is based on fewer data points than the traditionalmodel.As with the models for the ICE data, we see some differences between themodels built on Swb-Trad and on Swb-Semi. But these differences do not seemto be caused by the quality of the automatic approach, but by difficulties inthe data itself: the use of different annotation definitions and the correlationof many of the features. The low recall of 55.0% may explain the lack of signif-icance for some of those correlated features.
4.6 Discussion
Besides the difficulty of collecting a suitable data set that can be used tomodel variation in language (e.g. syntactic alternation), linguists taking such amodelling approach have a more fundamental challenge to meet. When usingmodelling techniques such as logistic regression, one models the data that isoffered. Two different data sets, though drawn from the same population, canresult in different models because their composition differs. Because we use
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two different samples (traditional and automatic) from the English languageas represented in the ICE-GB and Switchboard corpora, this accidental com-position could affect the models. It is not clear whether the traditional setis closer to the actual English language than the automatic set. The modelsfound for either of the data sets are not necessarily true, and the features thatshow no significance in our models could still play a role in another data set.Moreover, there is still no consensus about the definitions of the features wehave employed. The definitions we used for this chapter are chosen such thatthey allow comparison with previous work (Chapter 2, Bresnan et al., 2007),but they are by no means definitive. Moreover, we have seen that even thedefinitions of which we believed they were the same, appeared to be slightlydifferent after all.The effect of the composition of a data set usually grows when data setsbecome smaller. In the near future, we will therefore apply the procedure toa larger corpus: the one-hundred-million-word British National Corpus (BNCConsortium, 2007). The results found for this data set may show whether thealmost significant effects turn up really significant when larger amounts ofdata are considered. A possible drawback is that we have shown that a fullyautomatic approach is not accurate enough. Instead, we need a semi-automaticapproach in which we manually filter the candidates suggested by the parser.For a large corpus as the BNC, this step may take considerable time. However,some preliminary annotation work shows that the manual checking is not astime-consuming as one would think: with the help of a user-friendly interface,one can check up to 200 candidates per hour. Moreover, the inter-annotatoragreement for this task is comforting: an average κ of 0.74 (for four annotatorswho all checked the same 100 candidates).One might wonder if the human intervention is still needed when employinga different parser. In this thesis, we have decided to use an off-the-shelf syntac-tic parser that distinguishes both dative constructions explicitly. Parsers thathave this information available are rare, and we believe human interventionwill always be necessary. Of course, such a manual step, in which one checksthe candidates suggested by the parser, can also be performed on the outputof other parsers that may or may not recognise dative constructions explicitly.One could for instance decide to employ a parser that does not distinguishbetween prepositional dative constructions and locative constructions (e.g. Ibrought him to school), but that yields a higher recall. Another possibility isto improve an existing parser by training on data that is similar to the datastudied. However, this is a difficult procedure that requires one to have expe-rience with parsing. Our approach has shown that even with an off-the-shelfparser, that yields a low recall, sensible data sets can be obtained. This is apromising result for corpus linguists who study a syntactic phenomenon but do
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not have access to syntactically annotated data.In fact, the semi-automatic approach is also suitable for research on differ-ent syntactic alternations. One could select a parser that seems to performwell on the construction in question, and then manually check the proposedcandidates. When seeing recurring patterns, one can add simple heuristic ruleslike we formulated for the dative alternation. Next, one can use the featureextraction script presented in this chapter.25 Many of the features included inthe script are generally known to be relevant for other syntactic alternations,as already noted in Section 4.1. The script should be provided with three bitsof information for each noun phrase that needs annotation: (1) which word isthe syntactic head, (2) what are the lemmas of the words in the noun phrase,and (3) what are the POS tags of these words. Using a different parser wouldthus mean that the extraction script needs some adjustments. For establishingthe discourse givenness, it also needs to have the preceding context. The se-lection of a corpus thus also leads to the need for some minor changes in theextraction script, so it can deal with the corpus input provided.
4.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have addressed the question of whether automatically ob-tained and enriched data is suitable for use in linguistic research on syntacticalternations, even if the data may contain errors. We have taken the Englishdative alternation as a case study. This offered us a way to evaluate the auto-matically obtained data extrinsically, namely by employing it to build logisticregression models like those in Bresnan et al. (2007). We employed two datasets that were manually obtained: 930 instances collected in Chapter 2 fromthe ICE-GB corpus of spoken and written British English (Ice-Trad), and 2,349instances collected by Bresnan et al. (2007) from the Switchboard corpus ofspoken American English (Swb-Trad). The first data set has been employed totailor the automatic approaches, and to evaluate the errors made. The seconddata set has not been seen previously, and has been used as a test set inquantitative evaluations. With respect to the aforementioned question, thereare two main conclusions to be drawn.First, we have to conclude that the FDG parser that we employed is notvery successful in detecting instances of the dative alternation. In combinationwith our filtering heuristics, the recall was 66.6% for the instances found auto-matically in the ICE-GB (Ice-Auto) and 55.0% for those found in Switchboard(Swb-Auto). For precision, we reached 69.6% for Ice-Auto and only 48.0% for
25The feature extraction script can be downloaded from http://daphnetheijssen.ruhosting
.nl/downloads.
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Swb-Auto. The analysis of the errors in Ice-Auto showed that the FDG parserhas most difficulty with spoken material, with longer sentences and with PP-attachment. Parse errors were the main cause of missing instances (decreasingrecall) and incorrectly accepting candidates (decreasing precision). Seeing thenature of the Switchboard data (spontaneous speech only, with many disfluen-cies), it is not surprising that the FDG parser has great difficulty recognisingdative constructions. The regression model for Ice-Auto contained four signifi-cant effects that were not found for Ice-Trad. We concluded that Ice-Auto con-tained too many errors to give the same – or at least similar – results as thoseobtained for Ice-Trad. We solved this problem by inserting one (simple) man-ual step: manually checking the relevance of the candidates that were foundautomatically, before annotating the approved instances automatically. Themodel built on only the 633 instances that were manually approved (Ice-Semi)appeared to be very similar to the one found for Ice-Trad. This is also what wefound for the 1,292 approved candidates in the semi-automatic Switchboardset (Swb-Semi).Second, we conclude that our rather straightforward feature extraction al-gorithm is suitable for automatically annotating the instances with informationthat is syntactic (e.g. number), semantic (e.g. animacy) and discourse-related(e.g. givenness) in nature. The κ scores between the manual and the automaticannotations were similar to scores found between human annotators, exceptfor the intuitively most difficult features: animacy, concreteness and discoursegivenness. Only the automatic annotation of the concreteness of theme was sodissimilar from the human annotations that it notably influenced the regres-sion models. When excluding this feature, the models built on Ice-Semi andSwb-Semi (with the automatic annotations) were very similar to the ones ob-tained for Ice-Trad and Swb-Trad (with manual annotations). The differenceswe found did not seem to be caused by the errors in the automatic annotations,but by properties inherent to the data sets: multiple correlations between thefeatures, and the presence of different definitions for the same feature.In sum, we see that the models found for the automatic data sets are espe-cially hampered by the presence of candidates that are not really instances ofthe dative alternation, but that were included due to errors in the automaticanalyses. We also have to conclude that establishing the concreteness of nounsautomatically is a bridge too far. But when the instances found are manuallychecked for relevance, and concreteness is left out of consideration, the modelsfound are very similar to the ones found for traditionally established data sets.
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Comparison of speaker groups
Edited from: Theijssen, D., Bresnan, J., Ford, M., & Boves, L. (2011). In a land farfar away... A probabilistic account of the dative alternation in British, American, andAustralian English. (Under review.)1
Abstract
This chapter presents a corpus and judgement study of the dative alternation,which are performed in a framework of probabilistic linguistics in which weassume that syntactic structure is influenced by linguistic factors whose rel-ative importance may vary. With regression models, we compared the dativealternation of British, American, and Australian speakers of English varying inage and gender. We found that both in produced speech and in judgements,the linguistic factors show a consistent pattern (harmonic alignment) acrossdifferent varieties, age groups, and genders: animate objects usually precedeinanimate objects, definites precede indefinites, shorter precede longer, andpronouns precede nonpronouns. The two studies also revealed subtle distri-butional differences between the roles that these linguistic factors play acrossthe different speaker groups.
1This study was supported by the Fulbright Center (personal grant to Daphne Theijssen), andby the National Science Foundation (grant numbers IIS-0624345 and BCS-2=1025602 to StanfordUniversity, PI Joan Bresnan).
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5.1 Introduction
The theoretical framework in which we study the dative alternation in thischapter is that of probabilistic linguistics. We build on existing research onthe dative alternation, making use of the predictive features that have beensuggested in previous research. In our interpretation of the probabilistic lin-guistics framework, we assume that these features are suitable for the study ofsyntactic structure, and we investigate their relative contribution to the like-lihood of the two constructions. These assumptions are inspired by the line ofresearch initiated by Bresnan et al. (2007).As mentioned in Chapter 1, parallels to the English dative alternation alsooccur in other languages, e.g. in Dutch (Colleman, 2006), Korean (Choi, 2007),Japanese (Miyagawa & Tsujioka, 2004), Greek (Anagnostopoulou, 2005) andSpanish (Beavers & Nishida, 2010). The study of alternations across lan-guages is very useful for gaining knowledge about syntactic variation (e.g.Levin, 2008). However, cross-linguistic studies are not straightforward, be-cause there are many differences between languages that can influence thevariation. We therefore choose to study alternation in different variants ofthe same language: English. Over time, the different varieties of English haveevolved in different ways, slowly altering the probabilistic distributions of nounphrases and syntactic constructions in each variety. By studying the dative al-ternation in different varieties of English, we aim at a (fine-grained) descriptionof the differences in the likelihood of the two syntactic constructions across thevarieties, and of the influence of various features on this likelihood.A number of researchers have already investigated similarities and differ-ences between the dative alternation in different varieties of English. Exam-ples are comparisons of the dative alternation in American and British writing(Grimm & Bresnan, 2009), in various written genres in American and BritishEnglish over time (Wolk et al., 2012), in speech by people from New Zealandand the USA (Bresnan & Hay, 2008), in various experiments conducted withAmerican and Australian participants (Bresnan & Ford, 2010), in speech andwriting in Indian and British English (Mukherjee & Hoffmann, 2006), and speechand writing in American and African American English (Kendall, Bresnan, & vanHerk, 2011). Overall, it seems that the same features play a role in the dativealternation across different varieties of English, but that their relative impor-tance may vary.Many comparisons between the dative alternation in different varieties ofEnglish are still to be made, even in the varieties that have already beenincluded in previous research. For instance, there are several studies that in-clude British or Australian English (e.g. Mukherjee & Hoffmann, 2006; Grimm& Bresnan, 2009; Bresnan & Ford, 2010), but there is no direct comparison
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between the two varieties. The present chapter provides multivariate studiesof the dative alternation in British English, American English and AustralianEnglish. Our first research question is thus: What are the differences and/orsimilarities in the dative alternation in British, American and Australian En-glish?Given the findings in existing work, we expect to find the same generalpatterns in the roles that the features play in the three varieties, but with subtledistributional differences. British English was the origin of both American andAustralian English, but at different times in history. American English cameinto existence after the arrival of the British in the early seventeenth century,while Australia was colonised much later, in the late eighteenth century. Wetherefore could expect to find other differences between American and BritishEnglish, than between Australian and British English. On the other hand,the ubiquitous cultural influences that are typical of our present society, e.g.the wide-spread influence of American culture, may now be increasing thesimilarity of the three varieties.It is now widely known that language is not only influenced by linguistic,but also by extralinguistic factors (e.g. Gregory, 1967; Biber, 1985). Recently,some researchers have extended existing multivariate models, based on lin-guistic features, by adding extralinguistic factors that may facilitate languagevariation and change (for an overview see Kristiansen & Dirven, 2008; Geer-aerts et al., 2010). Language variety, the topic of our first research question,can be considered an extralinguistic factor. But there are also examples ofextralinguistic factors that are nested in a language variety: properties of thetext such as genre and modality, and speaker characteristics such as age andgender.The effect that extralinguistic factors (other than language variety) have onthe dative alternation has received only little attention in multivariate anal-yses. Much more attention has been paid to this in studies on the genitivealternation: John’s book vs. the book of John (e.g. Hinrichs & Szmrecsányi,2007; Szmrecsányi & Hinrichs, 2008; Tagliamonte & Jarmasz, 2008; Jankowski,2009; Grafmiller, 2012). Szmrecsányi (2010) shows that the linguistic factorsplay a role across time, varieties, modalities and genres, while the differencesin the exact roles of these factors can be explained by extralinguistic factors.For the dative alternation it has been found that in New Zealand English,young and elderly speakers favour the prepositional construction more thanmiddle-aged speakers (Bresnan & Hay, 2008). Also, Bresnan and Ford (2010)found a near-significant trend for male Australians to produce more preposi-tional dative constructions than female Australians. In this chapter, we studythe effect of the sociolinguistic factors age and gender on the dative alternationin the aforementioned three varieties English. Our second research question
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is thus an extension of the first: What are the differences and/or similaritiesin the dative alternation of British, American and Australian language usersvarying in age and gender? Given the finding of Bresnan and Ford (2010), weexpect male Australians to be more positive towards the prepositional dativeconstruction than female Australians.The goal of this chapter is to answer the two aforementioned researchquestions, one of which addresses the dative alternation in three varieties ofEnglish, and one the effect of age and gender on the dative alternation in thesevarieties. We perform two studies to reach this goal, placed in a probabilisticframework and making use of multivariate models.Our first study is a corpus study. In corpus-driven research, theories arebased on the results of language production that have been collected in naturalsettings, where speakers and writers are usually unaware of their language be-haviour. We include only utterances made in spontaneous (unscripted) speech,since these are the most natural instances of language. In our corpus study, wecompare the dative alternation in spontaneous speech in British and AmericanEnglish.2It is rather difficult to investigate the effect of age and gender in corpus data,because (1) corpora often lack sufficient meta-data to provide the informationneeded, and (2) despite the common use of datives in English, it is difficultto find enough occurrences to investigate the variables, especially since somany other features influence the choice between the two syntactic construc-tions. For these reasons, we perform a second study: a judgement study inwhich participants rate the naturalness of the two constructions in context. Infact, the study is an extension of that in Bresnan and Ford (2010), but usinga web-based version of the original judgement study on paper, and includingparticipants from the US, Australia and the UK, with varying ages. Bresnanand Ford (2010, p. 201) found that the participants have ‘strong predictivecapacities, preferring and anticipating the more probable of two alternativesyntactic paraphrases’. Thus, the judgements of the participants closely re-sembled the probabilities found in their corpus study. This is in line with therecent development of models in which processes used in production are di-rectly linked to the processes used in comprehension. Pickering and Garrod(2005) suggest that people use language production processes to make pre-dictions about the language they hear during comprehension. For this reason,distributional differences found in language production (corpus data) shouldalso be found in perception and comprehension experiments. This motivatesour use of a judgement study.
2Australian English is not included due to our lack of a comparable Australian corpus (containingspontaneous speech collected in the early 1990s).
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The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: Section 5.2 presents ex-isting work on the dative alternation in English. In Section 5.3, we present ourcorpus study; the judgement study is the topic of Section 5.4. Our discussionand conclusion is provided in Section 5.5.
5.2 Related work
In Chapter 1, we already mentioned that Bresnan et al. (2007) used fourteenfeatures in multivariate regression models for a data set extracted from theSwitchboard corpus of spoken American English (Godfrey et al., 1992). Thesame features were employed in Chapter 2, being a study of the dative alter-nation in the ICE-GB corpus (Greenbaum, 1996), containing spoken and writtenBritish English. The features mostly describe characteristics of the theme (thepoisonous apple in Chapter 1) and the recipient (Snow White). In both studies,the same pattern appeared. Everything else being equal:
animate usually precedes inanimatedefinite usually precedes indefinitegiven usually precedes nongivenshorter usually precedes longerpronoun usually precedes nonpronoun
This consistent pattern is sometimes referred to as harmonic alignment, andit has been found in several other varieties of English, e.g. in New ZealandEnglish (Bresnan & Hay, 2008), Australian English (Bresnan & Ford, 2010) andAfrican American English (Kendall et al., 2011).Although the harmonic alignment is consistent across different varieties ofEnglish, several studies have found distributional differences in the role thatthe features play. In a study of American and British writing from the 1960sand 1990s, Grimm and Bresnan (2009) found that in the 1990s British writerswere more likely to use a personal pronoun as the second object of a double-object construction (e.g. give the man it) than American writers. The Britishflexibility with respect to pronominality can also be found in the fact that someBritish dialects allow reversed double object constructions such as give it him(Siewierska & Hollmann, 2007; Haddican, 2010). With respect to changesover time, Grimm and Bresnan (2009) found that both British and AmericanEnglish showed an increasing tendency to use the double object construction.The American data showed that the effect of pronominality was stronger inthe 1990s than in the 1960s. For the British data, the effect is the opposite:the effects of pronominality and thematicity (an approximation of discoursegivenness) were stronger in the 1960s than in the 1990s.
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Bresnan and Ford (2010) used psycholinguistic experiments and found differ-ences in the effects of object length between American and Australian English.In a judgement study, they found that as the recipient increased in length rel-ative to the theme, the Australian participants showed a greater preferencefor the prepositional dative than the US participants. In a task measuringreaction times while reading datives, they found that as the theme increasedin length in prepositional datives, the US participants showed a more rapid(steeper) slowing down in reaction time than the Australians. Bresnan andFord suggested that the Australians might have a stronger preference for theprepositional dative compared to US participants.In the diachronic corpus study by Wolk et al. (2012), based on the ARCHERcorpus (A Representative Corpus of Historical English Registers, Biber, Fine-gan, & Atkinson, 1994), the effect of theme length (measured in characters) wasstronger in American than in British English writing. There were also somechanges over time independent of language variety: the double object con-struction has become more popular, the effects of the animacy and the lengthof the recipient have decreased, and the effects of the pronominality and def-initeness of the recipient have increased. Wolk et al. also observe that themore oral registers tend to favour the double object construction, while moreliterate registers contain relatively more occurrences of prepositional dativeconstructions. The same has also been observed by Bresnan et al. (2007)in their comparison of the dative alternation in spoken telephone dialogues(Switchboard) and written news paper texts (Wall Street Journal texts in thePenn Treebank, Marcus, Marcinkiewicz, & Santorini, 1993).Bresnan and Hay (2008) found a stronger effect of animacy in spoken NewZealand English than in spoken American English. They also found that youngand elderly New Zealanders favoured the prepositional construction more thanmiddle-aged speakers. The corpus study by Mukherjee and Hoffmann (2006)showed that the prepositional dative is more frequent in the Indian than inthe British English components of the International Corpus of English, ICE.The corpus study by Kendall et al. (2011) revealed no differences betweenthe dative alternation in American and African American English speech andwriting.
5.3 Speech corpus study: British and American English
Previous studies that compare the dative alternation in the two related vari-eties British and American English have shown that there are many similarities,but also some subtle distributional differences. This is particularly interestingbecause American English originated from British English in the early sev-
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enteenth century, but has evolved into a clearly different variant of English,embedded in its own nation and culture.The existing work has focussed on written corpus data. Although writtendata can be very informative (especially when spoken data is not available,as for the historical study in Wolk et al., 2012), there is no question thatspontaneous speech is the most natural language form. Therefore, we comparethe dative alternation in British and American English in spontaneous speechcorpus data. Our study will shed new light on the role that the linguisticfeatures play in the dative alternation in two fairly different, but closely related,varieties of English. For this reason, it will provide us with new evidence forthe universality of the features and their distributional differences in differentvarieties.
5.3.1 DataOur American corpus data is a corrected version of the data described inBresnan et al. (2007). It consists of 2,349 instances taken from the Switch-board corpus of American telephone dialogues, collected in the early 1990s.All instances were manually checked for relevance and manually annotatedwith the features introduced in Table 1.1 in Chapter 1. In the current chapter,we only employ the seven strongest and least correlated features, which arepresented in Table 5.1. For details about the data, refer to Bresnan and Ford(2010). There are 38 different verb types.
Table 5.1: Features adapted from Bresnan et al. (2007). Only the features that arestrongest and least correlated with each other are included in the present chapter,using the values provided.
Feature Description Values (shortened)AnRec Animacy of the recipient animate (a), inanimate (in)ConTh Concreteness of theme concrete (c), inconcrete (in)DefRec Definiteness of recipient definite (d), indefinite (in)DefTh Definiteness of theme definite (d), indefinite (in)LenDif Length difference (log of ratio) ln(words th)−ln(words rec)PrnRec Pronominality of recipient pronoun (p), nonpronoun (n)PrnTh Pronominality of theme pronoun (p), nonpronoun (n)
The British corpus data is that of Chapter 2 and consists of 930 instances fromthe British component of ICE. This corpus contains written and spoken Englishin various genres. It is annotated for the same features as the American corpusdata (cf. Chapter 2 for details). We limit ourselves to the 491 instances of
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unscripted speech, containing 41 different verb types. The spoken part of theICE-GB Corpus was collected in 1990-1992, the same period as Switchboard.It contains all kinds of spontaneous speech, including face-to-face spoken di-alogues, but no telephone dialogues.Given the different verb types included in the two data sets, we decidedto remove all instances with verbs present in only one of the two sets. Wethus removed from the American data the 264 instances in which the verb wasafford, allot, allow, award, bet, cost, deny, flip, float, loan, mail, promise, serve,swap, take and wish. From the British data we removed the 35 instances withbowl, circulate, deliver, explain, get, guarantee, let, mouth, open, pass, play,pose, present, report, return, sign, spread, square and suggest. The resultingdata set consists of 2,541 instances with 22 different verb types (see Table 5.2).
Table 5.2: Verb types and frequencies in the combined corpus data
Verb freq Verb freq Verb freq Verb freqgive 1,512 teach 65 write 19 cause 12send 170 bring 46 feed 16 read 11tell 168 offer 46 leave 15 assign 5pay 143 charge 42 lend 15 make 5show 94 do 38 hand 13 quote 3sell 79 owe 24
The American and British corpus data were created separately, each with theirown (single) annotator. To establish the similarity between the annotations inthe two sets, the annotator of the British set (the first author) annotated 30items in the American set. The κ scores for the aforementioned features wereall ≥ 0.78, showing good overall agreement. We included the feature for thelength difference between the theme and the recipient (LenDif), following thedefinition in Chapter 2, as presented in Table 5.1.
5.3.2 Method
We compare the two varieties by including language Variety as a fixed mainfactor, as well as its interactions with the other features, in a mixed logis-tic regression model.3 The features are potentially correlated; for instance,pronominal objects are generally shorter than full noun phrases because theyoften consist of a single pronoun only. The point-biserial correlation coeffi-cients confirm this: 0.40 between LenDif and PrnTh, and 0.42 between LenDif
3We used lmer() in the lme4 package in R (R Development Core Team, 2008).
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and PrnRec. We therefore residualise LenDif: we include PrnRec and PrnTh ina linear regression model that predicts LenDif. The unexplained variance (theresiduals) is then included as a fixed factor (rLenDif) in the eventual logisticregression model, replacing LenDif.The lemma of the verb (Verb) is included as a random factor, as well asthe pair of the lemma of the verb and the lemma of the head of the theme(VerbThHead). This is to capture strong biases in certain expressions, forinstance ‘pay attention to someone’ (VerbThHead = pay_attention), and ‘givesomeone the creeps’ (VerbThHead = give_creep). One could decide to excludesuch instances, since they do not seem to allow alternation at first sight (cf.Ozón, 2009, who excluded instances like ‘give it a chance’). However, Googlesearches indicate that alternation often is possible in these expressions (cf.Bresnan et al., 2007), so we decided to retain them. Since many of theseVerbThHeads are infrequent, we group all that have a frequency < 3 in acategory ‘other’.The variable selection approach we take is the following: We first include allfixed factors and all interactions with Variety, and remove all interactions thatare not significant, in a single step. Next, we continue with stepwise backwardelimination, removing the most insignificant feature until no insignificant onesremain. If an interaction is significant, we always keep the features it consistsof as main features as well. To test the final model for overfitting, we employ10-fold cross-validation: A regression model is fitted to a subset of 90% of thedata. The random effect values (the best linear unbiased predictors, or BLUPs)and coefficients (for the features, or ‘fixed factors’) are then used to predictthe remaining 10% of the data. This is repeated ten times so that the wholedata has served as a test set. The division in test sets is random. If a test setcontains a Verb or VerbThHead that is not part of the training set, the randomeffect value is set to that of the category ‘other’. The number of items per testset is 254, of which at least 36 and at most 55 are British. We present theaverage of the concordance C , the coefficients and the p-values across the tentest sets, together with their standard deviations.
5.3.3 Results and discussion
Table 5.3 presents information about the regression model we found. The c-number4 for the residualised variables was 10.34 before variable selection,which indicates that there is mild collinearity. The concordance (C index)5 isabove 0.97, also in 10-fold cross-validation, which shows very good overall fit.
4We used collin.fnc() in the languageR package in R.5We used somers2() in the Hmisc package in R.
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Table 5.3: Characteristics of the regression model for the combined spoken British andAmerican English corpus data (1 = prepositional dative)
Description ValueCollinearity (c-number) before variable selection 10.34Concordance (C index) of model fitted on all data 0.984Average concordance (10-fold cv) 0.972Standard deviation concordance (10-fold cv) 0.009Number of observations 2,541
In regression, the random factors are treated as normal distributions with mean0. Table 5.4 provides the standard deviations of these distributions. Both Verband VerbThHead are significant, even if both are included at the same time(p < 0.001, using ANOVAs on models with the same fixed factors and nestedrandom effects). In fact, most of the variance is explained by the random effects,which alone (i.e. without any of the features) yield a concordance of 0.932.
Table 5.4: Number of values and standard deviations of the random effects in theregression model fitted on all corpus data (1 = prepositional dative)
Random effect nr of values stdev.VerbThHead 189 2.38Verb 22 1.88
The coefficients of the features (the main effects), together with their p-values,are shown in Table 5.5. Positive coefficients indicate that the feature valuein the first column increases the likelihood that the construction used is theprepositional dative, negative ones increase the likelihood for the double ob-ject construction. Features that are not significant, but kept in because theyare part of a significant interaction, are written in parentheses. All significantmain effects are in line with the harmonic alignment explained in Section 5.2:pronominal themes and inanimate and indefinite recipients favour the preposi-tional dative construction, longer themes and pronominal recipients the doubleobject construction.From the interaction term DefTh=in:Variety=US, we see that Americanspeakers show a significantly stronger tendency towards the double objectconstruction if the theme is indefinite (e.g. give him a book ), as comparedto British speakers. There is also an interaction between variety and lengthdifference (rLenDif:Variety=US). While there is a main effect of length differ-
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Table 5.5: Coefficients and their p-values for the combined spoken British and AmericanEnglish corpus data, fitted on all corpus data (1 = prepositional dative). The averageand standard deviation in 10-fold cross-validation are also provided (the models fittedon 90% evaluated on the remaining 10%). Insignificant features are in parentheses
Feature coef average stdev p-value average stdev(Intercept) -0.35 -0.37 0.23 0.620 0.627 0.213AnRec=in 1.42 1.43 0.11 0.000 0.000 0.000DefRec=in 1.42 1.43 0.13 0.000 0.000 0.000(DefTh=in) -0.56 -0.55 0.17 0.318 0.371 0.158PrnRec=p -4.12 -4.15 0.10 0.000 0.000 0.000PrnTh=p 2.83 2.86 0.15 0.000 0.000 0.000rLenDif -2.58 -2.60 0.09 0.000 0.000 0.000(Variety=US) 0.67 0.69 0.14 0.150 0.172 0.081DefTh=in:Variety=US -1.34 -1.39 0.17 0.026 0.036 0.029rLenDif:Variety=US 0.93 0.93 0.12 0.027 0.039 0.018
ence, such that there is a greater preference for the double object dative as thetheme increases in length compared to the recipient, this effect is less strongfor the American speakers.In their diachronic corpus study, Wolk et al. (2012) found that in both Britishand American English writing, the effect of the length of the recipient hasdecreased, and the effect of the definiteness of the recipient has increased. Inour study of spoken data, we found that the definiteness of the theme is moreimportant, and the length difference is less important in American Englishthan in British English. It thus seems that, in comparison with the diachronicstudy in Wolk et al. (2012), American English has evolved even further thanBritish English, with respect to definiteness and length. However, there aremany differences between the study by Wolk et al. (2012) and our study, mostnotably the medium of data (spoken versus written) and the type of data used(diachronic and modern English). For this reason, the fact that our results seemto be in line with the findings in Wolk et al. et al. should be tested further.Overall, our corpus study has shown that in contemporary spontaneous spo-ken English, most of the features suggested in the literature play similar rolesin British and American English. These roles are in line with harmonic align-ment. However, it seems that the definiteness of the theme plays a significantrole in American English, but not in British English. With respect to lengthdifference, we saw that it is relevant across British and American English, butthat its effect size differs. This provides novel evidence that there are slightlydifferent distributional patterns in the production of two varieties of English.
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5.4 Judgement study: Age and gender in British, American,and Australian English
In this section, we investigate how natural the same dative sentences seemin context, according to speakers of British, American, and Australian English.The participants vary in gender and age, which enables us to answer our sec-ond research question: What are the differences/similarities in the judgementof dative sentences in British, American, and Australian English made by par-ticipants varying in age and gender?Effects of the linguistic factors used throughout this thesis have been foundin various experimental studies (e.g. Bock & Irwin, 1980; Bock et al., 1992;Arnold et al., 2000; Prat-Sala & Branigan, 2000; Rosenbach, 2005; Bresnan &Hay, 2008; Bresnan & Ford, 2010). People seem to use language productionprocesses to make predictions in language comprehension (Pickering & Garrod,2005). Therefore, a judgement study will provide insight in the effect of ageand gender on the dative alternation in the three varieties.Until now, the effects of age and gender have been mostly ignored in re-search on the dative alternation in English. Exceptions are Bresnan and Hay(2008), who found that in New Zealand English, young and elderly speakersfavour the prepositional construction more than middle-aged speakers, andBresnan and Ford (2010), who found a (near-significant) tendency for maleAustralians to be more likely to produce a prepositional dative constructionthan female Australians. Since so little is known about the effect of age andgender on the dative alternation in English, we provide such a study for British,American, and Australian English.
5.4.1 Experimental setup
We extend the judgement study of Bresnan and Ford (2010) by including BritishEnglish, using a wider age range (20 to 65 years), and conducting it through awebsite instead of on paper. Participants had to read a short passage followedby two possible continuations: one with a double object construction, onewith a prepositional dative. They were asked to rate the naturalness of bothoptions by dividing 100 points between them: the more points, the more natural.A screenshot of the experiment website is provided in Figure 5.1. All itemswere presented in random order, and the order in which the two options werepresented was alternated.
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Figure 5.1: Screenshot of the experiment website
5.4.2 Items and participants
We use the same 30 items taken from the Switchboard corpus as in Bresnan andFord (2010), who already localised these for Australian English by replacingUS-specific vocabulary and place names; we did the same for British English.6The verbs, themes, and recipients in the dative constructions were not altered,thus keeping the items comparable across the three varieties.The participants were all volunteers who were entered in a prize draw fora gift voucher. Table 5.6 shows the characteristics of the participants.
Table 5.6: Characteristics of British (UK), American (US) and Australian (Aus) partici-pants in the judgement study
Female MaleN av age stdev min max N av age stdev min maxUK 22 32.0 11.7 21 61 18 31.5 10.4 21 63US 22 37.3 14.3 21 65 13 32.1 11.7 21 61Aus 23 35.3 12.3 23 63 17 32.1 11.8 20 64
6We thank Dr. Caroline Piercy for localising the items for British English.
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5.4.3 Modelling
Using linear regression, we modelled the participants’ ratings for the prepo-sitional dative variant, being a number between 0 and 100. The features weincluded as fixed factors are the same as those discussed in Section 5.3, exceptthat we now residualise length difference on the definiteness and the pronom-inality of the recipient and the theme. The reason for this is that for the 30items used, there is not only a high correlation of length difference with thetwo pronominality features (0.80 for the recipient, and 0.49 for the theme), butalso with definiteness (0.29 for the recipient, and 0.32 for the theme).Besides these main factors, we also look at Age, Gender, and Variety, andtheir interaction with the other features. We also control for the random orderin which the items were presented (ItemOrder, ordinal with values 1-30), thealternating order of the two options (OptionsOrder, binary) and the ratingassigned to the previous item (PrevRating, interval scale) by including theseas fixed factors.The verb lemma (Verb) is included as a random factor. Some participantsgenerally award higher scores to the prepositional dative variant than otherparticipants. Also, some participants use the whole range of points (0-100),while others use only a portion of it (e.g. 30-70). With our regression models,we want to establish the relative influence of the explanatory features be-tween participant groups (the three nationalities, age and gender), not withinthese groups. We therefore follow the approach in Bresnan and Ford (2010)and correct the individual participant differences by including a random inter-cept for participant (Participant) and a random slope of participant over thecentred predicted corpus probabilities (cCorpusProbs). The predicted corpusprobabilities are taken from a logistic regression model built on the 2,349 spo-ken American instances, including the verb theme head as a random intercept.The predicted corpus probabilities are centred by subtracting the mean, assuggested in the literature (e.g. Baayen, 2008).We apply the same variable selection method as in Section 5.3. We firstbuild three separate regression models for the three varieties of English, in-cluding two-way interactions between the features and Age and Gender. Next,we build a single model for all three varieties, only including the interactionsthat showed up as significant in at least one of the three separate models.The models are evaluated by R2. We again also do this in a 10-fold cross-validation setting: we randomly divide the 3,450 items in 10 test sets with345 items each. On each test set, we apply the regression model fitted on theremaining 3,105 items, and calculate the R2. We also establish the averageand standard deviation of the coefficients and t-values7 in the ten models.
7P-values are not included because there is still uncertainty in the field on how to establish
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5.4.4 Results for the individual models
Figure 5.2 presents the significant coefficients in the individual models foundfor the ratings by participants of the same variety of English. The values forPrevRating and Age have been divided by 10 to increase the coefficients witha factor 10 (to make them more visible in the Figure).
Gender=m
PrevRating/10
DefTh=in
rLenDif
PrnRec=p
CncTh=in
PrnTh=p
DefRec=in
AnRec=in
Intercept
-20 0 20 40 60
PrnTh=p:Age/10
Gender=m:Age/10
Age/10
coefficient (negative favours N, positive favours P)
UK
US
AUS
Figure 5.2: Coefficients in the final models, made separately for the British, Ameri-can, and Australian participants. Positive coefficients favour the prepositional dativeconstruction, negative coefficients the double object construction.
The random effects for Verb, Participant and Participant over cCorpusProbs aresignificant, also in combination with each other (p < 0.001, using ANOVAs onmodels with the same fixed factors and nested random effects). The R2 is 0.514for the UK model, 0.499 for the US model and 0.584 for the Aus model, whichmeans that the models are able to explain about half of the variance. This issimilar to what was found in the study we extended (R2 = 0.529, Bresnan &Ford, 2010). A large part of the variance is explained by the random effects:the random-effects-only models reach R2s of 0.475 (UK), 0.457 (US) and 0.505(Aus).Overall, the effects of the features are again in accordance with harmonicalignment. The bar for PrnTh=p:Age/10 in Figure 5.2 shows that older Britishparticipants assign lower ratings to the prepositional dative construction when
the number of degrees of freedom in mixed-effect linear regression models. We consider significantthe features with an absolute t-value > 2 (Baayen, 2008).
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the theme is a pronoun than younger British participants. Younger Britishpeople thus seem to have a stronger preference for structures such as I gaveit to the man (not gave the man it) than older people.Figure 5.2 also shows that in the judgements made by the American par-ticipants, older American participants give lower ratings for the prepositionaldative than younger participants (indicated by the bar for Age/10). This seemsto indicate that in the US, the prepositional dative construction is becomingslightly more popular.Male Australian participants give higher ratings to the prepositional dativethan female Australian participants (the bar for Gender=m in Figure 5.2), whichsupports the findings in Bresnan and Ford (2010). The effect is less strong forolder than for younger Australian males (because of the significant interactionGender=m:Age/10). We could thus say that younger Australian men seem tobe more positive towards using the prepositional dative construction.
5.4.5 Results for the combined modelAll features in Figure 5.2 are next included in the combined model, togetherwith their interaction with language Variety. The characteristics of the finalmodel can be found in Table 5.7, the standard deviations of the random effectsin Table 5.8.
Table 5.7: Characteristics of the regression model for the ratings for the prepositionaldative construction by British, American, and Australian participants (combined)
Description ValueCollinearity (c-number) before variable selection 12.62R2 of model fitted on all data 0.528Average R2 (10-fold cv) 0.485Standard deviation R2 (10-fold cv) 0.043Number of observations 3,450
The c-number of the residualised variables was 12.62 before variable selection,which means a mild correlation. The R2 shows that the model explains abouthalf of the variance, also in 10-fold cross-validation. A model with only randomeffects reaches an R2 of 0.478, which again shows that a lot of the variance isexplained by the intercepts for Verb and Participant and the random slope forParticipant over cCorpusProbs.The significant coefficients (together with their t-values) are shown in Ta-ble 5.9. The significant effect for Variety=US shows that American partici-pants give higher naturalness scores to prepositional dative constructions than
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Table 5.8: Number of values and standard deviation of the random effects in theregression model, fitted on all (combined) judgement data
Random effect nr of values stdev.Participant 115 4.71Participant/cCorpusProbs 11.21Verb 9 14.82Residual 21.81
Table 5.9: Coefficients and their t-values for the ratings for the prepositional dativeconstruction by the British, American, and Australian participants, fitted on all data.Insignificant features are in parentheses
Feature coef average stdev t-value average stdevIntercept 48.21 48.24 0.45 9.32 9.27 0.17AnRec=in 19.06 19.13 0.44 15.05 14.35 0.35ConTh=in 4.20 4.17 0.40 3.98 3.74 0.37DefRec=in 14.95 15.00 0.90 7.73 7.36 0.43DefTh=in -11.04 -11.06 0.36 -10.48 -9.95 0.33PrnRec=p -16.28 -16.38 0.49 -13.56 -13.06 0.48PrnTh=p 3.72 3.72 0.64 3.02 2.85 0.49rLenDif -14.11 -14.13 0.46 -10.03 -9.53 0.30(Variety=Aus) 1.17 1.17 0.28 0.87 0.84 0.19Variety=US 3.73 3.72 0.36 2.68 2.60 0.21rLenDif:Variety=Aus -3.92 -3.93 0.51 -2.25 -2.14 0.29(rLenDif:Variety=US) 0.19 0.19 0.83 0.10 0.10 0.44
British participants. Our data revealed no such difference between British andAustralian participants (Variety=Aus).With respect to Length difference, we see that Australian participants showa significantly stronger effect than British participants (rLenDif:Variety=Aus):as the theme increases in length relative to the recipient, the Australians in-creasingly favour the double object dative more so than the British participants.This difference could not be found in our American and British data.
5.4.6 DiscussionIn the individual models per variety (summarised in Figure 5.2), our datashowed that younger British participants tend to be influenced more stronglyby the pronominality of the theme than older British participants. In vari-
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ous dialects of British English, speakers are relatively flexible with respect topronominality: They allow reversed double constructions such as give it him(Siewierska & Hollmann, 2007; Haddican, 2010). Since our participants comefrom many regions in the UK (see Figure 5.3), it is likely that many are familiarwith this construction.8 That the effect of the pronominality is getting strongercould indicate that British English is moving away from the marked dialectalconstruction. We should note that the two-way interaction was only just sig-nificant (t=-2.33), which explains why it was not significant as a three-wayinteraction (with Variety) in the combined model.
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Figure 5.3: Google map with the places where the British participants spent most oftheir youth
As for the effect of age, the individual model for American English revealedthat in the US, the prepositional dative construction is most popular with theyounger participants. The individual model for Australian English showed asimilar effect for younger Australian men. In the combined model, we also dis-
8Because of the many different regions present in the British data, including it in the modelwould hardly differ from including the individual speaker.
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covered a difference in the preference for the prepositional dative constructionacross varieties: American participants gave higher naturalness scores to thisvariant than British participants, and there was no such difference betweenBritish and Australian participants. The intercepts in the three individualmodels in Figure 5.2 show the same: it is obviously the highest for the USparticipants. Our corpus study in the previous Section showed no such Varietyeffect. Recall that to enable comparison between the three varieties, we de-cided to use the same items for all participants, only slightly adapted to matchtheir nationality (e.g. changing place names). Given the fact that these itemswere all taken from an American English corpus (Switchboard), our finding forthe US participants could be an artefact of the stimuli chosen.With respect to length difference, our data indicated that Australian partic-ipants show a stronger effect than British participants. This difference is notfound for American and British participants, making it similar to what was foundin the study by Bresnan and Ford (2010) that we extended. In the previoussection on corpus data, we found a significant interaction of length differenceand Variety in spoken American and British English. This effect has disap-peared in the judgement study. The same is true for the significant interactionbetween Variety and the definiteness of the theme in the corpus study. Wewill come back to this issue in the next section.
5.5 Discussion and conclusion
Despite the substantial amount of existing research on the dative alternationin English, various questions still remain to be answered. Many comparisonsbetween the dative alternation in different varieties of English are still to bemade. Also, the effect of extralinguistic factors on the dative alternation hasso far received only little attention in multivariate analyses. In this chapter,we therefore aimed for two research objectives: (1) establishing similaritiesand differences in the dative alternation in British, American, and AustralianEnglish, and (2) establishing similarities and differences in the dative alter-nation of speakers varying in gender and age. The findings were related toprevious research on the dative alternation in different varieties of English,all in a framework of probabilistic linguistics. In that framework, we assumethat linguistic factors influence syntactic structure, and investigate their rela-tive contribution to the likelihood of the two constructions in different speakergroups.The two studies have shown that there are certain patterns in the data setsthat are in line with each other and with previous work. These patterns show aharmonic alignment : speakers, writers, and participants in experiments tend to
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place or prefer phrases with certain characteristics before phrases with othercharacteristics:
animate usually precedes inanimatedefinite usually precedes indefiniteshorter usually precedes longerpronoun usually precedes nonpronoun
These patterns have also been found for other syntactic alternations (e.g. alsoin the genitive alternation, Szmrecsányi, 2010), varieties of English (e.g. British,American, Australian, New Zealand, Indian and African-American English), andtypes of data (speaking versus writing, corpus or experimental). A probabilisticlinguistics framework thus seems suitable for modelling effects that certainlinguistic factors have on syntactic structure.Besides similarities, the studies have also revealed some distributional dif-ferences between varieties and between speakers varying in age and gender,both with respect to the distribution of the two dative constructions and withrespect to the relative contribution of the predictive features.With respect to variety (the first research objective), we used a corpus anda judgement study to find differences and similarities in dative alternation inBritish, American, and Australian English. American English and AustralianEnglish originated from British English at different times in history. Despitethe cultural exchange that dominates our modern society, we expected thatwe would find other distributional differences between British and AmericanEnglish than between British and Australian English. This is indeed what wefound.In our corpus study, we found that in contemporary spontaneous spokenEnglish, American speakers show a stronger tendency towards the double ob-ject construction when the theme is indefinite (e.g. give him a book ) thanBritish speakers. There is a greater preference for the prepositional dativeas the recipient length increases relative to the theme, but the effect is lessstrong for the American speakers. We suggested that the relative importanceof these two features may have evolved further in American English than inBritish English, following the developments found in the diachronic study byWolk et al. (2012). But seeing that these effects were not replicated in ourjudgement study, our conclusion is speculative. Our judgement study indi-cated that the effect of length difference is stronger for Australian participantsthan for British participants. This is exactly the same as what was found inthe study by Bresnan and Ford (2010) that we extended.We also investigated the differences and similarities in the dative alterna-tion in British, American and Australian English, made by participants varying
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in age and gender (the second research objective). The British judgements re-vealed that younger British participants seem to be influenced more stronglyby the pronominality of the theme than older British participants. In many di-alects in British English, it is common to use double object constructions withpronominal themes, e.g. give the man it (Siewierska & Hollmann, 2007; Had-dican, 2010). Our study shows that younger participants are more in favourfor the prepositional dative variant (give it to the man) than the older par-ticipants, which means they are moving away from the dialectal construction.The US judgements showed that the prepositional dative construction is mostpopular with the younger participants, so it seems that this construction is be-coming slightly more popular in American English. A similar effect was foundin the Australian judgements: especially younger Australian men seem to bemore positive towards using the prepositional dative construction. In general,Australian men are more positive towards using the prepositional dative thanAustralian women, which supports the findings in Bresnan and Ford (2010).This study has presented novel evidence that there are universal featuresplaying a role in the dative alternation in English, but that there are subtledistributional differences between the roles that they play across varieties, andacross speakers varying in gender and age. We have used a corpus study anda judgement study to reach this goal. Seeing that people seem to use languageproduction processes to predict language input during language comprehen-sion (Pickering & Garrod, 2005), we expected to find similar results in the twostudies. However, this was not always the case. The results, and comparisonsto existing research, could not always be interpreted straightforwardly sincethe underlying data sets are not fully compatible. For instance, the Americancorpus data contained spoken telephone dialogues only, while the British cor-pus data contained all kinds of spontaneous speech except telephone dialogues.Also, despite the high inter-annotator agreement between the annotations ofthe British and American corpus data, there are always differences (see alsoChapter 4, where we also used these two data sets). In the experimental data,our choice for using American-based items for all three varieties may haveinfluenced the results.There is one more observation we should make. The corpus study revealedthat most of the variance in the dative alternation in spontaneous speech canbe explained by the verb and the combination of the verb and the theme head.In the judgement study, most of the variance could be explained by the verbof the test item and by the individual participant. In both studies, the pre-dictive features under investigation played a significant, but minor, role. Thisis often the case in (psycho)linguistic studies (cf. Baayen, 2008). In order toestablish the universality of the features, on top of the effect of frequent lexico-syntactic patterns and participant-specific preferences, future research should
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be directed at studying the dative alternation and other syntactic alternationsin languages other than English.
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Model interpretation
Edited from: Theijssen, D., ten Bosch, L., Boves, L., Cranen, B., & van Halteren, H.(2012). Choosing alternatives: Using Bayesian Networks and memory-based learningto study the dative alternation. Corpus Linguistics and Linguistic Theory. (Accepted forpublication.)
Abstract
In existing research on syntactic alternations such as the dative alternation,the linguistic data is often analysed with the help of logistic regression mod-els. In this chapter, we evaluate the use of logistic regression for this typeof research, and present two different approaches: Bayesian Networks andMemory-based learning. For the Bayesian Network, we use the higher-levelsemantic features suggested in the literature, while we limit ourselves to lex-ical items in the memory-based approach. We evaluate the suitability of thethree approaches by applying them to a large data set (>11,000 instances) ex-tracted from the British National Corpus, and comparing their quality in termsof classification accuracy, their interpretability in the context of linguistic re-search, and their actual classification of individual cases. Our main finding isthat the classifications are very similar across the three approaches, also whenemploying lexical items instead of the higher-level features, because most ofthe alternation is determined by the verb and the length of the two objects (inChapter 1: Snow White and the poisonous apple).
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6.1 Introduction
In linguistic research, as introduced in Chapter 1, the goal is to find a modelthat describes language data accurately, and that tells us something about theroles that certain linguistic features play. The modelling technique commonlyused in previous linguistic research, logistic regression, is attractive for severalreasons. First of all, it is a multivariate approach: it enables us to investigatethe contribution and significance of several features at the same time. Second,contrary to alternative classifiers such as LDA (e.g. Gries, 2003) that makestrong assumptions about the statistical distributions of the data, regressionmodels are able to deal with non-numerical data. This is beneficial since nom-inal (often binary) data is very common in corpus studies on syntax. Third, themodels themselves are fairly simple; they provide coefficients that indicate therelative roles that the individual features (values) play. Fourth, multiple re-gression models make it possible to combine fixed variables (the features) andrandom variables (random effects). This combination helps to establish the ef-fect of the linguistic variables of interest, while controlling for random variablesthat are usually not of primary interest, such as the individual speaker.However, there are also some problems with these regression models. Oneof the major drawbacks of logistic regression is that it requires certain proper-ties of the data that cannot always be fulfilled. Features should be indepen-dent, for instance, but in reality they are are often correlated. For example,it is known that the dative alternation is influenced greatly by the relativelengths of the recipient (e.g. Snow White in Chapter 1) and the theme (thepoisonous apple), but also that humans tend to place pronouns before fullnoun phrases in the clause. These two features, length and pronominality, arecorrelated because pronominal objects are usually short, i.e. consisting of apronoun only. Correlated features cause problems with the interpretation ofthe roles that the individual features play in the model. For example, correla-tions can cause coefficients to flip sign or loose statistical significance. Thismeans that the effect of pronominality in the model could become insignificantor receive a coefficient that indicates the opposite of the direction expected(on the basis of existing research), because most of its variance is already ex-plained by the length feature. Such correlation issues obviously increase therisk of misinterpreting the effects. There are many mathematical approaches tosolve the problems caused by collinearity, for example by centering or residu-alising variables (for details, see for instance Baayen, 2008). Such approachesmostly involve some form of transformation of the original data into data thathas the required characteristics. However, if length difference is for instanceresidualised on the pronominality of the recipient and the theme (as done inChapter 5), the feature under investigation is not length difference itself, but
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this less straightforward residualised version. Linguists often want to answerresearch questions about certain features, and transformations tend to hamperthe interpretability of the models in terms of the original data. What we thusneed are different modelling approaches that do not suffer from these problems.There is another reason why we want to move beyond regression models.Syntacticians with various backgrounds are now taking more and more interestin the social and cognitive aspects of language. There are, for instance, recentmultivariate approaches that combine the results of sociolinguistic studies, re-searching the effect that factors such as age and gender may have on language,with cognitive linguistic studies (e.g. Geeraerts et al., 2010). Also there areattempts to relate findings from corpus studies to observations in psycholin-guistic experiments (e.g. Bresnan & Ford, 2010). Multivariate models such asregression models can successfully be exploited for the purpose of analysingthe relative importance of higher-level features (such as those introduced inChapter 1 and used throughout this thesis) in specific data sets under investi-gation, but these models cannot elucidate the role of these features in cognitiveprocesses. The first goal of the present chapter is therefore to investigate theexplanatory power of the higher-level features in a model that is more likelyto be cognitively plausible than regression models. Several approaches havebeen developed for this purpose, of which connectionist models are perhapsthe best-known (e.g. McClelland et al., 2010). Although connectionist modelshave gained substantial interest in psycholinguistics, they have less traction informal linguistics, probably because the internal structure of these models isopaque. Recently, Baayen (2011) used Naive Discriminative Learning to modelthe dative alternation with higher-level features.In this chapter, we use yet a different approach: Bayesian Networks (Pearl,1988). This approach is fully transparent and does not make assumptions aboutthe statistical distributions of the predictor variables. Bayesian Networks makeit possible to integrate possibly uncertain prior knowledge and possibly erro-neous empirical evidence of different types and different sources in a consistentprobabilistic framework (cf. 6.3.2 for more detail). Integrating partial and noisysensory input and volatile procedural and semantic memory is what the braindoes all the time, especially in the initial stages of the processing where not allinformation is available yet. Therefore, Bayesian Networks form an attractiveanalogue for cognitive processes (Chater, Tenenbaum, & Yuille, 2006; Chater,Oaksford, Hahn, & Heit, 2010).Computational grammar learning models using Bayesian inference have al-ready been shown to be able to learn the dative alternation in a small set ofrelatively simple, artificial sentences, making use of grammar rewrite rules only,without any higher-level information (Dowman, 2004). The question thereforearises whether the higher-level features are really necessary for explaining
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the dative alternation and for generalising from (small) data sets to actuallanguage production. This brings us to our second research goal: to investi-gate the suitability of a model that can claim cognitive plausibility and that isnot provided with higher-level features, but with lexical items. To that end, weadopt a memory-based learning approach (Daelemans & van den Bosch, 2005),in which learning is defined as the storage of some sort of representation of ex-perience (cf. section 6.3.3 for more detail). This memory of previous experienceis then used to guide actions in new situations. For the dative alternation, thismeans that humans learn the contextual suitability of the two constructions bystoring some representation of the occurrences they produce themselves andhear or read in other people’s language use. In the context of current discus-sions about the existence of an innate, specifically language-related ability, itis interesting to note that memory-based learning has no need to assume aninnate language faculty. Language, according to this theory, is learned frominput only, making use of the general cognitive abilities that we possess. Theunderlying idea of this model therefore shows many similarities with exemplar-based models of language processing (Gahl & Yu, 2006), and with for instancedata-oriented parsing approaches (e.g. Bod, 2009). When storing all experi-ence with the dative alternation, there is no reason to abstract away from theoriginal input that we hear by defining higher-level features. This makes therole of the higher-level features used in existing research unnecessary and,using Occam’s razor, implausible. The only assumption we need to make forstudying the dative alternation in the way we do, is that humans have learnedthe meaning of a number of verbs and the existence of the semantic roles‘recipient’ and ‘theme’. Memory-based learning does not make assumptionsabout statistical distributions of the items that are kept in memory.In order to address our two research goals, we will employ two approachesto model the dative alternation that can be associated with cognitive processes:Bayesian Networks and memory-based learning. For the sake of comparability,we also include the traditional logistic regression models. We evaluate thesuitability of the three approaches for studying the dative alternation, on thebasis of the following three criteria:• the quality of the model in terms of classification accuracy• the interpretability of the model in linguistic research• the actual classification of individual cases by the modelThe remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: In Section 6.2, wedescribe the data set and the various features used. The modelling techniquesare introduced in Section 6.3 and they are evaluated according to the criteriain Section 6.4. The chapter ends with our general discussion and conclusion,provided in Section 6.5.
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6.2 Data
6.2.1 Data collection
The data set was extracted from the 100-million-word British National Corpus(BNC Consortium, 2007), following the semi-automatic approach in Chapter 4,as summarised below.We used a Perl script to extract all sentences with an occurrence of a dativeverb, and parsed them with the Functional Dependency Grammar (FDG) parser,version 3.9, developed at Connexor (Tapanainen & Järvinen, 1997). A secondPerl script was used to extract all dative constructions from the syntactic parses(152,008 in total), after which we employed two automatic filtering steps. Inthe first filtering, we used another Perl script to automatically filter out 44,464candidates to prevent the influence of other types of syntactic variation thanthose of interest in this research (passive versus active voice, declarative versusinterrogative mode, the placement of adverbials, etc.) and to make sure thatthe features we want to apply later were applicable (e.g. it is not possible toestablish the definiteness of the theme if it is a clause, not a noun phrase). Inthe second filtering, a Perl script was used to remove candidates that werelikely to contain parse errors (21,965 in total).After the filtering, 85,579 dative candidates remained. We next checkedover 17,000 candidates manually, removing candidates that contained parseerrors and that were not dative constructions. The checked subset containedall candidates from the spoken part of the BNC (>11,000 candidates), andyielded 7,757 confirmed dative constructions. To increase the diversity in thedata, we supplemented the spoken material with a random selection from thewritten material (>6,000 candidates). The resulting data set contains 11,784instances, of which 7,757 are spoken and 4,027 written, spread over variousgenres, e.g. public meetings, private conversations, news paper articles andfiction texts.
6.2.2 Medium and length difference
There are two basic features that will be used in all models, both in the modelsthat use the higher-level features and the model that uses only lexical items:(1) Medium (spoken or written) and (2) the length difference between the themeand the recipient. Medium is a binary feature that is easy to establish on thebasis of the metadata provided in the BNC. Length difference is used as anapproximation of syntactic weight, which is known to play a role because ofthe principle of end weight (Behaghel, 1909).There are many (often correlated) alternatives for establishing the syntactic
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weight (Shih & Grafmiller, 2011), but in this chapter we limit ourselves to anumber of variations of the length difference in words. Since the BayesianNetwork tool we employ is not able to deal with interval data, we also includeseveral ways of discretisation, leading to a total of six definitions:
• LenDif: theme length in words minus recipient length in words• lnLenDif: the log of the ratio between these two lengths• dLenDif5: an intuition-based discretised version of LenDif with 5 levels(i.e. similar lengths, a longer recipient, a longer theme, a much longerrecipient and a much longer theme)• dLenDif6: a frequency-based discretised version with 6 levels• dLenDif10: a frequency-based discretised version with 10 levels• dLenDif78: a frequency-based discretised version with 78 levels
The cut-off points for the intuition-based discretisation were chosen so thatif the ratio between the number of words in the two objects was ≥ 1 : 3, thelongest of the two was considered longer, and when the ratio was ≥ 1 : 4, itwas considered much longer. The frequency-based discretisation in resp. 6and 10 levels was based on the frequency distributions of LenDif in the dataset. For the 6-level discretisation, each level had a frequency of at least 1,100instances, and for the 10-level distretisation, each at least 400 instances. Inthe 78-level discretisation, each level contained one unique value of LenDif,with the number of instances per level varying from 1 to 3,522.
6.2.3 Verb
It is known that many verbs have a strong preference for one of the two con-structions (e.g. Gries & Stefanowitsch, 2004). For this reason, all models takeinto account the verb used in the dative construction. In the memory-basedmodel, the verb is included in the lexical items, as will become clear in Section6.2.5. For the regression model and the Bayesian network, the treatment ofthe verb is explained in Section 6.3. The 46 verbs used in our research areshown in Table 6.1,1 together with their frequencies in the data set we use.
1Many of the dative verbs are not in the parser lexicon as being dative verbs (see Chapter 4),hence the lower number of verbs (46 instead of 76) in Table 6.1. The verb read was not foundas dative verb in the ICE-GB and Switchboard corpora in Chapter 4, but is found as such in theBNC. We used the same version of the FDG parser (3.9), so apparently the parser allows readas a dative verb in certain contexts. Seeing the small number of instances found with read (19),however, it seems that these are exceptions.
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Table 6.1: Verbs and their frequencies in the data set
give 6974 leave 124 pass 77 throw 48 permit 31tell 799 lend 120 charge 74 bear 44 deal 30send 363 cause 113 promise 74 issue 43 advance 23show 342 write 112 wish 64 award 42 read 19pay 232 teach 111 grant 62 play 40 vote 13offer 206 make 98 feed 61 pose 38 forbid 10do 205 present 92 deliver 59 serve 38bring 179 take 91 allocate 54 refuse 36sell 158 deny 89 assign 49 accord 35owe 152 hand 81 guarantee 48 bid 31
6.2.4 Higher-level feature extraction
Two of the three modelling techniques employed in this chapter make use ofthe higher-level features suggested in the literature and introduced in Chapter1 (the third technique, memory-based learning, uses lexical items only). Thesehigher-level features are often difficult to define and to annotate with highagreement levels between human annotators. We solve this problem by makinguse of automatic feature extraction, so that that the definitions are clear and theannotations themselves consistent (see Chapter 4). Moreover, Theijssen, vanHalteren, et al. (2011a) show that the quality (prediction accuracy) of logisticregression models applied to data annotated with this automatic method isequally good as the models found for data with manual annotations, as long asthere are enough data points. Since the data set used in the present chapteris larger (over 11,000 instances) than the largest set (approx. 8,000 instances)included in Theijssen, van Halteren, et al. (2011a), we believe the automaticfeature extraction approach to be suitable for the present research.
All instances in the data set were annotated automatically for eight higher-level features, using the feature extraction Perl script in Chapter 4. Comparedto the feature set used in Chapter 4, we now leave out the concreteness of thetheme (because the automatic feature extraction differed too much from humanlabellings, see Chapters 3 and 4) and the number of the recipient and the theme(because number did not play a significant role in the manually annotated datain Chapters 2 and 4). The names, definitions and values of the features are thesame as introduced in Table 1.1 in Chapter 1, and are repeated in Table 6.2.All higher-level features are binary.
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Table 6.2: Higher-level features for which the instances have been annotated auto-matically
Name Definition Values (binary)AnRec animacy of recipient animate, inanimateDefRec definiteness of recipient definite, indefiniteDefTh definiteness of theme definite, indefiniteGivRec discourse givenness of recipient given, nongivenGivTh discourse givenness of theme given, nongivenPrsRec person of recipient 1st/2nd (local), 3rd person (nonlocal)PrnRec pronominality of recipient pronominal, nonpronominalPrnTh pronominality of theme pronominal, nonpronominal
6.2.5 Extracting lexical items
For the memory-based approach, we use two different variants of lexical itemsas features, being word forms and lemmas. Since the FDG parser provideslemmas in its output, we extracted the lemmas directly from the FDG parses.As already mentioned in Section 6.1, we assume that humans know the meaningof a number of verbs and the semantic roles ‘recipient’ and ‘theme’. As features,we therefore use specific lexical items present in the recipient, the theme andthe verb. Consider sentences 1 and 2:
1. I gave a dog biscuit to it.2. I gave it a dog biscuit.
The word forms extracted from these sentences would be:
• the verb: V:gave• the recipient head: Rh:it• the beginning of the recipient: Rb:it• the theme head: Th:biscuit• the beginning of the theme: Tb:a
For the recipient and the theme, we used a Perl script to extract the head fromthe dependency parses, as well as the first word or lemma (after removing thepreposition to in prepositional dative cases). The reason for including the be-ginning of the recipient and theme is that previous research has indicated thatdefiniteness seems to play a role in the dative alternation. Since definitenessis mostly determined by the presence or absence of certain determiners at thebeginning of the object, it may well be that it is not the higher-level feature
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itself that influences the choice for either syntactic construction, but the pres-ence of certain words or lemmas. We therefore include these lexical items inthis model, to see what role they play in the memory-based learning model.
6.3 Modelling techniques
In this section, we elaborate on the three modelling techniques we use: logisticregression, Bayesian Networks and memory-based learning.
6.3.1 Logistic regressionIn this approach, we employ the eight higher-level features in Table 6.2 andthe length difference, and include them as predictors in a mixed-effect logisticregression model. The Medium (spoken or written) is also included as a pre-dictor, and so are all its interactions with the nine other predictors. The verbof the construction (e.g. give) is included as a random factor.Using the values of the predictors and the verb i we establish a regressionfunction that predicts the natural logarithm (ln) of the odds that the construc-tion C in instance j is a prepositional dative. The regression function is:
lnodds(Cij = 1) = α +∑k (βkVjk ) + eij + ri . (6.1)The α is the intercept of the function. The terms βkVjk contain the weightsβ and values Vj of the predictors k . The random effect ri established for theverbs (i) is normally distributed with mean zero (ri ∼ N(0, σ 2r )), independent ofthe normally distributed error term eij (eij ∼ N(0, σ 2e )). The optimal values forthe function parameters α , βk , ri and eij are found with the help of MaximumLikelihood Estimation.2The variable selection method is as follows: We start out with a modelincluding all predictors and two-way interactions with Medium, and remove allinsignificant interactions in one single step. This step is carried out on the fullset of 11,784 instances available, after which only significant predictors remain.We perform this six times, each with a different representation of the lengthdifference. The discrete representations of length difference are interpreted asbinary features: one binary feature for each discrete level (except one that isincluded in the intercept). The representation with 78 levels (dLenDif78), andhence 77 binary features, runs into sparseness problems,3 but the other fiveall score model fit accuracies that do not differ significantly from each other,
2We use the function lmer() (Bates, 2005) in R (R Development Core Team, 2008).3The function lmer() cannot cope with numerous missing feature value combinations, which isthe case with dLenDif78: for 30 of the 78 values, there are <= 3 data instances.
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training and testing on the same 11,784 instances: 92.2% to 92.5%.4 Since thelog of the ratio between the two lengths (lnLenDif) scores the highest modelfit (92.5%), and is one of the two most parsimonious definitions with respect tonumber of regression coefficients (only 1, because it is numerical), it is selectedfor further analysis.
6.3.2 Bayesian NetworkThe higher-level features that are implicated in selecting a dative constructioncan be considered as just as many modules in a very complex system thatgenerates sentences. To avoid making things overly complex, we assume thatthe structure of that system can be represented in the form of an acyclic di-rected graph, which means that (parent) module Mx can affect the operation of(daughter) module My, but not the other way round. Obviously, the fact thatwe know the direction of the dependencies implies that we claim to have priorknowledge about the structure of the process that we are investigating. It alsomeans that we can draw a picture of the structure of the system in which themodules are represented by nodes, and the connections between the modulesare represented by single-headed arrows (cf. Figure 6.1). An arrow from parentnode Nx to daughter node Ny implies that the latter is conditionally dependenton the former: The value of Nx influences the operation of Ny. The beauty ofthe theory of Bayesian Networks (Pearl, 1988) is twofold. First, this theoryallows us to learn the strength of the connections between modules from data,which is tantamount to integrating knowledge (represented by the nodes andconnections in the network) and empirical observations. Second, the theoryallows for efficient computation, because it follows from the structure of thenetwork which modules are conditionally independent. In technical terms: itallows us to factor the joint probability p(N1, · · · , Nm) of observing specific val-ues for all m modules (represented as nodes) in the network at a given time insuch a manner that only conditional dependencies (represented by arrows inthe network) need to be taken into account.Compared to logistic regression, Bayesian Networks have several advan-tages. One, which is not relevant in the case of dative alternation, is that theoutput node (the black node labelled ’Cons’ in Figure 6.1) can take an arbitrarynumber of values. Second, the structure of the Bayesian Network representsa decomposition of the original modelling problem into smaller subproblems.Third, the way in which the features interact is easier to visualise. Thereare several public-domain software packages that allow one to easily createand manipulate networks and to visualise the strength of the connections that
4The accuracy reached when training and testing on the same data is sometimes also referredto as model fit, empirical fit or performance ceiling.
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were learned from training data (e.g., in the form of the thickness of the ar-rows, cf. Figure 6.2). Unsurprisingly, these advantages come at a cost: Thereis no proven method for learning the structure (topology) of a network fromtraining data. Incomplete prior knowledge may cause mistakes in drawing theconnection scheme and thus result in misleading accounts of the structure ofthe process that generates the output observations. For this reason we willexplain the decisions that were made in creating the network in Figure 6.1 insubstantial detail.
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Figure 6.1: Theoretically motivated Bayesian Network. The grey nodes are observableinput nodes, the white ones are hidden nodes, the black node is the (observable) outputnode.
The names of the nodes are the features in Table 6.2, supplemented with anode for Length difference (dLenDif) and a node for Verb, which is treated asa discrete variable with 46 (nominal) values. Since the syntactic constructionis queried using Bayesian inference on the evidence set for the other nodes, itis indicated with the black output node labelled Cons. The network containstwo hidden nodes in white: Rec (for Recipient) and Th (for Theme). These arenodes that have no values in our training or test data, but are nodes that allowthe network to combine and ‘summarise’ the information about the theme andthe recipient in a number of states. This is an elegant way to combine thevarious, possibly correlated, characteristics of the theme and the recipient (thegrey input nodes), and see the relative influence they have on the recipientand the theme (i.e. the hidden nodes) separately.Each of the arrows in the network is motivated below (sorted alphabeticallyby node name). It goes without saying that many arrows could be added
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and removed, either randomly or on the basis of other linguistic intuitions ortheories. However, our goal is not to perform data exploration and find the onebest model, but to apply our hypotheses about the dependencies between thefeatures and the syntactic construction used, preferring a network structurethat is interpretable and transparent.
Animacy (AnRec)The animacy of the recipient has no direct influence on the other nodes, as faras we know. Therefore, there is only an arrow from AnRec to the hidden nodeRec.
Definiteness (DefRec, DefTh)As far as we are aware, the definiteness has no direct influence on the otherfeature nodes, so it only has an arrow towards the hidden nodes Rec and Th.
Length difference (dLenDif)The length difference is known to have a strong influence on the constructionused (e.g. Chapter 4, Bresnan et al., 2007), because of the principle of endweight (Behaghel, 1909). Therefore, we added a direct arrow from dLenDif toCons.
Discourse givenness (GivRec, GivTh)When an object has been mentioned previously in the discourse, we expectthat the speaker or writer is more likely to use a pronoun (e.g., referring to apreviously mentioned book with it), hence the arrows to PrnTh and PrnRec.When the object represents new information, we assume it is more likely to berealised as an indefinite noun phrase (e.g., a book is usually a book that hasnot been mentioned before). Besides arrows to these two features, we alsoinclude arrows to the hidden nodes Rec and Th.
Hidden nodes (Rec, Th)The two hidden nodes receive and collect information from the various featurenodes, and both provide information to Cons.
MediumBiber (1988) has already shown that spontaneous, usually spoken languagecontains significantly more pronouns and mentions of first and second persons
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(me, you) than more formal and written language. We therefore added arrowsfrom Medium to PrnRec, PrnTh and PrsRec. The bias towards the double objectconstruction is usually stronger in spoken data (86.6% of the spoken instancesin our data set were double object) than in written data (64.3% of the writteninstances in our data). However, we inspected various existing dative data sets(e.g. those in Chapters 2 and 4) and discovered that these differences can allbe explained by the relative frequencies of the values for the three featuresPrnRec, PrnTh and PrsRec. For this reason, there is no direct arrow fromMedium to Cons.
Pronominality (PrnRec, PrnTh)
As mentioned in Section 6.1, the length difference between the two objectsis greatly influenced by the pronominality of these objects. The reason isthat pronominal objects are often very short because they usually consist of apronoun only. For this reason, the network includes arrows from PrnRec andPrnTh to dLenDif.
Person (PrsRec)
When the recipient is in first or second person (local), it is almost always ananimate, pronominal, discourse given recipient (me, us, you). Because of thisdirect influence, the network includes arrows from PrsRec to AnRec, GivRecand PrnRec. There is also an arrow to the hidden node Rec.
Verb
As mentioned previously, many verbs have a strong preference for one of thetwo constructions (Gries & Stefanowitsch, 2004). Therefore, there is a directarrow from Verb to Cons. Also, some verbs may influence the likelihood of theanimacy of the recipient. For instance, in various existing dative data sets (e.g.those in Chapter 2 and 4), we saw that the verb show is more likely to occurwith an animate recipient, since one usually shows something to people, notto things. This explains our choice to include an arrow from Verb to AnRec.
The network was designed in the Windows user interface GeNIe, a modelingenvironment for graphical decision-theoretic models developed by the DecisionSystems Laboratory of the University of Pittsburgh.5 The parameter learningon the training data and the inference on the test data was performed in Ge-NIe’s underlying reasoning engine SMILE (Structural Modeling, Inference, and
5See http://dsl.sis.pitt.edu.
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Learning Engine). SMILE is a library of C++ classes implementing graphicaldecision-theoretic methods such as Bayesian networks and influence diagrams.Since the goal of the present chapter is to present an overall evaluationof the suitability of Bayesian Networks for modelling the dative alternation,we decided not to perform any tuning of the tool, employing GeNIE/SMILE’sdefault settings instead. By default, the parameter learning is done with Ex-pectation Maximisation with randomised initial parameter settings. For eachtest case, the evidence of the nodes was set to the feature values in question,after which the beliefs in the network were updated through the default infer-ence approach (the clustering algorithm). The probability assigned to the nodeCons was then used to classify the case, choosing the class with the highestprobability in the histogram provided for the two possible outcomes.With respect to LenDif, GeNIe/SMILE was able to deal with the discretisedversions only, hence the label dLenDif (with a d for discretised) in Figure 6.1.For the hidden node Th, we tested all seven possible numbers of values, giventhe binary input from the three parent nodes: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8. The samenumbers were tested for Rec, supplemented by 16, 24 and 32 because of thehigher number of parent nodes (5) and hence the high number of possible inputcombinations (25 = 32). To explore the effect of different cardinalities of thenodes Th, Rec and dLenDif, we thus tried 7 (Th) × 10 (Rec) × 4 (dLenDif) = 280combinations. Note that all models are the same in their network structure;they only differ with respect to the number of values possible for some nodes.To find the optimal settings, we learned and predicted the same data set withall 11,784 instances.6 There were 159 combinations that yielded predictionaccuracies which did not differ significantly from the highest accuracy (95.1%),i.e. they were all within the 95% confidence intervals according to a binomialdistribution. Two of these combinations represented the most parsimoniousrepresentation (requiring only 12 values in total): 5 for dLenDif, 4 for Rec and3 for Th, and 6 for dLenDif, and 3 for both Rec and Th. We only present theresults for the former, since it yielded the highest accuracy (94.5%, comparedto 94.3% for the latter option).
6.3.3 Memory-based learningLogistic Regression and Bayesian Networks have in common that they use thetraining data to learn generative models that, given the values of a set of pa-rameters of a new observation, can predict the class to which that observationbelongs. Learning the models requires substantial effort and expertise, more of-ten than not expertise at a level that cannot reasonably be expected from naivelanguage users. For example, in this chapter we do not include the feature
6Again, we thus established the model fit.
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‘Concreteness of the theme’, which does appear in Bresnan’s model (Bresnanet al., 2007), because of the problems we experienced in annotating that feature(see Chapter 3). Generative models also run into trouble if some feature valuesoccur rarely in the training data (cf. section 6.3.1.) Memory-based learning asdefined by Daelemans and van den Bosch (2005) is a machine-learning methodthat is designed to avoid problems with labelling data on an abstract level, aswell as with sparse observations. Memory-based learning does exactly whatits name says: Training examples are stored in the form in which they areobserved in text or speech. The only mandatory annotation is the label of theclass of which the examples are a member. All training examples are charac-terised by a number of simple, theory-neutral features, such as the identityof words in a phrase, the identity of the left and right neighbour of a word,the number of syllables of a word, etc. When a new observation comes in tobe classified, the examples stored in the memory are searched for items thatare most similar (in terms of the features) to the new observation. Learningnow consists of finding the similarity measure that minimises the classificationerror for the training data. Because it does not rely on any kind of genera-tive model, memory-based learning can deal with low-frequency events, evenif these represent sub-regularities.For memory-based learning, we included the two types of lexical itemsdescribed previously, together with the Medium and one of the six versions oflength difference (each version tested in a separate model). The implementationwe employed is the nearest neighbour (kNN) classifier in TiMBL (Daelemans,Zavrel, van der Sloot, & van den Bosch, 2010). TiMBL stores classified (train-ing) data, and the items in the test set are assigned the class of the nearestneighbour in the stored data. We used the leave-one-out setting, which is aprocedure of iteratively training on all-but-one instances, and testing on theone remaining instance.TiMBL can be tuned by setting a number of hyperparameters, including thedistance metric used for each feature (m), the feature-weighting method (w ),the number of nearest neighbours used for extrapolation (k ) and the type ofclass voting weights that are used for extrapolation from the nearest neighborset (d). For each of the twelve lexical item/LenDif variants, we separatelytuned these hyperparameters with the help of the wrapper Paramsearch (vanden Bosch, 2004). Paramsearch finds the best settings by cleverly trying outparameter combinations on subsets of the data. We provided Paramsearch withall data instances and saved the settings that were chosen as ‘optimal’. Thesesettings were next used in the leave-one-out setting mentioned above: m =Jeffrey divergence, w = Gain Ratio, k = 9 and d = normal majority voting (i.e.all neighbours have equal weight).All combinations of the type of lexical item (lemma or word) and the defi-
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nition of length difference yielded an accuracy between 92.4% and 93.1% whentraining and testing in leave-one-out mode. Since the lemma-based featuresare more parsimonious (5,563 different lexical items) than the word-based fea-tures (6,358 different lexical items), we focus on the lemma-based models. Fromthese, we have selected the model that yielded the highest accuracy (93.1%) forfurther analysis, which was the model using the discretised version of lengthdifference with 10 levels (dLenDif10).
6.4 Evaluating the approaches
6.4.1 Quality of the model in terms of classification accuracyWe evaluate and compare the predictions made by the various models by usingthe models as classifiers and establishing the percentage of correctly classifiedinstances (the accuracy). We did this in two ways: (1) training and testing onall instances (leave-one-out for Memory-based learning), yielding the model fit,and (2) training and testing in 10-fold cross-validation, using the same divisionin 10 folds across the approaches. In the 10-fold cross-validation, we re-usedthe output of the variable selection and hyperparameter tuning applied to alldata instances (as described in the previous Section).7 The model fit accuraciesand the average 10-fold accuracies reached can be found in Table 6.3.
Table 6.3: Accuracies and their confidence intervals (for model fit) or two times thestandard deviations (for 10-fold cross-validation), found for the two baselines and thethree modelling approaches
Approach Features Model fit 10-Fold cvClass-majority baseline none 79.0% (±0.7%) 79.0% (±2.1%)Verb/LenDif baseline basic 89.6% (±0.6%) 89.3% (±2.4%)Logistic regression basic+higher-level 93.5% (±0.4%) 93.2% (±1.2%)Bayesian Network basic+higher-level 94.5% (±0.4%) 93.2% (±1.3%)Memory-based learning basic+lexical 93.1% (±0.5%) 92.5% (±1.5%)
For the model fit (leave-one-out for memory-based learning), the three modelsperform much better than the class-majority baseline of 79.0% (always selectingthe double object construction). They are only slightly, but significantly, more
7Strictly speaking, this is not a fair train-dev-test split, since we tune on the complete dataset (including test data). But since our qualitative evaluation will be based on the models built onall instances, we wanted the variables and parameters of the 10 models in the cross-validation tomatch those of these models. We believe this decision is defendable because all three approacheshave the same benefit.
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accurate than the Verb/LenDif baseline, using the verb and length differenceonly (89.6%).8 As mentioned previously, many verbs have a strong preferencefor one of the two constructions (e.g. Gries & Stefanowitsch, 2004). Also,the length difference, which could be interpreted as an approximation of theprinciple of end weight (Behaghel, 1909), is known to have great influence.When training and testing on all items (the model fit), the best results arereached with the Bayesian Network using the higher-level features (94.5%).In 10-fold cross-validation, the three approaches do not differ significantly,yielding accuracies of 92.5% or higher. The standard deviations for the threeapproaches are remarkably smaller than those found for the two baselines,which means that the addition of higher-level features or lexical items hasled to more stable models. It is interesting to see that a memory-based model,which uses only the basic features and lexical items, is so accurate at predictingthe construction used. This is a reason to call into question the importance ofhigher-level features in language processing. Also, it adds to the questioningof the need for an innate, specifically language-related ability, since memory-based learning explicitly assumes that language is learned from input only,making use of the general cognitive abilities that we possess.As mentioned in Section 6.1, the goal in linguistic research is not to findthe best performing model, but to find an approach that is sufficiently accurateto constitute a plausible explanation of the underlying cognitive processes andthat, at the same time, is able to teach us something about linguistics. Themodels that we investigate all show a high accuracy; therefore, we keep allthree in a more qualitative evaluation.
6.4.2 Interpretability of the model in linguistic researchIn this section, we will evaluate the interpretability of the models in linguisticresearch, treating them each in a separate subsection.
Logistic regressionThe coefficients found for the fixed factors in the logistic regression model arepresented in Table 6.4. What we can learn from the model is that all predic-tors are significant except Medium, which is kept in because of its significantinteraction with DefTh. The fact that so many predictors are significant is notsurprising given the large number of data instances. The coefficients in themodel can be interpreted because they directly influence the log of the odds
8This score was reached with a logistic regression model with verb included as a random effectand length difference (dLenDif5) as the only fixed factor. The type of length difference had noinfluence on the accuracy reached. Memory-based learning and Bayesian Networks also scoredaccuracies above 89.0% when provided with only the verb and a form of length difference.
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that the construction used is the prepositional dative. So, if the recipient isinanimate, the odds increase with 1.03. On the other hand, if the recipient ispronominal, the odds decrease with 1.29, thereby increasing the odds that theconstruction used is the double object.
Table 6.4: Coefficients and their properties in the logistic regression model
Feature Coefficient Std error z value Pr(> |z|)(Intercept) -1.14 0.39 –2.93 0.003 ∗∗AnRec=in -1.03 0.11 –9.37 0.000 ∗∗∗DefRec=in -0.92 0.14 –6.79 0.000 ∗∗∗DefTh=in -1.23 0.16 --7.67 0.000 ∗∗∗GivRec=non -0.86 0.14 –6.10 0.000 ∗∗∗GivTh=non -1.44 0.15 --9.37 0.000 ∗∗∗LenDif -2.30 0.08 -27.16 0.000 ∗∗∗PrnRec=p -1.29 0.15 --8.67 0.000 ∗∗∗PrnTh=p -1.32 0.12 -10.78 0.000 ∗∗∗PrsRec=non -0.33 0.12 –2.68 0.007 ∗∗Medium=w -0.05 0.14 --0.33 0.741DefTh=in, Medium=w -0.55 0.17 –3.12 0.002 ∗∗
Our regression model confirms that animate objects are usually mentionedbefore inanimate objects, definite before indefinite, discourse given before dis-course new, shorter before longer, pronominal before nonpronominal and local(1st/2nd person) before nonlocal (3rd person). As mentioned in Section 6.1, thefact that regression models are fairly straightforward is one of the reasons thatthey have become so popular among syntacticians studying alternations.It is unclear, however, how the model has dealt with the correlations be-tween the features. The collinearity in the data can be measured with thehelp of the condition number (c-number). For the features in our data, the c-number9 is 14.20, which indicates that there is medium collinearity. In modelsfitted to smaller data sets, effects of collinearity can become apparent becausenot all features reach significance. For a large data set such as ours, this is notthe case: all features (except Medium) are highly significant. Collinearity canalso cause coefficients to flip sign: if two predictors are (strongly) correlated,the predictor with the highest correlation with the criterion will leave only aresidual to explain by the predictor with the weaker correlation. The correla-tion with the residual may have the opposite sign. Seeing that the patternsfound are consistent with those found in the vast body of research (includingstudies using experimental data, and studies investigating the features one
9We used collin.fnc() in the languageR package in R.
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at a time), it seems there is no clear influence of collinearity. Still, compar-ing the actual values of the coefficients, and thereby the relative influence ofthe feature on the construction used, is not advisable. Another motivation forrefraining from a comparison of the coefficient sizes is the fact that most ofthe statistical variance is explained by the random effect verb and the featurelength difference, reaching a model fit accuracy of 89.6%. This means that thecoefficients for the other features have only a minor influence on the eventualclassification.
Bayesian Network
The Bayesian Network that we used was already presented in Figure 6.1. Inthe user interface GeNIe, it is possible to calculate the strength of influence perarrow, and represent this visually in the network. By default, this strength isconsidered equivalent to the extra information obtained by knowing the valueof the parent, compared to the situation where this information is not avail-able. Since in our case each node is characterized by a discrete probabilitydensity function (pdf) specifying the probability for, say, N different values,the strength can be represented as the Euclidean distance E(Node,Parent)between the conditional probability of a node given the parent node and thea-priori probability of the node (Koiter, 2006):
E(node, parent) =
√∑Nn=1 (Pn(node|parent)− Pn(node))2√2 . (6.2)
where Pn(.) represents the nth component of the discrete pdf P(.). Since theminimum value of the sum is equal to 0 and the maximum to 2, the divisionby √2 ensures that the resulting distance is between 0 and 1. The strengthof influence thus represents a kind of ‘local information gain’ yielded by theevidence provided by the parent.The strengths are shown in Figure 6.2 by the thickness of the arrows. Thefigure shows that many of the correlations between the features show thickarrows, indicating they are strongly determined by the value of their parentnodes. This is exactly what we expected. Also, we see that the influence ofthe features on the two hidden nodes Rec and Th has a very similar strengthacross these features. It therefore seems that the features are similar in theirinformativeness for the hidden node, and that the hidden node indeed nicelysummarises the information of various correlated features. There are only minordifferences in the thickness of the arrows: for both Rec and Th, for instance,the node for givenness (GivRec or GivTh) is one of the more influential.
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Figure 6.2: Strength of influence in the Bayesian Network (parameters learned on alldata). The thickness of the arrows represents the ‘local information gain’ of knowingthe value of the parent node (for more details, see the text).
When we look at the output node Cons, we see that the characteristics of therecipient and the theme have a weaker influence on Cons than the verb andthe length difference. This is as we expected, especially after seeing the highscore for the Verb/LenDif baseline in Table 6.3.We should note that although the thickness of the arrows nicely visualiseswhich nodes are strongly determined by their parent nodes, the thicknessonly represents the strength of influence at that (local) place in the network.Consequently, the strengths in Figure 6.2 do not indicate which arrows aremost relevant in the classification task (predicting which Cons was used). Forthis reason, we established the model fit accuracy, i.e. training and testingon all 11,784 instances, of networks in which we removed one of the arrows.This procedure revealed that the accuracy only dropped significantly whenremoving one of the four arrows connected directly to Cons. Removing any ofthe other arrows, even the very thick ones such as that from GivTh to DefTh,did not yield a model fit accuracy that differed significantly from the originalnetwork with that arrow. This confirms the general observation that many ofthe features (here represented as nodes) overlap in their explanatory power:for a large part, they provide the same information. The model fit accuracydecreased most when removing the arrow from dLenDif to Cons (namely to91.1%), closely followed by the arrow from Verb to Cons (91.5%) and from Thto Cons (91.6%). Removing the arrow from Rec to Cons led to an accuracy of92.5%. The fact that Verb and dLenDif are very informative is not surprising,
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seeing our findings in the previous sections.
Memory-based learningCompared to logistic regression and Bayesian Networks, the memory-basedlearning model does not allow an easy interpretation at a more general andabstract, linguistically meaningful, level. The only thing we can deduce fromthe TiMBL output is the Gain Ratio and Information Gain of the individual basicand lexical features, as provided in Table 6.5. The Information Gain measuresthe difference in uncertainty (i.e. the entropy) between the situation where thefeature value is known, and the situation where only the a-priori probabilityof the class (the dative construction) is known. It is thus very similar to theinfluence strengths in the Bayesian Network. The Gain Ratio is based on theInformation Gain, but normalises it for features with different numbers of values(by dividing the Information Gain by the entropy of the feature values). Onlythe Gain Ratios are actually used in the model, i.e. as weights in the feature-weighting metric selected in the hyperparameter tuning. The features in Table6.5 are therefore sorted according to their Gain Ratios.
Table 6.5: Individual features, their number of values, Gain Ratios and InformationGain (provided) in the memory-based model (trained on all data)
Feature Nr of values Gain Ratio Information GaindLenDif10 10 0.097 0.275Rh 1,464 0.067 0.350Rb 888 0.063 0.275V 46 0.050 0.149Medium 2 0.050 0.047Tb 1,032 0.048 0.257Th 2,133 0.040 0.367
When we look at the Gain Ratios, we see that the length difference receives thehighest feature weight. The verb (V ) ends only in the middle of Table 6.5 in theranking for Gain Ratio, and only Medium has a lower Information Gain. This issurprising since we know from previous research (e.g. Gries & Stefanowitsch,2004) and from the Verb/LenDif baselines that the verb is very informative.The Gain Ratios reveal that especially the characteristics of the recipientweigh heavily in the classification; they are ranked above all other lexicalfeatures. So, despite the many possible values for the two features for therecipient (1,464 and 888), knowing the beginning and/or the head lemma isinformative. The reason that both recipient features have a high Gain Ratio
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is probably that for 9,519 instances (80.8%), the recipient consists of one wordonly, which means that the features Rh (head of the recipient) and Rb (begin-ning of the recipient) have the same value: this one word that is the recipient.Of these, 8,465 instances (71.8% of all data) have a recipient that is the per-sonal pronoun you, me, them, him, us, her or it. The beginning and the headlemma of the recipient therefore give information about the pronominality (andprobably also the short length) of the recipient. The high Gain Ratios thusseem to confirm the finding in previous research that pronominality plays arole in the dative alternation.The Information Gain values for the two features for the theme are veryclose to the ones found for the recipient. However, when looking at the GainRatio, which takes into account the many values the features can take, we seethey are not so informative compared to the other features.In our description of the lexical items used, we explained that we wanted toinclude the beginning of the recipient and the theme in order to test whetherthe relevance of definiteness found in previous research can be explained withthe help of lexical items. Table 6.5 shows that both features representing thebeginning of the objects (Rb and Tb) are quite informative with respect toInformation Gain, but only Rb also receives a relatively high feature weight(a Gain Ratio of 0.063, ranked third, compared to a Gain Ratio of 0.048 forTb, ranked sixth). Based on our observations above, we believe that for therecipient, the higher Gain Ratio is most likely caused by the pronominality (andpossibly also the length) of the recipient, and not so much by the definiteness.The two most frequent beginning lemmas of the theme are the two Englisharticles a (3,219 instances, 27.3% of the data) and the (1,593 instances, 13.5%).However, since the model output only provides Information Gain and GainRatio scores for complete features, and not for the individual feature valuesthat provide information about definiteness, it is not possible to draw anyconclusions about the role of definiteness in this memory-based model.Despite the fact that the memory-based model is difficult to interpret inthe sense of understanding which lexical items are most relevant for the choicebetween the two dative constructions, the model is still useful in the context oflinguistic research. Many researchers believe that humans learn language bystoring examples, without abstraction in the way it was suggested in traditionallinguistic research. Our memory-based model helps to increase the plausibilityof this theory.
6.4.3 Classification of individual cases by the model
Besides evaluating the quality of the models in terms of classification accuracy,and their interpretability in linguistic research, it is interesting to compare the
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actual classifications made by the models, because they reflect the differencesbetween the models. We do this in two ways: (1) by comparing the classesassigned to the cases, and (2) by comparing the confidence scores providedwith these classes.
Comparing the classesThe four panels in Table 6.6 show four different confusion matrices: one for the10,837 instances (92.0%) that received the same class from all three approaches,one for the 241 instances (2.0%) for which the class found with Logistic regres-sion differed from the other two, one for the 143 instances (1.2%) for whichthe Bayesian Network differed, and one for the 562 instances (4.8%) for whichMemory-based learning differed. Since the classification problem is binary andwe tested only three classification approaches, all data points are covered inthe confusion matrices.
Table 6.6: Confusion matrices of the 11,784 double object (DO) and prepositional dative(PD) instances for which the construction was predicted (Pred=DO or Pred=PD)
a: 10,838 (92.0%) instances classifiedthe same by the three approachesPred=DO Pred=PDDO 8,715 80.4% 116 1.1%PD 216 2.0% 1,791 16.5%
b: 562 (4.8%) instances classi-fied differently by Memory-basedlearningPred=DO Pred=PDDO 96 17.1% 162 28.8%PD 200 35.6% 104 18.5%
c: 241 (2.0%) instances classifieddifferently by Logistic regressionPred=DO Pred=PDDO 7 2.9% 146 60.6%PD 48 19.9% 40 16.6%
d: 143 (1.2%) instances classified dif-ferently by the Bayesian NetworkPred=DO Pred=PDDO 36 25.2% 28 19.6%PD 41 28.7% 38 26.6%
The confusion matrices show that most instances (10,506) receive the same,correct, class in the three approaches: 8,715 double object (DO) cases and1,791 prepositional dative (PD) cases. So, despite the different modelling tech-niques of the three approaches, and the different types of features used (lexicaland higher-level), the vast majority of the instances is classified correctly inall three approaches. This is not surprising since 89.6% (see Table 6.3) wasclassified correctly with Verb and LenDif only, which were both present in thethree approaches as well. In fact, of the 10,506 instances that were correctlyclassified by the three approaches, 94.9% (9,971 instances) was also classified
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correctly by the Verb/LenDif baseline.Of the 116 double object (DO) instances that were classified as preposi-tional dative (PD) constructions by all three approaches, 46 were instanceswhere both the theme and the recipient consisted of a pronoun only (see ex-amples 3, 4 and 5). In total, our data set contained 95 of such double objectinstances, of which only 12 were correctly predicted by all three approaches.The reason probably is that in examples 3 and 5, the alternative (e.g. give itto you/him) is also very common, making it hard to learn when humans usewhich.
3. If we give you that we can give you it in a certain way, but it is notnecessarily meaningful. (BNC: FUL n1285)4. but you can always say no to any pack you don’t want, you’re neverunder any obligation to buy and we’ll stop sending you them wheneveryou ask (BNC: HKD n20)5. Well they won’t give him it straight away, they’ll see to you first. (BNC:KCX n1835)
Memory-based learning differs most from the other two approaches (562 in-stances), and most of these differences lead to misclassification (362 instances).The misclassifications comprise a relatively large proportion of instances con-taining recipients that are non-pronominal (70.2%), in third person (85.4%), non-given (53.6%) and/or inanimate (35.4%), compared to the rest of the data (24.5%,51.6%, 20.0% and 14.6%, respectively). Objects in these semantic categories canbe instantiated by a much larger number of different words than objects thatare pronominal (usually simply one of the pronouns), in first or second person(me, us and you), given (from the limited set of previously mentioned entities) oranimate (a person or animal). Since the memory-based learning model makesno use of the higher-level features, but only of dLenDif, Medium and lexicalfeatures, it is not very surprising that it performs best at the instances withobjects instantiated by more frequent words.It remains unclear whether the memory-based model fails to classify themore unique instances correctly because of its inability to abstract away fromthe data (while humans may in fact be doing so), or because its exposure tolanguage data is too small (especially compared to the amount of language towhich humans are exposed). Moore (2003) estimated that infants hear approx-imately 6 million words of speech a year, and adults approximately 14 million.The data we presented to the model was extracted from a corpus of 100 millionwords. Since we only checked around 20% of the dative candidates found bythe parser, the data set could be taken as representative for approximately 20million words of the corpus. These are words in speech and writing, while the
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estimated quoted from Moore (2003) was speech only. We can thus safely saythat humans, over the years, hear many more dative sentences than the 11,784we used in the memory-based learning approach.Logistic regression differs from the other two approaches in 241 cases, mostof which are instances where a DO construction is wrongly classified as a PDconstruction (146 instances). Over 70.5% of these misclassified DO cases weretaken from written data, while the percentage of written instances is only 33.7%in the data used in this study. It thus seems that the Logistic regression modelis especially tailored towards spoken data (the larger part of the data).The classification by the Bayesian Network differs least from the other twoapproaches. The 143 differing cases are spread relatively uniformly in the con-fusion matrix, showing no clear pattern as to where and why the classificationdiffers.
Comparing the confidence scoresThe classifiers not only assign a class label to each case, but also a measure ofconfidence. In order to compare these measures, we transformed them so thatall three represent the likelihood that the construction used was prepositionaldative. For Bayesian Networks, we took the probability for the prepositionaldative from the histogram provided by GeNIe. For regression, we transformedthe log of the odds that the construction was prepositional dative into prob-abilities. For the memory-based learning models, we used the normaliseddistributions given in the model output,10 being values between 0 and 1. Thehigher this value, the higher the proportion of prepositional datives in the setof nearest neighbours. The three transformed confidence scores will from nowon be referred to as PD-likelihood scores.Table 6.7 presents the pairwise Pearson correlations for the PD-likelihoodscores assigned by the three classification models. The three correlations areall ≥ 0.88 (indicating high correlation) and highly significant (p < 0.001). Weshould note that these high correlations are mostly the result of the fact thatthe larger part of the data has PD-likelihood scores close to 0 and to 1. Thecorrelations with Memory-based learning are lowest, which shows that thelikelihood scores differed most in this approach. There are two possible expla-nations for this finding: (1) the type of input features used (lexical vs. higher-level) has influenced the PD-likelihood scores, and/or (2) the distribution ofthe PD-likelihood scores in the memory-based model is different because thescores are proportions, not probabilities. The proportions differ from probabil-ities especially because they contain many 0’s and 1’s, while the probabilitiesonly approximate 0 and 1.
10We ran Timbl with +v db -G0 to obtain these normalised distributions.
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Table 6.7: Pearson correlation between the PD-likelihood scores assigned by thevarious approaches (for all p < 0.001)
Logistic Bayesian Memory-basedregression Network learningLogistic regression 1.00 0.95 0.88Bayesian Network 1.00 0.89Memory-based learning 1.00
It is to be expected that the PD-likelihood scores assigned to cases that wereclassified correctly are more at the extremes of the likelihood range (close to 0and 1), while the scores for cases classified incorrectly are more in the middle(around 0.5). To test if this is true for the three models, we established theaverage likelihood scores for correctly and incorrectly classified DO and PDconstructions. These are presented in Figure 6.3.The boxplots in Figure 6.3 show the expected pattern, and are quite similarfor the three models. For the correctly classified double object constructions(the bulk of the data), the mean of the PD-likelihood scores is very low, andthe quartile boxes very small. This shows that on average, the three modelsare very certain that the instance is a double object construction. The quartileboxes for the correctly classified prepositional datives, are much broader. Thissuggests that the confidence of the classifiers is related to the number of posi-tive training examples that are available. Put differently, the confidence for themajority class is higher because the a-priori probability of correct classificationis already much higher. At the right hand side of the figure, the two groupsof cases that were misclassified receive scores that are approximately equallyclose to the extremes (0 and 1) as to the middle (0.5). So, despite the fact thatthe models classified these instances incorrectly, they are fairly certain aboutthe classification, though not as certain as for the correctly classified cases.The likelihood scores are especially extreme for the Memory-based learningmodel; apparently, in most cases a large proportion of the nearest neighboursrepresents one of the two dative constructions, which is then selected as theclass for the test item.
6.5 General discussion and conclusion
In this chapter, we have compared three different approaches to modellingthe dative alternation. The first approach was one that is commonly used inlinguistics: logistic regression models combining various higher-level features.The second approach used the same features, but a modellling technique that
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Figure 6.3: Boxplots of PD-likelihood scores for Logistic regression (LR), BayesianNetwork (BN) and Memory-based learning (MB), sorted by the combination of the ac-tual dative construction (DO, PD) and the predicted construction (Pred=DO, Pred=PD).
can be associated with cognitive processes: Bayesian Networks. In the thirdapproach, we let go of the higher-level features and employed lexical items ina memory-based learning model.Logistic regression is a statistical method that is convenient for severalreasons: it is a multivariate approach, it is able to deal with non-numericaldata, the models are fairly simple and logistic regression makes it possible tocombine fixed variables (the features) and random variables (random effects).Also, this chapter confirms previous findings that logistic regression modelswith higher-level features are very powerful: 93.2% of the instances were clas-sified correctly in 10-fold cross-validation, compared to a Verb/LenDif baselineof 89.3%. But there are also some drawbacks. First, it is often difficult tointerpret the model coefficients because of the correlation between the inputfeatures. The regression model in this chapter showed that the collinearity inthe data did not seem to have an effect on the significance and the sign ofthe regression coefficients for correlated features when the data set is large
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(>11,000 instances). However, interpreting the actual values of the coefficientsis not straightforward because it is unclear to what extent they are influencedby the collinearity. Second, it is difficult to link the regression models to cogni-tive processes, which receive increasingly more attention in linguistic research.This motivated our choice for a second approach: a Bayesian Network thatexploits the same higher-level features, and of which the graphical structurewas based on theoretical reasoning. The network was equally accurate atthe classification task as the logistic regression model: 93.2% in 10-fold cross-validation. The major advantages of the Bayesian Network approach are thatit enables the modelling of the dependencies between the features explicitly,that it allows introducing hidden nodes that summarise other nodes, and thatBayesian inference can be associated with cognitive processes (Chater et al.,2006). Not only the classification accuracies, but also the classification of theindividual constructions was similar to that by logistic regression: the Pearsoncorrelation of the PD-likelihood scores was very high (0.95), and the classesbased on these scores differed for only 3.3%: 384 (241 + 143) of the 11,784 in-stances. For research on alternations in general, a positive aspect of BayesianNetworks is that the number of feature values per node is not limited to two.This means that it is much easier to treat multi-class problems (such as theplacement of adverbs in a sentence) than with logistic regression, which allowsonly pairwise comparisons. One of the risks of Bayesian Networks is that theymay introduce circular reasoning. The topology of our networks was based onpre-existing theory and the outcomes of previous experiments. Today, thereare no efficient techniques for learning the topology from the data; neitheris it easy to determine whether arrows in a network that are mainly respon-sible for high classification accuracy indeed reflect the underlying cognitiveprocesses. Also, the features on which the networks operate are derived frompre-existing theory. On the other hand, Bayesian Networks can help to falsifyexisting theories by showing that they cannot explain real (observed) languagebehaviour.The accuracy of the memory-based learning approach, making use of lexicalitems instead of the higher-level features, did not differ significantly from thetwo approaches making use of higher-level features; in 10-fold cross-validation,the accuracy was 92.5%. However, the classification of the individual cases bythe memory-based model differed most from that by the other two approaches,as we saw from the confusion matrices of the classifications and the Pearsoncorrelations of the PD-likelihood scores. The instances that received a differ-ent class in memory-based learning than in the logistic regression model andthe Bayesian Network were mostly instances with objects with large variationin words. Apparently, for cases where the possible words in the recipient ortheme form a small set (e.g. in cases where it is a pronoun), the classifications
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are similar to that by the other two models, but for the more unique objects,there are differences. In Section 6.4.3, we already mentioned that with thecurrent data, it is impossible to say whether these differences are caused bythe fact that memory-based learning models do not abstract away from theraw language input (while humans may do so), or by the fact that there istoo little data available for the model to be able to classify correctly the lessfrequent cases (while humans receive many more exemplars). A model of hu-man language acquisition in which language experience is stored and used innew situations, using general cognitive abilities instead of an innate languagefaculty (as for instance suggested in Daelemans & van den Bosch, 2005; Gahl& Yu, 2006; Bod, 2009), could therefore still be a suitable model for the dativealternation.Regardless of the type of input features and the type of modelling tech-nique, the largest part of the instances (92.0%) received the same class whentraining and testing on the same data, most of which (89.2% of all instances)were classified correctly. Seeing that the baseline using only the verb and thelength difference already scores an accuracy of 89.6%, and all three approachesused these two features, this high level of agreement is not surprising. Also, weshould note that several types of – often somewhat complex – dative construc-tions (e.g. passive and imperative clauses, clausal objects, etc.) were filteredout in our semi-automatic data collection. The filtering was partly the result ofour decision to prevent the influence of other types of syntactic variation (pas-sive versus active voice, declarative versus interrogative mode, the placementof adverbials, etc.). For the other part, they were an artifact of the approachchosen: keeping only those instances for which the higher-level feature valuescould be established, those that contained a verb in our list of dative verbs,and those that could be detected by the syntactic parser employed. As a re-sult, only the more prototypical instances of the dative alternation are takeninto account in this chapter. It is unclear how including the more complexconstructions would have affected the predictive power of the different mod-els considered and the explanatory value of the different higher-level features.Quite likely, including phrasal objects would have complicated the annotationfor the higher level features and the feature selection in memory-based learn-ing. Also, it is quite possible that the identity of the verb and the length of theobjects are less predictive in the more complex constructions.Nonetheless, the three full models provide significantly more accurate pre-dictions than the baseline using verb and length difference only. Both thehigher-level features and the lexical features may thus play a role in choosingone of the dative constructions. Seeing the small improvement over the base-line, however, it seems that in the data set used, the role of the features islimited and therefore difficult to establish. For now, this means that we cannot
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be certain that humans make use of abstract semantic properties such as an-imacy and definiteness when choosing between the two dative constructions.At the same time, it appears that different verbs come with their own preferredconstructions, which might give credibility to a theory based on memory-basedprocesses. Also, one may speculate that realising the shortest (and usuallygiven) object first frees memory and processing capacity for articulating thelonger (and usually new) one, especially in spontaneous speech.For the time being, we cannot draw hard and fast conclusions about whichmodelling technique is best suited to our purposes. Instead of only focussingon the static representations of already produced language (corpus data) asdone in this thesis, research should also be directed at the exploration ofmodels and feature representations that can be more closely linked to cognitiveprocesses in online language production. Also, the studies should be extendedto other syntactic alternations and other languages, to see how the featurerepresentations and models hold across syntactic constructions and acrosslanguages.
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Summary and conclusion
In this thesis, we addressed various choices that linguists must make whenstudying the dative alternation, as introduced in Chapter 1: which featuresto include in the study (variable selection), how to define and annotate thefeatures used (feature definition), how to obtain an annotated data set thatis sufficiently large ((automatic) data collection), how to study the alternationacross different speaker groups (comparison of speaker groups) and how tointerpret models found with various techniques (model interpretation). In thischapter, we summarise our findings for these five methodological issues ad-dressed in the core chapters. We end this chapter with a general conclusionof the thesis, and provide suggestions for future research.
7.1 Summary of the findings
Variable selectionIn Chapter 2, we addressed the research question:Is it justified to report only one ‘optimal’ regression model, if models can bebuilt in several different ways?We built regular and mixed (i.e. containing a random effect) logistic regressionmodels in order to explain the British English dative alternation, using a dataset of 930 instances taken from the ICE-GB Corpus, manually annotated forthe features introduced in Chapter 1 (the Ice-Trad data set). The regular andthe mixed models were constructed following three different approaches: (1)providing the algorithms with all variables and keeping the significant ones,(2) starting with an empty model and successively adding the most predictivevariables, and (3) starting with a model with all features and successivelyremoving the least predictive variables. The six models showed some overlapin the variables that were regarded significant. These variables showed the
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same effects as found by Bresnan et al. (2007): pronominal, relatively short,local (first or second person), discourse given, definite and concrete objectstypically preceded objects with the opposite characteristics. Four variableswere selected as interactions with medium, but only one of them was selectedin more than one model: the effect of the discourse givenness of the recipientseemed to be stronger in written than in spoken language.The models fitted the data better when verb sense was included as a randomeffect. The six methods we applied led to six different selections of variablesand thus to six different models. We argued that this effect may have beendue to the relatively small size of the data set used, which was one of themotivations for the automatic data extraction presented in Chapter 4. In alinguistic study using a small or medium-sized data set such as ours, it is notvery clear how to select the model that fits the research goal best (combiningthe features suggested in the literature and test the combination on real data).Also, we prefer a model that is interpretable in the framework of some linguistictheory and that, ideally, reflects the processes in human brains. It is uncertainhow (and if) we can evaluate a model in this sense. We therefore concludedthat linguists should be careful in choosing a single variable selection approachand drawing conclusions from one model only; similar models should first beobtained with a number of different (types of) data sets.
Feature definition: concretenessChapter 3 focussed on the definition of the feature ‘concreteness’, aiming atanswering the question:What is the impact of different instantiations of the definition of the feature‘concreteness’ on the actual labels given to corpus data, and on the outcomeof syntactic research using this data?We compared approaches to establish the concreteness of nouns varying inthe definition used, in the scale of the values that could be assigned (interval,ordinal, nominal), the noun level they took as basis (token, sense, type) andthe manner in which the values were assigned (manually, automatically, semi-automatically).With respect to the impact on the actual labels given to corpus data, wefound that the concreteness labels assigned to 68,848 nouns in the SemCorCorpus (the SemCor data set) showed considerable variation across the fourlabelling approaches we employed. The labellings following the definition of‘specificity’ instead of ‘sensory perceivability’, differed most from the others.The fact that two approaches (one using a bootstrapping approach and oneemploying the MRC Psycholinguistic Database) mostly classified noun types,ignoring the word sense and the context, seemed to have no effect. We also
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failed to find an effect for the measurement scale used and the manner ofannotation.In the second part of the chapter, we used 619 instances from the Ice-Traddata set (the Dative data set) to build several regression models predicting theconstruction used, each using a different type of concreteness as a feature. Theeffects of the different types of concreteness varied considerably. Concretenessdefined as ‘specificity’ did not seem to play a role in the dative alternation.When defined as ‘sensory perceivability’, concreteness only seemed to playa role when the approach included manual input. Again, we saw that thenoun level and the measurement scale used have no clear effect, althoughthe most significant regression coefficient was found for the only true token-based approach in the present research: the manual approach defined in theannotation manual in the Appendix.To investigate to what degree humans agree about the concreteness ofwords in context, we employed a crowdsourcing experiment in which we askedworkers to rate the concreteness of nouns presented in context. The humanratings showed that (also) for humans, there were instances that were clearlyconcrete or abstract, but also many instances for which humans disagreedabout the concreteness. In cases where the words were (relatively) concretein the definition of ‘sensory perceivability’, and relatively abstract in that of‘specificity’, people seemed to focus most on the definition of ‘sensory perceiv-ability’.We concluded that results concerning the concreteness in syntactic re-search can only be interpreted when taking into account the annotation schemeused (especially with respect to the definition used and the presence of humanintervention) and the type of data that is being analysed (mostly because ofthe coverage issues of the resources we employed, and the differences in theconcreteness ratings of individual language users).
Automatic data collectionIn Chapter 4, we presented and evaluated an approach for automatically ob-taining a data set for studying the dative alternation, with the research ques-tion:Is data that is obtained and annotated automatically suitable for linguisticresearch, even if the data may contain a certain proportion of errors?To address this question, we compared data that was extracted and annotated(semi-)automatically to two data sets that were manually obtained: 930 in-stances collected in Chapter 2 from the ICE-GB corpus of spoken and writtenBritish English (Ice-Trad, used as development data), and 2,349 instances col-lected by Bresnan et al. (2007) from the Switchboard corpus of spoken American
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English (Swb-Trad, used as test data).In this thesis, we decided to use an off-the-shelf syntactic parser that dis-tinguishes both dative constructions explicitly: the Functional DependencyGrammar (FDG) parser developed at Connexor (Tapanainen & Järvinen, 1997).However, the FDG parser was not very successful in detecting instances ofthe dative alternation: in combination with our two filtering modules, the re-call was 66.6% for the ICE-GB (Ice-Auto, various types of spoken and writtendata) and 55.0% for Switchboard (Swb-Auto, spontaneous speech only), andthe precision was 71.2% for Ice-Auto and only 48.0% for Swb-Auto. When weused the various data sets to build regression models, we found that the modelfor Ice-Auto contained four significant effects that were not found for Ice-Trad.The analysis of the errors in Ice-Auto showed that the FDG parser had mostdifficulty with spoken material, with longer sentences and with PP-attachment.We concluded that we needed one (simple) manual step: manually checkingthe relevance of the candidates that were found automatically, after which theapproved instances could be annotated automatically. The models built on onlythe instances that were manually approved (Ice-Semi and Swb-Semi) appearedto be very similar to those found for Ice-Trad and Swb-Trad. We concludedthat sensible data sets can be obtained even with an off-the-shelf parser thatyields a low recall of recognising dative constructions (55% to 66.6%).With respect to the second step, feature extraction, we concluded that ourrather straightforward feature extraction algorithm was suitable for automat-ically annotating the instances with the features suggested in the literature(as introduced in Table 1.1 of Chapter 1 and used throughout this thesis).1 Theκ scores between the manual and the automatic annotations were similar toscores found between human annotators, except for the intuitively most difficultfeatures: animacy, concreteness and discourse givenness. Only the automaticannotation of the concreteness of theme was so dissimilar from the human an-notations that it notably influenced the regression models. When excludingthis feature, the models built on Ice-Semi and Swb-Semi (with automatic anno-tations) were very similar to the ones obtained for Ice-Trad and Swb-Trad (withmanual annotations). The differences between the models did not seem to becaused by the errors in the automatic annotations, but by properties inherentto the data sets: multiple correlations between the features, and the use ofdifferent definitions for the same feature.In the discussion in Section 4.6, we mentioned that the definitions of thefeatures based on Bresnan et al. (2007) are by no means definitive. Evenafter following their definitions as strictly as possible, there were differences
1The feature extraction script can be downloaded from http://daphnetheijssen.ruhosting
.nl/downloads.
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in the annotations made. Furthermore, two different data sets, though drawnfrom the same population (i.e. the English language as represented in theICE-GB and Switchboard corpora), can result in different models because theircomposition differs. As a result, the features that showed no significance inour models could still play a role in another data set. Since the influence ofthe composition of a data set usually decreases when data sets become larger,we applied the semi-automatic approach to the 100-million word BNC (BNCConsortium, 2007) in Chapter 6.
Comparison of speaker groups
Chapter 5 presented a study that merged corpus linguistics, psycholinguisticsand sociolinguistics, in which we treated the question:What are the differences and/or similarities in the dative alternation of British,American and Australian language users varying in age and gender?We treated this question with the help of a corpus study (as used in the preced-ing chapters) and a judgement study in which we asked participants to divide100 points over the two alternative constructions presented in context. Themore points given, the more natural the construction sounded to the partici-pants. Both studies showed that there are certain patterns in the data sets thatare in line with each other and with previous work (see also Chapters 2 and4): animate usually precedes inanimate, definite usually precedes indefinite,shorter usually precedes longer and pronouns usually precedes nonpronouns.American English and Australian English originated from British English atdifferent times in history. Despite the cultural exchange that dominates ourmodern society, we found other distributional differences between British andAmerican English than between British and Australian English. In our corpusstudy, we found that in contemporary spontaneous spoken English, Americanspeakers show a stronger tendency towards the double object constructionwhen the theme is indefinite (e.g. give him a book ) than British speakers, buta less strong preference for the prepositional dative as the recipient lengthincreases relative to the theme. We suggested that the relative importanceof these two features may have evolved further in American English than inBritish English, following the developments found in the diachronic study byWolk et al. (2012), but the effects were not confirmed in our judgement study.The judgement study indicated that the effect of length difference is stronger forAustralian participants than for British participants, as also found by Bresnanand Ford (2010).We also investigated the differences and similarities in the dative alter-nation made by participants varying in age and gender. In many dialects in
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British English, it is common to use double object constructions with pronom-inal themes, e.g. give the man it (Siewierska & Hollmann, 2007; Haddican,2010). Our study showed that the younger British participants are more infavour of the prepositional dative variant when the theme is a pronoun (give itto the man) than the older participants, thus moving away from the dialectalconstruction. The US judgements showed that, in general, the prepositionaldative construction is most popular with the younger participants, and thesame effect was found for Australian men. Also, regardless of age, Australianmen were more positive towards using the prepositional dative than Australianwomen, which supported the findings in Bresnan and Ford (2010).The results, and comparisons to existing research, could not always beinterpreted straightforwardly since the underlying data sets were not fullycompatible with respect to the genres included, the annotations for the fea-tures and the items selected. Also, we found that most of the variance in thechoice between the two constructions could be explained by the random ef-fects: the verb and the theme head (in the corpus study), or the verb and theparticipant (in the judgement study). This means that the features under inves-tigation played a significant, but minor, role. The predictive power of individualspeakers and test items is often found in (psycho)linguistic studies (cf. Baayen,2008). We concluded that in order to establish the role of the features in cog-nitive processes, on top of the effect of frequent lexico-syntactic patterns andparticipant-specific preferences, future research should be directed at studyingthe dative alternation and other syntactic alternations in languages other thanEnglish.
Model interpretationIn Chapter 6, we focussed on the following research question:How suitable are regression models, memory-based learning and Bayesiannetworks for studying the dative alternation?Regression models combining higher-level features have been used through-out this thesis. Regression is a versatile statistical method: it is a multivariateapproach, it can deal with non-numerical data, the models are fairly simpleand it allows to combine fixed variables (the features) and random variables(random effects). In this chapter, we applied the semi-automatic data extrac-tion approach from Chapter 4 to the British National Corpus (BNC Consortium,2007), resulting in a data set of 11,784 instances. We used this set to build aregression model, which again showed that the higher level features are verypredictive: 93.2% of the instances were classified correctly in 10-fold cross-validation, significantly better than the Verb/LenDif baseline of 89.3%. Theregression model showed that the collinearity in the data had no effect on
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the significance of the correlated features, since the data set used was large(11,784 instances). Collinearity can also cause coefficients to flip sign: if twofeatures are (strongly) correlated, the feature with the highest correlation withthe dative construction may leave only a residual to explain by the other fea-ture, which may then receive a coefficient with the opposite sign. But seeingthat the patterns found were consistent with those found in the vast body ofresearch (including studies using experimental data, and studies investigat-ing the features one at a time), the influence of the collinearity did not seemvery large. Some drawbacks of the regression approach were that interpretingthe coefficient values was not straightforward, and it was difficult to link theregression models to cognitive processes.We used the same high-level features in a Bayesian Network, a modellingtechnique that can be associated with cognitive processes (Chater et al., 2006).It also reached 93.2% classification accuracy in 10-fold cross-validation, and theclassifications were similar to those by logistic regression (Pearson correlationof 0.95, only 384 of the 11,784 instances differed). Advantages of the BayesianNetwork approach were that it makes it possible to model the dependenciesbetween the features explicitly and that it allows introducing hidden nodesthat summarise the combined effects of several features. Also, for research onalternations in general, a positive aspect is that since the number of featurevalues per node is not limited to two, it is easy to treat multi-class problemssuch as the placement of adverbs in a sentence. A risk of Bayesian Networksis that they may introduce circular reasoning: the high-level features and thetopology of our network were based on pre-existing theory and the outcomesof previous experiments. Today, there are no efficient techniques for learningthe topology from the data. Moreover, it is not easy to verify that the links in anetwork yielding high classification accuracy do indeed reflect the underlyingcognitive processes.For the memory-based learning approach, we employed surface featuresonly, assuming a model of human language acquisition in which language ex-perience is stored and used in new situations, using general cognitive abilitiesinstead of an innate language faculty (as for example suggested in Daele-mans & van den Bosch, 2005; Gahl & Yu, 2006; Bod, 2009). The predictionaccuracy reached (92.5% in 10-fold cross-validation) did not differ significantlyfrom the two approaches using higher-level features. However, the individualclassifications differed substantially from those by the other two approaches,especially for instances with more uniquely expressed themes or recipients(e.g. full noun phrases instead of pronouns). With the research in this chapter,we could not establish whether these differences were caused by the fact thatmemory-based learning models do not abstract away from the raw languageinput (while humans may do so), or by the fact that there is too little data
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available for the model to be able to classify correctly the less frequent cases(while humans receive many more exemplars).The baseline using only the verb and the length difference already yieldeda classification accuracy of 89.6%, but the three full models provided signifi-cantly more accurate predictions than this baseline. Thus, it seems that boththe higher level features and the lexical features may play a role in choosingone of the dative constructions. So for now, we cannot be certain that humansmake use of abstract semantic properties such as animacy and definitenesswhen choosing between the two dative constructions. It does seem that differ-ent verbs come with their own preferred constructions, which might give credi-bility to a theory based on memory-based processes. Also, one may speculatethat realising the shortest (and usually given) object first frees memory andprocessing capacity for articulating the longer (and often newly introduced)one, especially in spontaneous speech.
7.2 General conclusion and suggestions for future research
The previous section summarised our conclusions with respect to the five re-search questions of this thesis. There are also some general observations tobe made.
The effect of the methodology adopted
We discovered that some choices made in the methodology can substantiallyinfluence the results. Chapter 2 showed that variable selection has a greatimpact on the logistic regression models found. In Chapter 3, we saw that thesame is true for the definition and annotation procedure used for the predictivefeatures used (in this case: the concreteness of the theme). Also, we had toconclude that the commonly used logistic regression approach not only haspositive aspects, but also some drawbacks. Most importantly, for smaller datasets, the collinearity of the features may influence their significance in themodels (Chapters 2, 3, 4).Seeing these influences of methodological choices on the eventual results,our recommendation is to be careful when drawing conclusions from the modelsfound. To be more certain about the findings, the same results should be ob-tained with different models and/or different data sets. A good way to achievethis is to compare the findings to those found by other researchers. To en-able such comparison, however, it is crucial that researchers report the exactmethodology and data used to arrive at the results.
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Difficulties with the dataThroughout this thesis, we came across some difficulties with respect to thedata used. For instance, we discovered that even when following the annotationinstructions provided by other researchers, there may be relevant differencesbetween the labellings (Chapter 4). In Chapters 3 and 5, we demonstrated thatalso in corpus-driven studies, it is helpful to include data from questionnairesor other experimental studies as well.With any type of data, it is often difficult to collect enough data to preventsparseness problems in models, such as the undesirable influence of the vari-able selection method used to build the models (Chapter 2). In Chapter 4, wepresented an approach to solve the inconsistency and sparseness of the databy extracting dative instances semi-automatically from existing corpora. Forthis approach, the corpora needed no annotations; raw text only was sufficient.We successfully applied this approach to the BNC in Chapter 6, and we believethis is a promising result for corpus linguists studying syntactic alternations.We should note, however, that off-the-shelf tools such as syntactic parsers areusually tailored towards clean, (more often than not edited) written language.As a result, we found that the recall of recognising dative constructions wasespecially low for spontaneous speech (only 55.0% for Switchboard, see Chap-ter 4). Even though our evaluations did not reveal it, there is a risk that thecases found and the cases missed have systematic properties that could haveaffected the models. If this is the case, the use of off-the-shelf tools may not besufficient to extract a data set that is representative of the dative alternation,especially in spontaneous speech.
Linguistic findingsWe found some results that are relevant for linguistic research on the da-tive alternation. Across the chapters, the higher-level features introduced inChapter 1 confirmed the patterns already established in previous research (e.g.Bresnan et al., 2007):animate usually preceded inanimatedefinite usually preceded indefinitegiven usually preceded nongivenshorter usually preceded longerpronoun usually preceded nonpronounThese patterns have also been found for other syntactic alternations (e.g. alsoin the genitive alternation, Szmrecsányi, 2010), varieties of English (e.g. British,American, Australian, New Zealand, Indian and African-American English), andtypes of data (speaking versus writing, corpus or experimental).
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We also found some subtle differences between the relative influences of thefeatures in different types of data, e.g. between speech and writing (Chap-ters 2, 4 and 6), between different speaker groups (Chapter 5) and betweenproductions and judgements (Chapter 5). Given the effect that the methodol-ogy of data extraction and analysis has on the models found, we are hesitantto draw firm conclusions. We believe that more research is needed to attestthe effect that these extralinguistic factors have on the dative alternation. Asmentioned above, however, comparing research findings will only be feasible ifresearchers report their exact research procedure.
The future of modelling syntactic alternationIn the models presented in this thesis, we saw that most of the variance inthe models was explained by the lengths of the objects, the verb and/or theparticipant. This made us question the role and the justification of the higher-level features in cognitive models of syntactic alternation.Also, given the fact that language is an aspect of cognition, it may be a goodidea to move away from the use of regression models, and towards modellingtechniques that are associated with cognitive processes such as those in Chap-ter 6. It may thus be time for the common approach of employing higher-levelfeatures in a regression model to make room for new feature sets and newmodelling techniques. But to truly establish the universality of any featureset and any model, research should also be directed at other alternations andother languages.
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Appendix: Manual annotation of thefeatures
Animacy of recipient (AnRec)
Following Bresnan et al. (2007), the animacy of the recipient was annotated asa binary feature: it was labelled either animate (human and animal) or inan-imate (not human or animal). Companies and organizations were consideredanimate when it was evident from the context that the writer meant the peopleworking in these institutions.
Concreteness of theme (ConTh)
For the annotation of the concreteness of the theme, the instructions in Bresnanet al. (2007) were not very clear, except that the feature again allowed onlytwo values: either concrete or abstract. We decided to follow Garretson (2003),in which a noun phrase is deemed concrete if it is prototypically concrete. Weassumed that prototypically concrete objects have a known physical size. Thethemes that did not fit this description were labelled abstract.
Definiteness of recipient and theme (DefRec, DefTh)
For both the recipient and the theme we annotated the definiteness. All (syn-tactic) object heads that were preceded by a definite article, a genitive form ora definite pronoun (e.g. demonstrative and possessive pronouns), and all ob-jects that were proper nouns or definite pronouns themselves, were annotatedas definite. The remaining objects were given the value indefinite.
Discourse givenness of recipient and theme (GivRec, GivTh)
A recipient or theme was labelled given when it was mentioned in the precedingcontext (maximally 20 clauses before). We also considered an object given whenit was stereotypical of something mentioned in the preceding context, or whenit was part of the writing context (e.g. the newspaper article itself, or thereader). You, one and us as impersonal pronouns were annotated as given aswell. All remaining objects received the value new.
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Number of recipient and theme (NrRec, NrTh)Recipients and themes were annotated for number: singular or plural. Incase a recipient or theme could refer to something singular or plural (which isespecially the case with the pronoun you), the antecedent was checked.
Person of recipient (PrsRec)Person of recipient was annotated by giving it the value local or nonlocal.Local recipients are in first or second person (e.g. I, me, yourself ), non-localones in third person.
Pronominality of recipient and theme (PrnRec, PrnTh)We also annotated whether the recipient and the theme were (syntactically)headed by a pronoun and thus pronominal, or not (nonpronominal). We treatedall types of pronouns as such, including for instance indefinite and relativepronouns like all and that.
Length difference (LenDif)An important factor in clause word order is the so-called principle of end weight(e.g., Quirk et al., 1972), which states that language users tend to place themore complex constituents at the end of an utterance. Bresnan et al. (2007)therefore included a feature indicating the length difference between the re-cipient and the theme. Following their approach, we used a Perl script thatcounts the number of words in the recipient and the theme by splitting on whitespace, and takes the natural log of these lengths to smoothen outliers. Thelength difference is then calculated by subtracting the recipient length fromthe theme length.
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Wanneer we taal gebruiken, maken we bewust of onbewust keuzes over dewoordvolgorde en de grammaticale structuur van een zin. Kijk bijvoorbeeldnaar deze twee zinnen:
• De boze koningin geeft de giftige appel aan Sneeuwwitje.• De boze koningin geeft Sneeuwwitje de giftige appel.
Deze twee zinnen lijken erg op elkaar. Soms kiest een spreker of schrijvervoor de ene vorm en soms voor de andere vorm. Dit proefschrift gaat over dezekeuze, die ook wel de datiefalternantie genoemd wordt. De datiefalternantiebestaat niet alleen in het Nederlands, maar bijvoorbeeld ook in het Engels,het Spaans en het Grieks. In dit proefschrift gaat het om de datiefalternantiein het Engels. Uit eerder onderzoek is gebleken dat mensen (onbewust) vaakeerst de makkelijk te verwerken dingen noemen: dingen die al eerder genoemdzijn, die concreet zijn, weinig woorden bevatten, etc. Daarna noemen we pasde dingen die nieuw zijn, die abstract zijn of veel woorden bevatten. Bovendienis vaak gevonden dat het werkwoord van de zin (geeft in de voorbeeldzinnen)de keuze beïnvloedt.Er is al veel onderzoek gedaan naar de datiefalternantie. Vaak wordt hier-voor gebruik gemaakt van corpora: databases van taal, bijvoorbeeld uit krantenen boeken, of uit opgenomen gesprekken. Hierin zijn de datiefzinnen opge-zocht, waarna is genoteerd wat de eigenschappen zijn van de twee objecten:de giftige appel (dit object noemen we het thema) en Sneeuwwitje (dit objectnoemen we de ontvanger). Zo kun je een dataset verzamelen met voorbeeldenvan datiefzinnen, om hiermee te onderzoeken welke eigenschappen de keuzebeïnvloeden.Het is niet eenduidig hoe je dit alles zou moeten onderzoeken. Hoe kies jewelke eigenschappen je mee moet nemen in het onderzoek? En hoe definieerje deze eigenschappen, zodat andere onderzoekers het onderzoek kunnen her-halen? Hoe kun je ervoor zorgen dat de dataset groot genoeg is om onderzoekop te kunnen doen? Hoe ga je ermee om dat de datiefzinnen zijn gebruikt doormensen verschillend in leeftijd, geslacht en nationaliteit? Met welke statis-tische methode onderzoek je de dataset eigenlijk, en hoe interpreteer je deresultaten? Deze vragen heb ik behandeld in vijf afzonderlijke hoofdstukken indit proefschrift.De algemene conclusie is dat de keuzes die onderzoekers maken vaak in-vloed hebben op de resultaten van het onderzoek, en daarmee op de conclusies
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die getrokken worden. Dit is geen verrassende uitkomst, maar wel een belan-grijke. Als we beter willen begrijpen hoe de datiefalternantie werkt, zullende verschillende onderzoeken vergelijkbaar moeten zijn. Hetzelfde geldt voorde verzamelde data. Daarom presenteert dit proeschrift ook een manier voor(semi-)automatische dataverzameling, waardoor het eenvoudiger is om grotehoeveelheden consistente data te verkrijgen.Een andere belangrijke bevinding is dat de keuze van een datiefconstruc-tie grotendeels verklaard kan worden door oppervlakkige informatie zoals hetwerkwoord van de zin, het aantal woorden in de twee objecten en de eigen-schappen van degene die de zin geuit heeft. Om vast te kunnen stellen of decomplexere eigenschappen zoals concreetheid van de objecten een rol spelen indit soort taalkeuzes, zullen we in de toekomst niet alleen moeten kijken naarde Engelse datiefalternantie, maar ook naar andere alternanties en anderetalen.Hieronder volgt per hoofdstuk een korte samenvatting.
Hoofdstuk 2: Selectie van eigenschappen
Dit hoofdstuk geeft een vergelijking van zes manieren om een logististisch-regressie-model te maken voor het onderzoeken van de Engelse datiefalter-nantie. In totaal worden 29 eigenschappen van de twee objecten meegenomenin het onderzoek, en worden ze op drie verschillende manieren toegevoegdaan het regressiemodel. We maken op deze manier drie modellen waarin hetwerkwoord van de zin ook opgenomen wordt in het model, en drie modellenwaarin we het werkwoord negeren.De modellen waarin het werkwoord meegenomen wordt voorspellen degegevens het beste. Wat betreft de selectie van de eigenschappen, zou jeverwachten dat dezelfde eigenschappen altijd naar voren zullen komen, ongeachtde manier van selectie. Dit blijkt echter niet het geval: de zes manieren leidentot zes verschillende modellen. Vermoedelijk komt dit doordat de gebruiktedataset niet zo heel groot is: 930 datiefzinnen. Het is moeilijk om te bepalenhoe je moet kiezen tussen de verschillende selectiemethoden en de verschil-lende modellen, vooral als je ze wil gebruiken om iets te kunnen zeggen overhoe taal werkt. Echte harde conclusies kunnen dus pas getrokken worden alsvergelijkbare modellen zijn gevonden met verschillende datasets.
Hoofstuk 3: Definiëren van de eigenschap concreetheid
Dit hoofdstuk vergelijkt verschillende benaderingen om zelfstandige naamwo-orden automatisch (met de computer) in te delen op concreetheid. De con-creetheid van een woord is erg afhankelijk van de context: de tafel waarin je
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zit te werken is bijvoorbeeld concreter dan de (rekenkundige) tafel van zeven.Het hoofdstuk bestaat uit drie studies: (1) een onderzoek waarin we gebruikmaken van 68,848 woorden uit een corpus waarin de woordenboekbetekenissenzijn aangebracht (het SemCor Corpus), (2) een onderzoek naar de invloed vande benadering op een regressiemodel van de datiefalternantie (met de datauit Hoofdstuk 2), en (3) een beoordelingsexperiment waarin we onderzoeken ofverschillende mensen het eens zijn over de concreetheid van woorden (via hetplatform Amazon Mechanichal Turk).De belangrijkste bevindingen zijn dat er voor zowel de automatische (com-puter)-benaderingen als voor mensen gevallen zijn die overduidelijk concreet ofabstract zijn, maar ook veel twijfelgevallen. Bovendien zijn er verschillen tussende computerbenaderingen onderling, en heeft de keuze van de benadering ookinvloed op de gevonden modellen voor de datiefalternantie. Dit betekent dathet, met het oog op vergelijkbaarheid en herhaalbaarheid, misschien niet ver-standig is om een gecompliceerde eigenschap als concreetheid mee te nemenin onderzoek naar de datiefalternantie.
Hoofdstuk 4: Automatisch data verzamelen
Om de datiefalternantie te onderzoeken, is het belangrijk om voldoende datate hebben (zie Hoofdstuk 2). Bovendien is het belangrijk dat het onderzoekherhaalbaar is, en vergelijkbaar met andere onderzoeken (zie Hoofdstuk 3). Omdie reden presenteert dit hoofdstuk een manier om (semi-)automatisch datate verzamelen voor onderzoek naar de datiefalternantie. Door automatischeprocedures is het makkelijk om snel veel data te verzamelen, en is deze dataaltijd consistent.Het automatisch verzamelen van datiefdata is opgesplits in twee stappen:(1) het vinden van datiefzinnen, en (2) het vaststellen wat de eigenschappenzijn van de twee objecten in deze zinnen. Voor de eerste stap heb ik gebruikgemaakt van een al bestaand systeem dat zinnen automatisch syntactisch kanontleden: de Connexor parser. Deze parser blijkt helaas veel fouten te maken,waardoor de zinnen met de hand nagekeken moeten worden. Voor de tweedestap heb ik zelf een Perl script geschreven dat de eigenschappen van de ob-jecten opzoekt. Uit de evaluaties blijkt dat de kwaliteit hiervan goed is, al zijnde complexere eigenschappen (zoals concreetheid) niet helemaal overtuigend.De automatische dataverzameling is toegepast in Hoofdstuk 6.
Hoofdstuk 5: Vergelijken van verschillende groepen mensen
Dit hoofdstuk onderzoekt de invloed van de kenmerken van de taalgebruikerszelf, ofwel van de verschillende groepen mensen, op de keuze tussen de twee
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datiefzinnen. De focus ligt hierbij op de invloed van de leeftijd, het geslachten de nationaliteit van de taalgebruiker. De taalgebruikers in dit onderzoekkomen uit het Verenigd Koninkrijk, de Verenigde Staten en Australië. Hethoofdstuk bestaat uit twee studies: een corpusonderzoek en een beoordeling-sexperiment.Het Amerikaans-Engels en het Australisch-Engels zijn op verschillende mo-menten in de geschiedenis ontstaan uit het Brits-Engels. Ondanks de wereld-wijde communicatie in onze moderne maatschappij, vinden we andere ver-schillen tussen Amerikaans- en Brits-Engels dan tussen Australisch- en Brits-Engels. Het aantal woorden in de objecten is bijvoorbeeld meer van invloedop de datiefalternantie in Australië dan in de twee andere landen. De belan-grijkste bevinding m.b.t. leeftijd is dat oudere Britten minder moeite blijken tehebben met zinnen als give the man it (geef de man het) dan jongere Brittenen deelnemers uit de andere twee landen. Aangezien deze constructie vooralvoorkomt in dialecten, lijkt het erop dat de jonge Britten meer richting stan-daard taalgebruik gaan. Een andere belangrijke conclusie is dat het grootstedeel van de gemaakte datiefkeuzes verklaard kan worden door de kenmerkenvan de taalgebruiker en door het werkwoord van de zin. De eigenschappenvan de objecten lijken een minimale invloed op de keuze te hebben.
Hoofdstuk 6: Interpreteren van statistische modellen
In dit hoofdstuk hebben we de automatische dataverzameling van Hoofdstuk 4toegepast op een groot corpus (het BNC), met als resultaat een dataset met11,784 datiefzinnen. De dataset is gebruikt om de gebruikelijke logistische-regressie-modellen te vergelijken met twee andere modellen: een Bayesiaansnetwerk en een geheugengebaseerd-leren-model. Deze twee modellen wor-den vaak in verband gebracht met de cognitieve processen in onze hersenen.Omdat taalverwerking ook een cognitief proces is, is het aantrekkelijk om dezetechnieken verder te onderzoeken.Het Bayesiaanse netwerk lijkt op een stroomschema, waarin de eigenschap-pen van de objecten opgenomen zijn als knopen in het netwerk. Het model geefteven goede resultaten als een regressiemodel. Een van de voordelen is dat erverborgen knopen toegevoegd kunnen worden die de eigenschappen per objectsamenvatten. Een nadeel is dat je zelf het netwerk moet vormgeven, waardoorer minder kans is op nieuwe inzichten.In geheugengebaseerd leren wordt ervan uitgegaan dat mensen geen com-plexe eigenschappen opslaan, maar alleen de woorden zelf. Een geheugen-gebaseerd-leren model haalt met alleen woorden resultaten die vergelijkbaarzijn met het regressiemodel dat complexe eigenschappen gebruikt. De be-nadering blijkt vooral moeite te hebben met meer unieke objecten, misschien
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omdat mensen meer opslaan dan alleen de woorden. Het zou echter ook kun-nen dat de gebruikte dataset te klein is in vergelijking met de data waaraanmensen blootstaan.De drie modellen presteerden beter dan een simpel model met alleen hetwerkwoord en het aantal woorden in de twee objecten. Echter, we zien wederomdat het grootste deel van de datiefalternantie met deze oppervlakkige infor-matie verklaard kan worden.
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